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PREFACE

In October 1966, the Graduate Program in International and Development Education
of the School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, accepted a contract funded by the
Central Book Activities Unit of the Agency for International Development Office of Techni-
cal Cooperation and Research to undertake a book development survey of Pond and Chile.
Separate teams were fielded in Peril and Chile, both teams conducting field work from
October 31 to November 18. This report deals with the Peril portion of the study.

gbiectives

The objectives of the Peril survey were: (1) To find out who is creating, publishi-
ing, distributing, and utilizing books in the various educational and development program?
of the country; (2) To evaluate past attempts to upgrade quantities and quality of books;
(3) To assess current and forthcoming priority requirements for books and book-type-mate-
rials; (4) To develop practical recommendations for future projects and programs designed
to encourage local book publishing capabilities and to assist in more effective use of
regional and foreign resources.

Our approach was to study the total development and educational efforts of Pend
in order to provide a context for an evaluation of book activity. We examined many possible
ways to provide more and better reading materials of all kinds, including the possibility of
educational television as a mass medium relating to increased book activities.

We have made an attempt to be selective in the presentation of statistical informa-
tion. In some cases, data are estimates based on the best information available to govern-
ment and private sources at the time.

Generally speaking, the data presented give some indication of the dimensions of
overall national development, thus providing a base for projections in the education sector
and book needs based on these projections.

WAIL

The Pend team was made up of the following four members, each selected to give
special attention to one aspect of the book problem.

1. Dr. Seth Spaulding, Professor of Education and Public and International Affairs,
and Chairman of the Graduate Program in International and Development Education, Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh. Dr. Spaulding is a specialist in educational planning and development
and has had over 15 years' experience in a variety of overseas programs, several of which
have involved the development of instructional and textbook materials and the provision
of technical assistance in educational publishing. Dr. Spaulding acted as Chief of Party
and authored this report.

2. Mr. John Howe, Assistant to the President of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and
a specialist in educational and reference materials. Mr. Howe has been a corporate offi-
cial of Encyclopaedia Britannica for many years. Earlier he served as Assistant to the
President of the University of Chicago and Director of the University's broadcasting activ-
ities.
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3. Mr. Ray Freiman President of Ray Freiman and Company, formerly Vice Presi-
dent for Random House Production and advisor to the Graphic Systems Division of Radio
Corporation. Mr. Freiman is a consultant in education, communications and publishing
matters, and undertakes a variety of projects for prominent publishers, book manufacturers,
educational, research and cultural institutions, museums, foundations and governments.

4. Dr. Jay Daily, Associate Professor of Library and Information Sciences, Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh. Dr. Daily has been a library consultant on Ford Foundation Library
Programs in Burma, was the Library Consultant for Franklin Publications for several years,
has been Associate Director of University Libraries for the University of Pittsburgh, and
is currently a full-time faculty member in the Graduate School of Library and Information
Sciences.
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Peru had a total population in 1965 of 11,649,600Ya population increase of '4 per-
cent over that of 1940. There has been during the past decade and a half an average annual
population increase of 2,2 percent, although this has risen steadily from 1.72 percent in
1940 to 3.06 percent in 1965.

About 31.5 percent of the population in Perd is economically active.a/ This is less
than the world average (42 percent) but similar to other Latin American counties having
similar conditions - (Chile, 31.5 percent, 1960; Guatemala, 31.3 percent, 1'50; Nicaragua,
30.3 percent, 1950). There is a total of approximately 3,124,579 people economically
active.

About 70 percent of those economically active are in agriculture or in industrial pro-
duction; 27 percent are in service occupations and 78.2 percent are lien. Except for agri-
minute and mining, most people work in urban areas. Eighty-four point six percentof
teachers, professors, and educational personnel in general work in urban areas. Forty-
three point eight percent of the economically active population is from 25 to 44 years of age,
and many others are minors. The net per capita income in Perd (1966) is 8365.00, up 17 per-
cent from 1965.

The total education budget in Perd for 1966-67 is 5,579,578,526.70 soles, or about
8206,000,000. This, in turn, is about 25 percent of the total national budget and somewhat
over six percent of the gross domestic product. It is estimated that education expenditure
was 3.1 peg:teat of tha grove domestic product in 1960, 5.1 percent in 1964, and will be 6.9
percent in 1970, if current manpower plans and education projections are °dim/rata. treble IY
Figures generally indicate that at least 90 percent and perhaps as high as 92 percent of the
Ministry of Education budget is invested in salaries.

Although we were unable to get figures for the 1966 school year, Table II shows a
breakdown of cost per student for each level of education in 1964. It is likely that salaries
are even a greater percentage of cost in 1966 than those shown in 1964, before the provisions
of Law 15-2-15 went into effect, raising teachers salaries over a period of years to among
the highest in Latin America.

Table III indicates the Peruvian education attrition rate, which we attribute in part to
inadequate instruction in many schools. This, in turn, is largely due to a lack of textbooks,
teaching materials and equipment. There appears to be little or no budgeting for those items
Li the Ministry of Education.

Education, by a 1963 law, is free at all levels, through university level. Although
education laws of 1920 and 1940 indicate that books and teaching materials will be provided
free, at least at the elementary level, only a limited number of readers hate been distribute:I
primarily for "Transici6n" (kindergarten) and first and second grades. Even these are not

1/National Director of Statistics and Census.

18oletfn del Institute Nacional de Planificao.16n, No. 14, Year 1,
November 28, 1966, p. 2.
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TABLE I

1966 EDUCATION BUDGET BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

I.

II.

National Administration
A. University Education
B. Law 15-2-15 (fundr vary

under new salary law)

Regional Administration
A. Primary Education
R. Secondary Education
C. Technical Education
D. Teacher Training
E. Physical Education
F. Cultural Extension
G. Special Education

Total

589,905,662.90
568,525,391.10

907,631,719.00

775,956,793.00
1,008.187,601.00

754,654,691.90
316,488,225.70
100,745,962.00
62,032,478.00
16,567,978.00
16,882,024.00

5,579,578,526.70

2/Columbia Teachers' College files and Ministry of Education.

provided currently, although in 1964, 300,000 copies of the first book were published
and 100,000 copies of the second book were published and distributed free. In 1965,
100,000 copies of the first reader and 200,000 copies of the second reader were pub-
lished and distributed at a cost to the Ministry of three soles each to print (about 12
cents). This effort was in part a result of a SECPANE (predecessor of AID) project which
helped the Ministry set up a small offset press in the Ministry of Education buildings.

Although earlier attempts to provide elementary school books are less than docu-
mented, it is known that SECPANE contributed 40 percent and the Government of Peril 60
percent to an elementary textbook program from 1958 to 1962. (Table IV).

During the five years of this program, a total investment of a little more than
$1,000,000 is recorded in budget figures, although a good deal of this may have been in
operational expense of the small printing press rather than in the actual production of
books.

There is currently a line in the Ministry of Education budget entitled, "Pondo de
Texto Escolar, " and Table V gives an indication of the amounts of money budgeted for
this schosil textbook fund. It is reasonable to assume that the elementary school texts
produced in 1964 and 1965 were paid for out of this fund, but it is not clear where the
1966 funds are being used. There is some indication that these funds are being used to
print teachers' magazines, which each of the eight regions issue. Certainly, there is
absolutely no investment on the part of the Ministry of Education this year in the prepa-
ration, production, purchase, or distribution of textbooks.

Along with a tremendous increase in education at other levels during the past
several years, there appears to be a plethora of teacher-education institutions. With
the new salary scales, enrollment in teacher-education institutions is dramatically up
in all of the schools.

In the informal and adult education areas, there are a variety of efforts by various
Ministries to provide educational and instruction materials compatible with each program.

2
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TABLE 11

ANNUAL DIRECT COST PER STUDENT DI GOVERNMENT WHOM IN PERU. 1963 if

Educational
Im221.

Primary

Secondary (general)
Secondary (technical)
Teacher Training
Special Education

Salary Cost
01111111t

Consumable
Maim

ranressed in !Iglu

ServicesrOttor
than Salaries.28F

1,430,183 990.17 1.78 9.89
142,299 2,612,25 76.02 46.94
44,757 4,459.52 194.09 64.79
5,932 8,358.90 1,791.79 281.02
2,357 4,061.94 1,029,27 179,89

1,001.84
2,735,21
4,718.40

10,431.71
5,271.10

II/Columbia Teachers' College files and Ministry of Education.



TABLE III

EDUCATIONAL PYRAMID 111

1965

EED S000ndarsiTsohntaal)
OPABICS

siociadsr,
:31

Maw"

FRAM

3 I;t41
IV 2 I

11,:! till 1 II* * *1
MUM

3

2

1

trans/ do

Thousands of Students

-VDivision of .Educational Statistics, Ministry of Education, Lima, 1964-1965.



TABLE IV

FUNDS PROVIDED BY SECPANE
FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BOOK PRODUCTIMA PROGRAM, (IN SOLES)

1958 821,935.91
1959 756,353.07
1960 827,059.95
1961 345,000.00
1962 315,686.65 (January to June)

9AID or predecessor agency contributed 40% and Peruvian Government 60%.

,t)/Columbia Teachers' College files, Perd and Ministry of Education Budget
Reports.

TABLE V
FUNDS ALLOCATED TO PONDO DE TExTo ESCOLAR, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 11/

1964 2,083,333.33

1965 3,800,000.00

1966 3,040,000.00

Ministry of Education and Columbia Teachers' College
file.
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However, we were unable to identify any consistent effort to provide coordination among
these 1rograms.

At the University level, (there are 32 universities in Per6, with a total enrollment
of over 64, 000) teaching methods stree the "copies" system whereby lecture notes are
copied and reproduced by the students. Several of the larger universities are beginning
to produce textbooks and teaching materials of various kinds which is supplementing the
"copies" system. These efforts are not assisted to any great extent by outside agencies.

In the commercial publishing area, we found fine printing and publishing resources
that were not being utilized to the fullest. Most publishers and textbook authors are left
to their own devices to figure out how to publish and market their materials, with little
or no assistance from the Ministry of Education.

A number of authors and publishing entrepreneurs have formed a well-capitalized
new textbook publishing firm, while several of the established older publishers are inter-
ested in developing new textbook programs provided there is a market. It is the consensus
of the team that U the commercial entrepreneurs and existing textbooks authors are assisted
by the Ministry of Education; and if the Ministry of Education begins a program to purchase
appropriate textbooks for free distribution to the schools, better textbooks could be avail-
able in a very short time.

In non-textbook publishing, Peril show, great promise. More and more flood books
are being published, magazines and newspapers are issued in good number, and distribu-
tion systems are relatively sophisticated.

The library situation in Peril is promising, but has a long way to go. The National
Library is well organized; a National Library School is preparing trained librarians, but not
in any great quantity.

School libraries are practically non-existent. University libraries when they exist
vary from good to non-existent: book budgets are poor, and there is often inadequate coordi-
nation between the main library and faculty libraries. Community libraries when they exist
also range from good to non-existent and generally do not gat the support necessary to make
them as adequate as they might be.

6
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Elementa anary School Textbooks

There has been a remarkable tendency over the past 15 years for AID and predeces-
sor agencies to set up small printing presses in or related to Ministries of Education In
Latin America to begin the hasty production of needed teaching materials (usually elemen-
tary readers) for distribution to the schools. Such attempts have generally ignored the
publishing strengths in the country, have usually ignored the existence of printing shops in
the country, have not encouraged new talent in the textbook publishing field, and little has
been left of such efforts after AID support has been withdrawn.

Perd is no exception. SECPANE, the AID predecessor agency in education, has
attempted for the past dozen or so years (before it was phased out in the early '60's) to
create good teaching materials on small offset presses in the basement of the Ministry of
Education building. In addition, an expert in children's readers came to Peril in 1960 to
train elementary school teachers in the techniques of writing children's readers. These
teachers returned to their school systems ands as far as we can make out, have published
nothing since.

There is little long-term effect of the SECPANE effort other than the remnants of the
offset printing plant, which is now used as a Job printing unit by the Ministry. In discussions
with the Ministry by the AID Mission and Columbia Teachers' College representatives, there
is a suggestion that future assistance may include provision for help in the textbook field.
Happily, current discussions (partially growing out of work of this survey team) indicate that
mistakes of the past will not be repeated. Funds to be provided under a new loan agreement,
will not be used to purchase printing equipment, and the AID Mission is searching for ways
to more appropriately stimulate textbook production, utilization and distribution.

The Peruvian textbook industry has made real and sustained movements forward. It
has done with little assistance from the Ministry of Education or AID, technical or otherwise.
Teachers and private entrepreneurs have worked together to the point where there are now
at least some teaching materials for all grade levels from elementary to secondary available
commercially, and what is needed is a system to encourage this breadth of interest in text-
book publishing through appropriate Ministry of Education assistance and guidance. The
Ministry of Education should not attempt to stifle this interest by creating its own publishing
unit and stable of hack writers who would be expected to improve on or duplicate what
private industry is currently producing.

On the other hand, the Ministry must set standards and provide assistance to text-
book publishers who wish to compete in the market. Furthermore, the Ministry must purchase
large numbers of appropriate textbooks for free distribution to schools so that all school chil-
dren can have books (not Just those children who can afford them).

We recommend that:

1. The Ministry of Education establish a Textbook Directorate to operate at the
same level as other Directorates, including the Directorate for Elementary Education, Secon-
dary, Technical, and Teacher Education. The curriculum and textbook Commissions now
operating under the several existing Directorates should be appointed with the concurrence of

7



the textbook directorate and each of the other substantive directorates. The function of
these commissions should be to assist the Textbook Directorate in establishing an aggressive
policy of curriculum materials and textbook development.

These textbook commissions now are made up of appointees who sit irregularly to
endorse manuscripts. There is no policy or program to set standards of quality which text-
books in each subject area and in each grade level must meet to be allowed in the schools.

2. The Textbook Directorate must be staffed with Peruvian nationals who are primar-
ily curriculum specialists and who will develop into subject matter editors, as the Textbook
Directorate proceeds on its program to develop standards for textbooks kw each_sublect at
each grade level. In addition, they must be Peruvians who are willing to become experts in
textbook publishing, production, illustration, design, and distribution. These specialists
will work primarily with textbook publishers in designing plans for new textbook projects to
meet the standards set by the Ministry. They will hold workshops and seminars at teacher-
training colleges which are willing to work with the Ministry in the development of pilot edi-'
tions of textbooks. Priority should be given immediately to the preparation of individual texts
for each subject in the primary school, since virtually none now exist other than the one-
volume "enciclopedias" for each grade (which must be supplanted as soon as possible) and
readers for the early grades.

3. The Textbook Directorate itself may prepare pilot editions of materials, may
work with textbook publishers in the development of pilot editions, or may work with teacher-
training institutions in the development of pilot editions: but it should never itself attempt to
publish large editions of materials. (The Leoncio Prado Military School Press, of course, may
bid on books as any commercial press.) If the Peruvian textbook industry is to really become
sophisticated, it must now be encouraged and assisted by the Ministry.

4. For all of this planning and assistance, nothing much will happen beyond that
which is now happening if the Ministry does not allocate a substantially _larger portion of its
budget to the purchase and distribution of adequate teaching materials, especially for elemen-
tary schools. Every elementary school child should have three to four textbooks per year, and
the Ministry should provide these. At an annual cost of perhaps five percent of the salary of
the teacher, the Ministry can achieve this goal. Form a cost-benefit point of view, this five
percent investment would achieve greater results than any other investment that the Ministry
of Education could make with the equivalent amount of money. The Textbook Directorate should
undertake a study of the cost of providing such materials and should be funded to implement
the plan.

5. The Textbook Directorate should announce its plans to the textbook industry,
indicating that it will not purchase textbooks which do not meet its standards of teaching
method, design, format, typography, and durability. Similarly, the Directorate should study
the possibility of purchasing hard-cover textbooks printed on good paper which could have a
three-to-five-year life expectancy. These books with a three-tofive-year life expectancy
would be cheaper in the long run, and would then be loaned to school systems which, in turn,
would lend them to the children. last or mutilated books Would have to be paid for by the
children, and the Directorate would have to set up a system for control and supervision of the
textbook loan scheme.

6. If the Ministry establishes such a Textbook Directorate and agrees to implement
a long-term program over a period of say, five years, AID should be prepared to extend loan
assistance to the plan. This assistance should. include provision fur technical assistance in
the form of curriculum specialists, subject matter editors, copy editors, illustration editors,
production directors, and designers to work both with the Textbook Directorate in setting
standards and with textbook publishers in assisting them to improve their product. Some of
this work could be done through IPAE (The Peruvian Management Association), through the

8



Peruvian Book Chamber, through the Peruvian Textbook Publishers Association, or through a
collaborative effort with all of these and the teacher-training colleges.

7. AID should also consider the possibility of a decreasing subsidy over, say a
five-year period to help the Ministry purchase large quantities of textbooks for elementary
school use. Since the Ministry of Edutetion is currently having financial difficulties in
providing funds necessary for teachers *Alm raises, loan assistance for the purchase of
textbooks for elementary schools might be necessary in order to get this effort moving fast.
With the Textbook Directorate and strenothened Textbook Commissions in operation, an
infrastructure would have been establisitel for long-term planning; and it can be expected
that the Ministry of Education would meets its commitment to take over the effort in the future.
Also, the impact of having good teaching materials available in the elementary schools would
be such that it would be politically advantageous to continue the program as AID subsidy
declines. The important thing is that the program be substantial, and one that builds on
existing resources, rather than as textbook production schemes of the past which have failed
so miserably.

8. Although the provision of good primary books is an urgent need, the Textbook
Directorate should also be provided a budget for the purchase and distribution of secondary
school textbooks that meet criteria and standards set up by the Directorate and its Ctrumis-
sions. In the beginning, this might best be done through multi-copy purchase of appropriate
existing textbooks for deposit in school libraries. This would also mean an effort to assist
in the development of school libraries so that the books could be controlled. Again, through
such purchases, the Textbook Directorate would have considerable authority in making its
standards stick, in that commercial publishers would have to meet these standards in order
to sell their books to the government. In addition, the Textbook Directorate could fund cur-
riculum-study project kinds of activities to develop new teaching materials and texts.

9. Along with the above activities, special teacher-training workshops should be
sponsored by the Ministry and teacher-training colleges on the use of textbooks and supple-
mentary materials. This is especially important if new kinds of texts and teaching materials
are being introduced.

10. The Textbook Directorate should establish standards for textbook approval which
allow for the adoption of textbooks for a minimum of three years and occasionally up to five
years. In this way, publishers can afford to make heavier investment in the development of
such materials.

11. The Ministry of Education and the Textbook Directorate might well consider
establishing a kind of advisory body made up of leading citizens of Pere, leading publishers
and book-sellers, university and teacher-education faculty and businessmen. This body,
perhaps called the National Council for the Improvement of Educational Materials, could
assist in marshalling broad-based support for new activities in textbook preparation, produc-
tion, distribution, and use.

12. The Textbook Directorate, perhaps in cooperation with the National Planning
Institute, should do a study of the printing capacity of the six or more printing plants now
operated by the Government. It should then prepare use of those facilities which are operat-
ing below capacity for the provision of school newspapers, "My Weekly Reader"-type of
materials and other instructional resources. For instance, the presses of the Government
newspaper, El Peru o, are occupied only a small portion of the day, and these could well
be used for this purpose.

13. Finally, the Directorate must establish distribution systems to get materials to
schools, and a supervisor and training system to be sure that they are handled properly when
they arrive.

9
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oaks in Maher Education and Teacher Education

At the higher education level there is a great deal of interest in developing a more
book-conscious faculty, in providing more and better library facilities, and in the creation of
textbook materials. Again, expertise in the book field is lacking and such resources should
be provided the universities, through assistance to individual universities and through assis-
tance to the Inter-University Council. Specific ways in which we feel book development
activities can be encouraged include the following:

I. An educational materials advisor should be provided the Inter-University Council
to assist it in setting up an Inter-University Book Commission (if the Council is agreeable).
This Commission could undertake the following activities:

a. Study books currently recommended in courses at all universities, the
number of students enrolled in these courses, and a listing of courses where no
books are recommended. This kind of study might demonstrate to all the universi-
ties the fact that there could be a substantial market for certain kinds of books if
there were collaboration among the universities in the selection of books for
courses.

b. Set up a system to review, group, and annotate books, in Spanish and
in other languages, available for courses being taught at the various universities,
and distribute these annotated lists to all universities. This would alleviate the
complaint which we heard constantly at universities visited that it is difficult to
keep up with the number of good books actually available. At the same time, such
a study would show where there are gaps in the availability of Spanish- language
books (there is no specific information of this nature now).

c. Study implications of the proposed basic studies provision of the new
university law for book selection and use. If the new law is passed and one year
of basic studies is required at all universities, there should be a substantial market
for books in basic studies courses.

d. Plan inter-university text preparation and production programs, perhaps
offering subsidies to authors who are willing to prepare good university texts. The
University of San Marcos is undertaking a textbook production program, and the
National Engineering School and National Agricultural School are doing the same.
An Inter-University Textbook Commission could assist in these efforts, perhaps
leading to an all-Perd university textbook preparation and production program.

e. Encourage cooperative arrangements with other Latin American universi-
ties, perhaps funding a series of meetings with officials of universities in the
region to see if common plans for textbook production use cannot be developed.
San Marcos has already begun such discussion, and iris reasonable to assume that
the Inter-University Council should extend the discussions to include other univer-
sities in Pent

f. Set up a system to share information on book banks and their stocks of
books at the various universities so that there can be an exchange of stocks when
one book bank needs books in stock at another. So far, these book-bank activities
have been encouraged on an individual basis at various universities; but there is no
coordinating function.

2. Beyond activities such as the aforementioned that affect all universities, and
perhaps should be done through the Inter-University Council, a number of aotivities should be
supported at the individual universities and between selected groups of universities.

-
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11.

a. The University Press at the University of San Marcos should receive
technical assistance, if it so requests. It needs help on editorial procedures, on
marketing, and in general help in publishing management. In addl. 3, several
notions of the Rector for the increased distribution of San Marcos oks on a
regional basis and for more effective exchange of technical magazines should
be further explored,

b. Plans of the School of Engineering and the National Agricultural School
for increased University Press activities should be encouraged with technical
assistance and modest funding.

c. The possibility of an Association of University Presses should be
explored in order to coordinate exchange activities of technical and academic jour-
nals and of textbooks. This association might be affiliated with the Inter-Univer-
sity Council and might also maintain a register of all university books published.

d. Any efforts of the universities to employ more full-time professors and
to equip their universities to provide research facilities for these professors should
be encouraged. In this way, more professors will be able to prepare good teaching
materials, and there will be more professors interested in book-centered courses.

3. Efforts such as that of UNESCO and UNICEF to assist the development of new
kinds of teacher-training materials should be encouraged. However, the UNESCO-UNICEF
Project appears to consist largely of providing printing production equipment for the Men's
National Pedagogical School, and there is no real plan to develop and distribute appropriate
kinds of teaching materials. Here, again, we find emphasis on printing equipment instead
of on the development of materials which can be printed anywhere. The Ministry of Educa-
tion should, through its Textbook Directorate, consider teacher-training materials along with
elementary and secondary materials as part of its program.

4. The operating budget of the Ministry of Education must include more support for
teaching equipment, audio-visual services, and experimental efforts to develop new kinds of
teaching materials at individual teacher-training schools.

5. Workshops should be undertaken for professors in teacher-training schools on
new methods and materials in education, and professors should be encouraged to develop and
test new kinds of teaching materials in the demonstration schools which are attached to most
of such institutions.

6. The Government and the Ministry should seriously consider leveling off in the
expansion of teacher-education facilities, considering the fact that there appears to be an
oversupply of teachers developing. The money thus saved should be invested in new kinds
of teaching materials, as suggested in the section on elementary and secondary education
above.

Books in Non-School. Informal. and Adult Education

In non-school educational efforts, one gets the impression that much is being done
and yet noLmuch is being done. Many government ministries and departments have a kind
of education and dissemination function built into their programs, but there is little coordina-
tion with other departments and little joint planning which would strengthen the efforts of
each department.

We have. several suggestions which we think might be explored:

I. The National Planning Institute should consider adult education planning as part
of its purview. It should appoint a Commission, made up of representatives of various
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government ministries and ,departments, to study adult education needs and to study the adult
education components of each of the ministry programs. As a part of this planning, the pub-
lishing and materials distribution facilities of each department should be analyzed with the
idea of consolidating functions that are best centralized. For instance, there are at least
six government printing plants and many small offices which have reproduction facilities
which are used to print materials that could be best printed at one of the larger government
printing plants. Yet there is no attempt to establish a national printing office which would
combine all of these facilities. This notion should be explored.

2. We suggest that the National Council for Community Development be especially
encouraged to study the need for educational materials in each of the participating programs.
Perhaps an educational materials sub-committeo should be appointed by the National Council,
and plans should be made for using a sizeable portion of the U. S. 320 million BID loan for
the preparation, distribution, and institutionalization of educational materials programs. At
the same time, the National Council for Community Development should pran for the provision
of community libraries, meeting rooms, and other facilities which could be of use to all the
ministries and departments cooperating in the program.

3. The vocational materials program of SENATI should be encouraged and assisted to
the extent requested by SENATI. There is currently no U. S. involvement in the SENATI pro-
gram, and it is in the area of instructional materials production that U. 8. agencies could
provide the greatest help at this point in time. In addition, the Ministry of kucation and the
Civic Action program of the Ministry should work with SENATI in collaborative programs where-
by SENATI materials could be shared by all technical education efforts in Perd. The possibil-
ity of an Inter-Agency Task Force on vocational educational materials should be explored to
include representatives of SENATI, the Ministry of Zducation, and the Civic Action Program.
Vocational and technical education materials are especially needed in Ministry of Education
schools, and both the Civic Action Program and the SENATI program ate presently going their
own way in the development of such materials.

4. The Agricultural Extension Service under SIPA should collaborate with the
National Agricultural University, and especially with the graduate program in Ao.icultural
Communication at that University. This graduate program lithe only such program in
Latin America, and collaborative research and development activities should be encouraged.

5. A long-term plan for the use of educational TV in adult and out-of-school educa-
tion is needed. Currently, too little support is being given the station for any effective use
it might have. An all-government advisory group should be established to help determine
ways in which the TV facility can be better used. At Ma same time, educational campaigns
in which the TV facility is used should be assisted by book development activity--that is,
reading materials correlated with the campaign.

6. This raises the question of the possibility of an Inter-Agency Book Committee
within the Peruvian government, perhaps with participants chosen from leadership levels of
Perd outside government. This committee would be charged with the planning of all govern-
ment book activities and with the setting of policies designed to encourage the development
of appropriate books and other materials for the various educational activities of the country.

7. The literacy program of the Ministry of Education should either be supported
well, and probably merged into the overall plan of the National Council on Community Devel-
opment; or if not so supported and coordinated with other plans, it should be eliminated.
The money now being spent on literacy in the Ministry of Education is insufficient to achieve
any results and should be invested elsewhere if increased funds are not possible.

12



The Peruvian Book Indus

Although book publishing in general in Peril is on the increase, there are a number
of problems which must be faced. Some of our suggestions are as follows:

1. The possibitty should be explored of allowing the publishing industry to borrow
from the Government Industrial Development Bank at a lower interest rate than that charged
by the commercial banks. At a minimum of 12 plus one percent interest charge, and often
as much as a 20 percent interest charge per year on money borrowed for publishing ventures,
many publishers are unwilling to undertake risk projects; and if they do undertake such pro-
jects, they must raise the price of the books to cover the interest rate. The same applies to
booksellers who must often borrow money for Inventories which they import and for which
they will get no return for many months.

2. The Book Chamber of Pent representing book oublishers and booksellers, would
very much welcome assistance in the form of workshops for authors, publishers, booksellers,
and others in the book industry on the planning, production, and marketing of new kinds of
trade book materials. For instance, the Book Chamber recognized that there is an increasing
market for easy-to-read adult materials, but no one is currently writing them and putting them
out. They would like to know more about how this might be done. In addition, they would
like seminar and workshop sessions with publishers from other countries in order to discuss
their problems and to explore new ways of improving their business. Perhaps ESAN and 1PAE
could collaborate with the Book Chamber In sponsoring such workshops and seminars on
publishing and publishing management.

3. Book importers and wholesalers have developed a sophisticated system for mar-
keting all kinds of materials. However, foreign book publishers will often not sell to them
on credit; and we recommend that the American Book Publishers Council and the American
Textbook Publishers Institute consider the possibility of recommending credit or consignment
sales to those established booksellers and wholesalers who are well capitalized and well
established.

4. A number of publishers and businessmen would like to create large publishing
ventures jointly with business outside Pent We recommend that U. S. publishers examine
such opportunities and that the government extend investment guarantees to such efforts.

5. We recommend that further discussions concerning the possible establishment of
an Andean-Caribbean common market include discussions of collaborative arrangements pos-
sible in the book field. Agreements on free exchange of books, transportation rates for books,
and so on, should be a part of such regional discussions.

6. We suggest that the postal services of Pent collaborate with the Book Chamber
and other book groups in studying the special mail requirements of book distribution. Many
booksellers find so much difficulty in using regular mail services that they send all their
books and magazines by air freight, even within Pent This adds considerably to the cost
of books when they reach the public.

7. We suggest that the Book Chamber and the book industry in general consider the
possibility of establishing standard prices for books. This does not mean that booksellers
cannot sell at a discount, but it does mean that there will be list prices for books so that
they can be properly advertised and promoted, with standard prices. In most cases there is
no list price, and many booksellers add exhorbitant mark -tips.

8. We suggest that assistance agencies study the effect of book gifts given directly
to institutions and libraries. An alternative to direct book grants would be the money deposits
with book distributors to be drawn on by libraries. There is some suspicion that monies
granted directly to libraries are occasionally mismanaged and are not entirely used for books.
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9. Schemes designed to subsidize students in the purchase of books might include
the notion of distribution of book certificates valid for the purchase of books at any store.
In this way, it is assured that the money will bp used for books, and bookstores are encour-
aged to expand their offerings to attract the business.

10. We irvommend that all agencies which are interested in the development of book
activities in Perd consider carefully the effect on the total book industry when assistance is
offered a portion of the industry.

IL We suggest that the National School for Graphic Arts, recently established in
Lima, be supported, and that it be encouraged to include in its program a consideration of
spec lal problems inherent in book manufacture as opposed to printing production in general.

Library Development

Throughout the chapter of Libraries and Human Resources Development, the need for
aid to various sectors of development is cited. In a way, it is almost necessary for the pro-
fession and the various representatives of it to make proposals which can be acted upon by
various sources of support. The most important fact to remember is that Perd has a library
profession with sufficient organization and ability to make proposals and recommendations
which are valid and worthwhi1e. Certain of the library efforts are very productive; others
have yielded less than cost entails.

The following recommendations are organized in the same fashion as the basic report
and cite what three groups can do: the government, referring to the federal government of
Perd; AID, referring to U. S. Government assistance; and voluntary agencies, referring to all
other sources, including the Peace Corps, specified where the project would be the province
of one agency or another.

Escuela de Bibliotecarios

1. Governmental Support - The Ministry of Education will soon have to adjudicate
between the conflicting claims for education for librarians, but it should decree that profes-
sional certification as provided under the laws of Perd should be granted only by the Asocis-
ci6n Peruana de Bibliotecarios. The principal facility must be maintained and expanded.
The government should elevate the school librarians to a status equivalent to other schools
by making it a separate degree-granting institution with a five, seven, and ultimately nine-
year program beyond secondary school, equipped to provide the country with school library
administrators, public library administrators and coordinators, as well as librarians and
library school faculty members to teach at the normal schools and in the school itself.

Certification of librarians presently at work should be done without regard to the
program for the School of Librtulans; but after a certain period, the Association whould cer-
tify at certain levels depending on education more than experience. The Escuela should not
be the only school of librarianship, but it should operate as the center which guides, aids,
and provides standards for schools opened in the University. To accomplish this program the
government should provide more adequate space, a larger number of classrooms, more library
resources (including a professional librarian just for the school). A full-time, adequately
paid faculty is a necessity which only the government can provide.

2. W2- The relations so far between AID and the School have been indirect, but a
closer working relationship should be established, so that the school can serve as the train
ing facility for librarianship in all its phases. AID should provide funds for the purchase of
modern machinery as training aids (flexowriters, key punches, model circulation equipment)
and should provide for the organization of a documentation center. The latter is the great
lack of the school at present. It should take leadership in the area of documentation and
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should be conducting experiments and providing training in the most modern phases of libra-
rianship. A lavish program is needed, providing for visiting professors for two or three
years, setting up an equipped laboratory, and providing scholarships for education of a
faculty to replace the visiting professors.

3. VoltMeicies - Education for librarianship requires a constant interchange
among the faculty members of schools. A good and inexpensive program could include refresh-
er courses, as well as to provide a full-time faculty with exposure outside the country
through attendance at conferences, and tours of new facilities being developed elsewhere.
The voluntary agencies can aid by providing scholarships for students from outlying regions
who will return to provide library service in regions where it is needed. Developing library
service in the country depends on develoOng the profession which will provide this service.
Well educated librarians will give the time needed and have the expertise required to build
libraries where none nave been before.

School Libri.ries

A massive program to provide library service in the schools must begin with courses
in librarianship in the normal schools. To do this, a centralized program growing out of the
development of the Escuela de Bibliotecatios must take the place of present rather random
efforts. Faculty for the preparation of school librarians :s the greatest need.

1. A central library bureau in the Ministry of Education should be grouped around a
central professional library with personnel that can organize services to provide for central-
ized cataloging, following the pattern established by the Fondo San Mean. At the earliest
possible date, a really big program to provide adequate libraries with trained librarians in
the schools can begin in order to proVide information from the earliest level of reading
through the last grade.

2. - There is no hope for development of improved education in the context of
today's educational methods without adequate library facilities. The present work must
certainly include a specialist in school libraries to work with the Columbia Teachers' College
team to develop a national plan. It is amazing that none has been sought so far. AID must
then be prepared to assist with the donation of books for school libraries, especially of books
not suitable as textbooks but excellent for supplementary reading. Re gional programs of
bock industry development can be helped by the purchase of books without ever requiting a
kind of centralization of effort on the part of nationals of various countries, a course verir
hard to achieve. AID would be defeated in this work apparently only by internal policies of
management.

3. Voluntary Agencies, - There is a great temptation for a snail organization to move
in on the field of school libraries, either by a large program for one school or a small program
for several. Ali of these programs should be coordinated through a central agency in the
Peruvian government, lest more harm than good result from the effort to help. But supposing
that there is a governmental office coordinating school library development, there can be a
major contribution by many small-scale projects. The organization of a school library by
qualified Peace Corps volunteers can be geared to a program that will supply the school with
a counterpart librarian to take over when the library is functioning. A centralized processing
center can always employ additional volunteer help for tasks ranging from the cataloging of
material to the preparation of annotated lists, and voluntary agencies can give books in
limited numbers through a central agency which will see that the books go where they are
most needed.
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University Libraries

I

1. Governmental Support, - The proposal to put a library school in each university
is not a solution to the problem of university libraries. In every case, the university has
an impoverished collection which makes research, as it is known and practiced elsewhere,
impossible. The government will have to provide a major grant to help build up the libraries
of universities and to provide adequate facilitibs for researchers. A basic necessity is not
to duplicate the history of university library development but to take the best solutions
available and begin there. The solutions for research material in sufficient quantity are
being worked out in networks of research libraries, utilizing long-range facsimile systems,
centralized information services, and so on. The government can give its support to projects
which will make it unnecessary to duplicate expensive research materials but still provide
for access to them if held anywhere in the country. Such a project, with the cooperation of
the Asociaci6n Peruana de Bi bliotecarios could yield very fruitful results. It is surprising,
but true, that the most important research material is available sometimes at high cost and
sometimes free. The Government should begin a program of soliciting materials on a world-
wide basis to make certain that they are available and work this into a general program for
the expansion of the National Library (see below).

2. - There is still a kind of faith that U. S. aid to a foreign university will be
valuable even if no written record is left behind and that laboratory equipment is more worth-
while than the basic book material which explains how the equipment can be used. For one
thing, although most American professors acting as AID advisors do not question what the
library can do for them, they take it for granted in their "back home" setting. Thus, where
there is no library, they complain bitterly, but lack the expertise to do anything about it.
Laboratory equipment for their own deparment, of course, is part of their personal experience
back home, and this they can easily order abroad.

Wherever AID proposes to improve the quality of teaching in a university, a survey
of library facilities and use by students must be made. If the facilities are not adequate,
improvement of these must precede any other project. This is more important than textbook
collections for the use of the students--a project that may best be left to voluntary agencies.

AID must be very careful not to make a bad situation worse by meddling in the devel-
opment of library education outside the present effective organizations. This would destroy
facilities which now exist on the basis that those to be created would be better. A chancy
sort of project like this can be most harmful. By working toward the improvement of univer-
sity education through the improvement of library facilities, equipment, and personnel, AID
can greatly support the development of education. A project to install automated equipment
on the models being developed for U. S. universities (Chicago, Southern Illinois, Missouri,
Washington in St. Louis, etc.) would probably be welcomed and could be a very important
part of an information network.

In any case, the gift of books without further attention to how they are to be cata-
loged and put into use is a very poor way of doing anything of value. The projects of AID to
date, with universities, and elsewhere in the book industry, show the remarkable results
which can be achieved with relatively little capital. A library is the most enduring of insti-
tutions; to build a library is to purchase immortality at the cheapest rate. By utilizing the
need for buildings and the need for further training, AID can make a major impression on the
university. It can also most effectively combat student unrest and dissatisfaction by making
it possible for good students to get a good education, regardless of the poor ones' mischief.
A library, where needed, can be the model of American assistance at its most generous.
There is scarcely a university in Latin America that does not need one; but negotiations
should proceed very carefully so that the library, when built and organized will not be
defeated in its developMent by purely administrative decisions. In any major project of this
sortsand at least nine are needed in Per6-- the beginning lies with the university in plan-
ping for joint procedures which will insure that the library, when completed, is adequately
staffed and supported.
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3. Voluntary Agencies - The textbook rental idea, carried out at the Faculty of
Medicine library by Kellogg Foundation and at the Universidad de Ingenierra by the Ford
Foundation, shows how textbooks can be made available cheaply and virtually on a self-
supporting basis if properly planned and carded out. Participation by the students is vital
to the success of the idea, and the textbooks must be of the finest. This is a stop-gap
measure, though, at its inception, and soon further facilities will be needed. While text-
book rental can continue, the organization should be expanded to full university bookstore
functions which can be the non-profit source of help to students. (At La Cantuta Teacher
Training College, students had to go to Lima to buy books). Equally, the bookstore can
act as the publication center for official syllabuses which will supplz the cord's, at their
worst.

Voluntary agencies often make the mistake of sending in a visiting professor who
wishes to give a seminar that will have all the students reading vast quantities of material
and preparing papers based on research. The disappointment that these men find when they
discover that the library is a disorganized mess is sad to behold. Voluntary agencies
should plan only to help those libraries which are organized; and the need for Peace Corps
volunteers with a degree in Library Science will be great for years to come. However,
these volunteers should not be expected to set up make-do libraries and waste time on
futile efforts to accomplish the impossible.

Public Libraries

1. Government Sunoort - Further government aid, a continuation of the good work
done so far, will make the development of public libraries a major accomplishment of the
government. Where municipalities are too poor to afford the cost of creating a library, the
government should underwrite the expenses and provide a long-term interest-free loan,
which the municipality can pay off slowly. In addition, the government should provide
scholarships to librarians who have worked for five or more years so that they can visit
American public libraries and gain further training there. This can be worked out with U.S.
officials. The government should also plan to buy great quantities of books from foreign
countries to be put into the hands of the Eondo San Martin for general distribution, and a
method by which books can be distributed to libraries at minimum cost. The expense of
shipment is a great part of the cost of books in regions outside Lima. The Army can be used
as a distribution center.

The government should encourage the development of a public library service for
the handicapped, for those in remote areas, for the sick, for prisoners, and so forth: The
beginning has been made, but it can be expanded almost endlessly.

2. AID - A fully equipped centralized processing center with the most modem
machinery might cost in the neighborhood of $100, 000, but the value of such a service is
incalculable. It would represent the difference between slow development and rapid devel-
opment of libraries. This would be the most valuable of all projects to aid the Fondo San
Madras along with continuing in-country scholarships for the training of public librarians.
AID should plan to continue giving books in multiple copies produced in other Latin American
countries through regional programs. RTAC books have been a most important source of
support. In addition, the presentation of a library building to a community too poor to
afford money for materials (it might cost all of U.S. $2, 000 to $S, 000 for materials) could
be the most significant thing the AID program could do. Rather than preaching help for the
worker, AID would make the help a reality. Such institutions could be adequately staffed
and the cooperation of the Fondo San Mikan would virtually insure success.

3. Voluntary Agencies - Good books In Spanish are a likely gift to the Fondo San
Martin and some enterprising voluntary agency might encourage the adoption of a public
library by an American community to provide for exchange of help. Certainly Peace Corps
volunteers willing to assist in a Public Library as clerical help would be valuable; or if
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adequately trained, they could serve as additional librarians to work with children. A
limited program of adult education can be managed through a cooperating public library
better than through any other group.

Biblioteca Nacional

1. Government Support - Further facilities for readers and branches of the national
library should be built, to continue the program which has thus far produced really remark-
able results. The need for research materials is never more apparent than in the Biblioteca
Nacional and many of the deficiencies of academic libraries can be made up with adequate
support for this excellent institution. Its autonomy should be protected, its programs
fostered, and its staff increased.

A very valuable addition would be a functioning copyright section which would
have no power to rule on the value of material to be copyrighted (except that it be in pub-
lished form) and would be able only to provide certification of copyright, it being assumed
that copyright is a natural right which the government does not grant but simply certifies.
Two copies of every book printed in Peril would be deposited in the National Library as
permanent holdings of the library.

The government should enter into treaties with other Latin American countries for
the exchange of publications, providing books and periodicals on an item-for-item basis
with all other countries of Latin America. In addition, exchange facilities for research
materials should be devised and the National Library should be given a greatly enlarged
budget to develop its holdings into a national center for research. The government should
provide space, continuing appointments, and adequate staff for the development of a
national cataloging center for all material; it should provide for the sale of cards, the
provision of machine-readable copy for book-catalogs, and a national union catalog of
all materials useful to research as well as an up'to -date bibliography of all material
published in Peril. This is not so expensive a task as it might seem, granting the great
amount of work being done by the, Library of Congress. A treaty worked out with the U. S.
to take advantage of the Library of Congress Title II program would be usefill in the pro-
vision of national cataloging and other bibliographic .services,

2. AIR - The proposal of a fully equipped center for the rondo San Martin can be
expanded to be the national central library of Peril. Such a library serves only librarians
and the equipment could be put into full time use as the cataloging center suggested above.
Once the equipment is purchased and the staff trained in its use, the provision of printed
cards and copy in machine-readable form is really quite inexpensive, but would have to be
underwritten by the government to provide against deficits in the initial years.

AID would serve a two-fold function in this; it would do much to speed up library
development in Peril, and it would provide a highly valuable model for a regional program
that could be based in Mexico and Argentina. This is too large a project for a voluntary
agency, but it is one from which the Library of Congress could profit. Machine-readable
copy produced in Mexico could very readily be used in such a center and would very greatly
increase the value of cataloging done at a regional center. Such a program would be wel-
comed throughout the world where the deficiencies of bibliographic control for Latin American
materials is known and deplored. It would greatly aid the number of universities which have
Latin American programs (often supported by government funds). Finally, it would have an
almost incalculable effect in boosting the development of adequate book publishing in Latin
America. The lack of knowledge of books on sale is one of the chief reasons for there being
so small a sale of any one edition.

3. Voluntary - The National Library of Peril is not a good place to send
unwanted books. It is, however, a very good place to send money and contributions, free
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subscriptions, and anything else that has a research value. Certainly, with arrangement,
the National Library could serve as the training center for specialists in Latin American
bibliography and might be a place for volunteers whose help in the library could pay for
training courses. A program worked out on this basis would be of great benefit to students
in the U. S. as well as being beneficial to the National Library. Something like the
Peace Corps, but beyond it, is contemplated here; a kind of teaching-working fellowship
in the national library.

Another very good project for the National Library would be assistance in setting
up a functioning publication office which could handle all the details of publishing
scholarly material (especially the bibliographies) and selling them throughout the world.
Cooperation in the form of an academic press expert of sufficient vigor and intelligence to
work out effective and inexpensive methods of publication and sale might make the differ-
ence between costly works slowly produced and that part of the National Library program,
which is self-sustaining.
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FOREIGN ASSISTANCE

Foreign assistance activities have not been comprehensive in their attempts to
encourage book development activities. Except for the early efforts of Servicio Cooperativo
Peruano-Norteamericano de Educaci6n (SECPANE), little has been done to assist the Min-
istry of Education in formulating an intelligent textbook and teaching materials program.
The AID-funded Columbia Teachers' College Advisory group to the Ministry of Education is
bringing a textbook advisor in 1967 and there is some discussion of including monies in a
new AID loan to the Ministry of Education for textbook work. However, preliminary discus-
sions indicate that such monies might be used to equip a printing and production center at
the Ministry of Education. This clearly is not needed considering the extensive textbook
production facilities at the Leoncio Prado Military School, the small production units at the
National Teacher Training School, and otherwise available commercial facilities. AID loan
funds should be used to provide help other than in printing, as we will outline elsewhere.

AID also has distributed large numbers of Regional Technical Aids Center books.
Some 400,000 RTAC volumes were distributed between July 1, 1965, and June 30, 1966.
These books are distributed largely to institutions which have AID assisted programs and
which can use the books in their teaching programs.

However, AID has only one junior officer and a secretary to work on this project
resulting in delay of distribution and lack of recorded data for control. The books arrive in
Perd unsorted from RTAC; they must be re-sorted and packaged at the AID Mission in Lima.

A recent problem with RTAC policy is that the Mission receives only a certain
quantity of newly listed books and must purchase quantities of back-listed books when
they are needed. A sum of $25,000 was allotted to the Mission in fiscal year 1966-67 for
back-book purchase and this proved to be inadequate to fulfill the needs of the various
institutions served. In the 1965-66 fiscal year, $160, 000 were allotted for this purpose,
and this made it possible to purchase and distribute much larger quantities of books.

In general RTAC is well received and its programs should be escalated. However,
a much more thorough study of institutional use of RTAC books would have to be made
before specific recommendations can be formulated as to the expansion of the program.

The USIS donates and distributes books purchased from local importers for the uni-
versities, and has subsidized, using PL480 funds, the publication of four textbooks by the
Uraversity of San Marcos Press. A fifth will be issued in 1967 by the Catholic University
Press.

Book-Activity Components of AID Non -Book Protects

Although the above U. S. efforts represent the major activities of U. S. agencies
in the book field, there are some book-related features in a number of AID projects whose
major goal is not the development of books or libraries. Of the 23 projects listed in
Country Assistance Programs, Fiscal Year 1968, 14 of them contain specific book-related
activities (Tables VI and VII).
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For instance, in the area of Public Policy and Administration, several research docu-
ments in Public Administration have been published during 1965 and the first half of 1966
(Project 1, Table VI). The first draft on another was befits prepared in June 1966. Also, an
AM communications advisor has been provided in asticuiture aid rural development (Project
2, Table VI). Working from the new Office of Agricultural Information in SIPA (Servicio de
Investigaci6n y Promocion Agrar.) he wilt assess pub:ication needs of various disciplinary
or commodity areas. The new office marks a new awareness on the part of SIPA of the crit-
ical nature of the publications problem. A Peruvian professional editor with training under
the participant training program will be placed in charge of the office.

An education sector program loan for about $1.10 million in fiscal year 1967 is being
considered for activity in teacher training, construction and equipping of normal schools,
and the production of much needed textbooks and other instructional materials (Project 3,
Table VI). Although US/AID has made only limited efforts in the field of higher education,
the establishment of Latin America's First Graduate School of Business Administration (ESAN)
and the provision of technical and capital assistance to the National Agricultural University
at La Molina show an increasing awareness of the problems (Project 4, Table VI). In con-
sidering the university attrition rate, the AID book program mentions that teaching materials
and textbooks would make possible an escape from the rote-learning system. ESAN has pub-
lished more than 50 Peruvian business teaching cases (Project S, Table VI). Also the posi-
tion of a higher education advisor may be filled during the first quarter of fiscal year 1968.

TABLE VI

AID ASSISTANCE PROJECTS (PERO) WHICH HAVE BOOK ACTIVITY COMPONENTS A/

Goal-Sector Projects

I. Public Policy and
Administration

H. Agriculture and Rural
Development

111. Education and Human
Resources

1. General Public Administration
S27-11-720-125

2. Agriculture Institutional Development
and Operation
527-11-110-060

3. Public Education
527-11-690-067

4. University Programs
527-11-660-129

S. Graduate School of Business
Administration
527-11-770-130

6. Population and Family well-being
S27-11-590-132

DiGauntry Assistance Program. fiscal year 1968, Perd, Part U, Department
of State, October 1966. (Unclassified).
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Pamphlets, motion pictures, and filmstrips are being developed for use by the
Ministry of Health in dealing with family well-being. In fiscal year 1967, 82,000 (17 per-
cent of total commodities provided by AID) were allocated to audiovisual equipment. By
fiscal year 1968, 84,000 (12 percent of total AID commodities) will be available for this
purpose. In fiscal year 1967 no money was assigned to training texts. However, in fiscal
year 1968, 87,000 (20 percent) will be available for training texts under the population and
family well-being program (Table VI).

In addition to specific book production activity in various programs, U. S. AID is
active in areas which strongly reinforce the book industry of Perri. In the main, these
activities may be defined as library and educational projects where materials are needed
(Table VIM For instance, AID has assisted the former ONRAP (National Office of Public
Administration Reform and Training) library, which contained 4,563 volumes and 3,432
titles in June 1966. During the second quarter of that year, 3,694 volumes were borrowed;
and 2,017 volumes were checked out for use in the library. An average of 450 persons used
the library monthly (Project 1, Table VII).

The National University of Agriculture is involved in a construction program which
includes a U. S. 81.10 million library. This sum represents 14 percent of the initial invest-
ment and 10 percent of the total projected investment (Project 2, Table VI).

A vocational training and civic action program assists schools built by the Army and
staffed by the Ministry of Education and which serve the children of civilian campesinos
who have been discharged from the Military (Project 3, Table VI). Also a special project
activity has been established to provide basic literacy materials and simple technical book-
lets through 110 libraries. Five thousand school children have use of the facilities of IS
Self-Help Schools (Project 8, Table VII).

By the end of fiscal year 1968, the new Graduate School of Business Administration
hopes to have a 10,000 volume library collection. To date, library texts number 9,134 of
which 2,000 were donated. Of the 279 periodicals, 140 are received free of charge.
Library services are utilized by business firms, universities, and interested individuals
(Project 5, Table VII).

The workers' Labor Education Center hopes to train 1,000 union leaders each. year.
In the first six months of the current year 1966, its first year of operations, a total of 447
union members have received training involving 116 trade unions in 12 cities including
Lima. Also the program includes a *Services to the Trade Union Movement* activity. A
union mailing list is maintained, and thousands of labor and U. S. -oriented pamphlets,
booklets, etc., are distributed throughout Perd. Films, tapes, and other audio-visual
aids are made available to trade unions (Project 6, Table VII).

AID'S assistance to Peruvian Management Association (IPAE) and Peruvian Sates
Management Association (ADV) in fiscal years 1967 and 1968 will consist of the assignment
of U. S. business leaders and educators on short-term contracts to direct seminars, work-
shops, and conference programs for Petuvian industrialists as sponsored by the two organi-
zations (Project 7, Table VII). In addition to its quarterly management review magazine
and bi-monthly activity report, IPAE published the first Marketing Guide to Pool in 1966.
Both English and Spanish editions were out of print in less than one month. Also an
attitude survey of the Peruvian Stock Market was undertaken.
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TABLE VII

PROJECTS WITH LIBRARY OR OTHER COMPONENTS

AFFECIING THE BOOK INDUSTRY 1

Goal-Sector Library Projects Educational Projects

I. Public Policy
and Adminis-
tration

1. General Public
Administration
527-11-720-125

U. Agricultural
and Rural
Development

2. Agricultural
Institutional Development
and Operations
527-11-110-060

HI. Education and 3. Vocational Training and
Human Resources Civic Action

527-11-610-056

4. University Programs
527-11-660-129

5. Graduate School of
Business Administration
527-11-770-130

6. Workers' Labor Education
Center
527-11-410-063

7. Private Enterprise:
Management and Promotion
527-11-270-131

1V. Special Activities 8. Special Projects
Activities

'Country Assistance Program, fiscal year 1968, Perd, Part II, Department of
State, October 1966. (Unclassified).

ADV offered 24 training courses, which were Lttended by 684 marketing managers.
The National Productivity Center (CENIP) published the first historical productivity measure-
ment study of 24 industrial sectors. In 1966, CENIP developed and published a small
accounting manual and conducted teacher-training projects. Other AID projects had train-
ing activities as a part of the project, but there was no provision for the purchase of books,
preparation or production of books for teaching materials, or the encouragement of library
activities. However, with two-thirds of the AID projects specifically mentioning book-
related activities to be undertaken, it is obvious that program technicians in AID recognize
the need for greatly expanded book activity. There is virtually no competence in the AID
Mission in the book field; we would strongly suggest that a book development officer be
recruited to work with all divisions in assessing the book needs of the programs, and in
planning a coordinated effort in the book field.
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BOOKS IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

"There is an awakening of our people. " This statement, simply and quietly put
by an official of Perd's Ministry of Education, seemed to us, as we left Lima, to summarize
the state of the nation--and not in education alone.

The "awakening* in education is no discovery, and no surprise. Ever since the
early years of the Republic, since the years of Bolivar and San Mean, Perdis leaders have
pledged themselves to the ideal of education, and, as the decades passed, to the ideal of
free, universal and compulsory education. Since the midpoint of the twentieth century, this
espousal of education has become nation-wide. That is the "awakening. Today an estim-
ated 27 percent of the national budget of Pad goes to education. Education's percentage
has risen in every year but one since 1955 and has nearly doubled in that span.

Efforts by U. S. educators to assist the Peruvians--sometimes this has been called
"intervention"--have had a long and not always happy history. Up until 1912 European
influences were predominant. In that year a regime particularly friendly to the United States
invited eight experts from the U. S. to become educational advisors. A second phase came
in the 1920's with the "Bard-Giesecke" period. (Dr. Giesecke, who became very popular,
and was elected Mayor of Cuzco, is still in Perri. )

A third phase was the era of SECPANE--The Servicio Cooperativo Peruano-Norte-
americano de Educaci6n--from 1944 to 1962. SECPANE, which was financed by the U. S.
government, sought the improvement of elementary, vocanonal, and teacher education
through the establishment of demonstration centers. These earlier efforts, though admirable
in concept, proved less productive than had been hoped, partly because the Peruviat.
government was not prepared finance the recommended programs and partly no doubt
because Peruvians, like other peoples, get tired of foreigners who become involved in their
internal affairs.

Currently, the major U. S. advisory effort is the Columbia Teachers' College
project which is supported with AID funds and housed in the Ministry of Education. Thus far
the TC project has been concerned more with problems of educational administration and
curriculum than with the availability and quality of educational materials such as textbooks,
though it has plans for a development in this field.

Peru's "wakening" in education can be easily measured. Enrollment of all levels,
in both public and non-public institutions, increased from 1,672,727 in 1960 to 2,505,207
in 1965, up nearly 50 percent in six years (Table

These figures must be set against a total population now approaching 12,000,000.
Nearly 20 percent of Ford's total population is in school. President Belaunde Terry pointed
out to one of our team that the high proportion of Per6's population at primary and secondary
school age represents a financial strain ("as well as a great opportunity" for Perd.

Expenditures per year per pupil in primary school rose from $9 in 1959 to between
$30 and $40 in 1966. There are approximately 80,000 teachers in the school systems, and
about 92 percent of the education budget is for teacher salaries. Teacher organizations are
strong, and there are basically three: SINPET for technical school teachers; SINPEP for
primary school teachers; and SINFES for secondary school teachers.
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TABLE VIII

GENERAL TOTAL OF THE SCHOOL POPULATION REGISTERED DI EACH EDUCATION LEVEL FOR 1960 - 1965 al

levels
General Total

1. Pre-School and Primary

2. Common Secondary

3. Secondary Technical
3.1 Agriculture
3.2 Industrialt2

tr$ 3.3 Commercial

4. Normal

5. University

jiu ita jag 1964

1, 672, 727 1, 762, 700 1, 838, 810 1, 988, 247 2, 314, 686 2, 505, 207

1, 440, 000 1, 495, 047 1,553, 755 1, 682,365 1, 932, 614 2, 054, 021

158,900 184, 848 195, 246 204,886 260, 309 310, 857

39, 359 42, 978 44, 655 48, 063 59, 542 68, 718

3,267 3, 613 4, 672 5, 121 7, 021 8,989
17, 015 18, 839 17, 996 20, 197 24, 765 27, 923

19, 077 20,526 21, 987 22,745 27, 745 31, 806

4, 008 5,270 6,278 7, 505 12, 194 14, 718

30, 460 34, 556 38, 876 45, 428 50, 027 56, 893

PiMinistry of Public Education, Division of Educational Statistics - Estimated.



Over the six-year span, enrollment at the pre-school and primary level increased
by more than one-third, to 2,054,021. Secondary enrollment nearly doubled, to 379,575.
Enrollment in teacher training colleges and in universities more than doubled, to 71,611.

To an observer from the U. S. , of course, this encouraging picture of growth is
marred by the high drop-out rate, particularly in the primary grades. Per6's primary school
systems begins with a "transition" year (for six or seven-year-olds) between kindergarten
and first grade; this is followed by five grades, In 1965, enrollment in these six grades
was as follows: transition, 631,877, which is said to be 75 percent of the age group; first
409, 989; second 307, 069; third, 267,459; fourth 215,208; fifth 164,583.* The Jump from
the last year or primary school to the first year of secondary has usually been costly in
numbers, but the loss has been greatly reduced in the last few years, with 91.3 percent
making the Jump in 1965. Losses during the five secondary grades (a sixth will be added
soon under a new education law being drafted by Congress) are less severe. In the entire
11-year system it appears that only one in 15 of those entering the transition year reaches
the last year of secondary school.

Peruvian law provides that education is compulsory for children from ages seven to
16. Obviously, this is a goal rather than an enforced or an enforceable rule. The authors
of Education inled, published in 1964 by the Office of Education, U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, see the drop-out problem at the elementary level as chiefly
rural, and ascribe the heavy drop-out rate to "the employment of children in agricultural
work, apathy of parents, the low standard of living of the Indian population, long distances
between school and home, the lack of qualified teachers and their ignorance of the Indian
languages.* However, there may be other factors involved. A number of the Columbia
Teachers' College advising team suggested to us that many drop out because they cannot
afford to buy the recommended books. If 'pore good texts were available, more students
would be able to keep up with their school work ane :::us they would be better motivated to
continue.

Elementary and secondary education are currently suffering the mixed benefits of
Law 15-2-15, passed in 1964. This law legislated a teacher salary scale that is perhaps
the highest in Latin America. One-quarter of the difference between the old scale and the
new scale has been granted in raises for each of four years, from 1965 to 1969. The 1967
minimum salary for an elementary teacher is $180 per month, and the average salary is
$2, 400 a year. WIth 80,000 teachers in the system and 1,482 officials in the Ministry of
Education, the effects of the new law have been to cut budgets for almost everything else
but salaries to make it possible to meet the provisions of the salary law. And the full effects
are not yet felt since two years of raises remain before the salaries meet legislated stand-
ards.

A second mixed benefit is the series of recent laws that have extended free educa-
tion through the university. In 1945, free education was extended to the secondary level;
and in 1963, free education was extended to all levels. This, combined with dramatically
higher salary scales, has placed such a burden on federal support of education that it is
impossible, even with the great effort of recent years, to continue expanding educational
facilities to keep even close pace with the demand.

Law 15-2-15 and its high salary scale has also contributed to a dramatically
increased enrollment in teacher education to the point where there may be more teachers in
training than there are places which will be available over the next several years (see sec-
tions on Teacher Education and on Higher Education). Also, with the expansion of the last

These figures exaggerate the drop-out rate since a declining bnrollmert by class would
be expected in a period of high birth rate. However, the actual drop-out rate is clearly
substantial as indicated by the fact that 33 percent of 615,968 children entering the
transition class in 1964 failed to matriculate in Grade 1 the following year.
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several years in elementary and secondary education, a higher proportion of teachers are
relatively inexperienced. With little id the way of teaching materials, facilities or libra-
ries to help them, there is reason to believe that the next step in educational development
in Peril should be to provide for the tools of education necessary to raise the quality of
instruction and necessary to help the teachers do a better job.

An educational planning office in the Ministry of Education collaborates with the
National Planning Institute (see section on Adult Education), and a 1966 manpower study,
assisted by OECD, points up future manpower needs in terms of educational requirements.
In the Ministry of Education, the Directorates of Primary, Secondary, Technical and Teacher
Education, however, seem to be more concerned with pressing immediate problems than with
long -term planning. All agree, nevertheless, with the OECD assisted manpower and educa-
tional planning study that a very pressing need for the future is to provide better textbooks,
teaching materials, and library facilities for the schools.

During the three weeks in Peril, the team visited several elementary, secondary,
technical, agricultural, commerce schools and "unidades escolares"* in Lima, Cuzco and
Huancayo. These schools ranged from small, poorly staffed, fairly recently established
schools, to large, nationally known prestige schools. In addition, we ctamined the program
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, which runs a program of bi-lingual schools for the
Ministry of Education in areas of high Indian concentration. With the exception of the pro-
gram to produce small editions of teaching materials for the Quechua and Aman: Indian schools
under the bi-lingual schools program, there is no current effort by the Ministry to provide
teaching materials of any sort for the schools.

The Book_Ga_a

Per(i's widest "book gap" is in its primary schools. The growing enrollment at this
level is being accompanied by a gradual rise in the professionalism of teachers, due to the
proliferation of teacher-training colleges. But the promise of both these trends is vitiated,
and even nullified, by lack of teaching materials, particularly textbooks, and by the poor
quality of the materials available.

Education is free in all of Per(i's "official" schools and the emphasis on "free"
grows--but this does not apply to textbooks. The Office of Education 064 report, "Educa-
tion in Perd," says that "Public elementary school children receive textbooks and school
supplies free of charge." We did not find this to be true, except on a very limited experi-
mental basis, although it Iny ? be the ultimate intention. There is presently no budget to
provide free books. The ory..inic law of education (1940) states that no pupil shall suffer
because of his inability to buy books or oth.r teaching materials, but this has not always
been the case.

There are 21 "gran unidades escolares, " (one in each province) mostly begun during the
late '40's and early '50's. These are more or less comprehensive consolidated schools Which
include a secondary common school, an industrial polytechnic, a commercial school, an
agricultural school, and often an elementary school. Each school, in practice, appears to
operate more or less independently, although each "gran unit:lad" has a director.

For a good description of education in Peril, see:
Education in Perd U.S. Office of Education, Government Printing
Office, 1964.

For detailed analysis of Peruvian educational problems through 1965 and projection
of educational needs through 1980, see:

Desarrollo Ecoo6mico Social Recursos Humans Educacidn
Institute Nacional de Planificacidn, Lima, June 1966.

Other books and materials appear in the bibliography.
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Statistics on publishing are not easy to find in Perd. We were fortunate to have
Sr. Andres Carbone, director of the important bookstore and publishing network "Stadium;
mark up his catalog to indicate the 1965 print orders for primary and secondary school texts
produced by seven leading publishers (Tables IX, X, XI, XII, and MI).

Assuming all these books were sold, and noting that a substantial proportion were
sold to pupils in private schools where parents are more affluent, this vould still mean that
fewer than one reader or "enciclopedia" was printed for every two pupils. (The "enciclope-
dies" are intended to touch on all topics a pupil will encounter in a given grade.)

In specialized subject areas for the elementary school, less than one text was
printed for every 10 pupils; in history and geography together, only 40,000 texts were printed
and these were confined to Peruvian history and geography. No science texts were printed.

At the secondary school level (there were 380, 000 students enrolled in 1965, includ-
ing secondary technical schools), the problem seems to be the quality and price of the books
more than the quantity. A total of 828,000 texthooks in major subjects was printed; that is,
a little more than two books for each students. (Table X). Often, these books are little more
than outlines of information and not teaching tools.

The famous "copies" system with which Latin American universities and secondary
schools are afflicted, and which is the enemy of book reading, is still dominant in Perd;
but it appears to be slowly weakening. Under this system the teacher lectures from notes he
or a classmate made in a course he took years ago. One or more of his students, with more
than average "vivo, " makes notes on the lecture, mimeographs them and sells them for a few
cents to others in the class. The notes are then fed back to the teacher on examinations.
No books are necessary except notebooks. As one foundation executive remarked to us,
*Gutenberg might never have been born." Happily, the "copies* system is giving way to a
more "activist" program of study. For example, the Secondary School Directorate of the
Ministry of Education is encouraging "directed" studies, which involve much more book-read-
ing for both the teacher and the student.

At both the primary and secondary levels the quality of the product falls far short
of desirable standards. The books are not prepared in accordance with a curriculum-building
plan, or a theory of learning, but rather on the opportunistic decision of an author. Nor are
the authors necessarily subject specialists; we were told of a chemlrzy t-zzt which was
written by a lawyer who thought he saw a market for a chemistry text (or e: someone suggested
cynically. "because he knew someone in the Ministry"). The books are not well designed or
well illustrated, and many are manufactured so poorly, using newsprint paper, that they are
unlikely to survive by more than one person.

Hard-Cover Books for Free Loan

Books printed on durable and attractive paper and bound in hard covers for lasting
life may be cheaper in the long run than the cheap newsprint paper-bound textbooks now used.
The better quality textbooks would be more attractive and more effective as teaching tools,
and they would have up to a five year lifespan before they would have to be replaced because
of obsolescence. If the Ministry insisted on better quality texts, the initial cost would be
hign, but replacement costs for the next several years would be much more modest. However,
a system to assure that the texts are returned to the school and reloaned the following year
would have to be set up, and this would require a certain amount of administrative infrastruc-
ture.

A high official of the Ministry of Education told us "the making of texthooks in Perri
has been strictly commercial--designed only to make money--and this has led to the creation
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TABLE IX

PERUVIAN PRIMARY SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS - 1965 PRINTING

(Based on figures prepared by Andres Carbone) e
"Enciclooedies" (Comprehensive textbooks covering different subjects)

1. 94,000
2. 114,000
3. 8,600
4. 296,000
S. M=
6. 565, 600

Readers and Spanish Lanauaae

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

60, 000
10,000

ice, 000
104,000

339,000
715.000

1,054,000

Mathematics

14.
15.
16.

17.

55,000
20,000
311 000,

55,000

Editorial "Bruno*
Editorial "P. T. D."
Editorial "Salesiana"
Ediciones "Auto i9 Lulli"
Various authors IV

Total
bi

Editorial "Bruno"
Editorial "Brufto" (elementary Spanish)
Editorial "P. T. D."
Editorial "Salesians,"

Sub - total
Ediciones Coquito

"Enciclopedies" and Readers - Total

Editorial "Brew"
Editorial "Brutio" - Arithmetic Workbooks
Editorial Colegio Minter "Leoncio Prado"

Arithmetic Workbooks
Total Math textbooks (not including workbooks)

Sr. Andres Carbone, Director of "Librerfas Studium, " a prominent Peavian book
distributor, made available a list of 1965 printings of Peruvian textbook publishers.
Sr. Carbone's list was by publisher. We have here tabulated his figures by subject matter.

Note: Figures for several publishers --e. g. "Crisol,* "Bayonet " "Cultural, " and
"Field" were not supplied by Sr. Carbone, presumably because they were relatively
unorganized.

1Figure includes 12, 000 "enciclopedias" for evening school classes in an elemen-
tary grade y.

Identified by Sr. Carbone simply as Ediciones " Coquito," without any breakdown
for separate items in their catalog. This publisher's list includes a wide variety of mate-
rials; but most of them seem to be low-priced' pre-primers, readers, pamphlets, workbooks,
and the like, a mixture of items compared to popular children's books in the United States
and elementary school readers.
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English

18. 50, 000 Editorial "BMW' (a sequence for five years
entitled "Am and Mary")

Qemapjzr and_flistorY

19. 40, 000 Editorial "Bruno"

Specialized Textbooks Total - Secular Subjects

20. 1, 199, 000 (including readers) el,
21. 145, 000 (excluding readers) Li

Miscellaneous Workbooks - Secular Subjegki

22. 300, 000 Penmanship - "Palmer Method" - Editorial *Smile
23. 25, 000 Writing Notebooks - Editorial "Brulio
24. 50, 000 Arithmetic Assignment Notebooks - Editorial *Bruno"
25. 5.00 Language Notebooks - Editorial "fins5o"
26. 300, 000 Total

Religious Texts

Catechisms gl

27. 300, 000
28. 192.000

29. 492,000

Editorial "Bruno"
Editorial "Salesians"

Total

Photons and Moral Education and Sacred History

30. 35, 000
31. 6S 000

Editorial "Bruffo"
Editorial "Sated ma".

32. 100, 000 Total

"This figure of 40,000 includes 10,000 for history of Ford, 10, 000 for a geography
of Perd, and 20, 000 for an "Atlas" of Perd and the world. Thus, history and geography texts
seem limited in scope as well as in number.

Una 11 + lines 15, 16, and 17.

fdttnes 15 +- 16 + 17.

These are small inexpensive pamphlets.
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TABLE X

"ENCICLOPEDIAS" AND READERS IV FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS BY GRADE WIN PERU - 1965 PRINTINGS W

Grade
Numbir of

Students - 1965 ""Enciclopedias" Readers Total

1st 409,989 77, 000 92, 000 169, 000

2nd 307, 069 87, 600 52, 000 139, 600

3rd 267, 659 110, 000 40, 000 150, 000

4th 215,208 136, 000 35, 000 171, 000

5th 164, 583 143, 000 41, 000 184, 000

Number of
Reader and

"Enciclopedias°
per Student

Less than 1
for every 2
students

Less than 1
for every 2
students

More than 1
for every 2
students

Less than 1
for every
student

More than 1
for every
student

Price
Range

"Enciclopedia" II
Price
Range

Readers

34 40s 20 - 28s

36 - 45s 21 30s

38 - 45s 24 - 24s

42 - 555 24 - 25s

46 - 605 25 - 27s

Enciclopedias" are all-purpose texts covering several subjects. The "lectures" or readers are apparently simi-
lar to U. S. elementary school readers. Availability of these texts provides a minimal measure of the availability of texts in
general. As indicated in Table DC, only a small number of specialized texts in history, geography, mathematics, and English
language were produced in Perd in 1965. Note that we have assumed that most of the items produced by "Ediciones Coquito"
are not textbooks properly so-called. See b/below.

12/
It will be noted that no figures are included for the 'Transici6n" grade--the Peruvian first elementary grade.

Sr. Carbone's figures show that 69, 000 readers were produced for this grade in 1965. The 1965 enrollment for the "Transici6n"
was 631, 877. As was noted in Table DC, Note under footnote IV 300, 000 items from "Ediciones Coquito" were published for
"Transici6n" grade in 1965. Price ranges for these items range from 4.50 soles to 28 soles. However, there are only four
items out of 17 priced at more than 12 soles. It seems probably that most of the 3, 000 were pre-primers, small workbooks in
handwriting, arithmetic, etc. "Ediciones Coquito" printings for the other five grades are: 1) 150, 000; 2) 85, 000; 3) 80, 000;
4) 50, 000; 5) .50, 000.
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Table X Footnotes (Cont.)

ilSr. Andr6s Carbone, Director of the "Librettos Studium", a prominent Peruvian book distributor, made available
a list of the 1965 printings of Peruvian textbook publishers. See Table for complete tabulation of primary texts and other
printed materials produced according to this list in 1965.

Si/Included in this figure are Spanish- language texts for grades one and two published by Editorial Endo - 5, 000 for
each grade.

2/Peruvian sal is worth appro3dmately four cents. These are list prices.
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TABLE Xi

TEXTBOOKS BY MAJOR SUBJECT 2/AND GRADE - PERUVIAN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

1965 PRINTINGS W

Grade Spanish History, GeograPhY.
and Other Social

Studies

Mathematics English Natural
Science Total

let 40,000 65,000 61,000 22,000 188,000

2nd 45,000 73,000 49,000 18,000 33,000 218,000

3rd 38,000 14,000 37,000 16,000 50,000 155,000

4th 19,000 4,000 48,000 10,000 62,000 143,000
ca
(4 5th 17,000 40,000 21,000 14,000 32,000 124,000

2/Texts in Music and Religion not included in this tabulation.

b/Sr. Andres Carbone, Director of "Libretto Studium.



TABLE XII

SUMMARY OF PERUVIAN TEXTBOOK PRODUCTION (PRIMARY) - 1966 2/

Autoresloft F T D S_alesiana Cwt Antonio Lulli gticulares ,Totals

Titles Copies 12/Ti ties Copies Titles Copies Titles Copies

4

1

co
ob.

Transition

I
2

3

4

5

6

Special Purpose

3 55 6

4 40 2

4 40 2

5 48 2

7 53 2

7 53 2

. .. ..

and Multiple Grade Items

10

27

27

50

50

45

..

1

2

3

3

3

3

-

4

SI

32.6
26

22

28

..

15

20

7

8

9

10

..

300

150

85

80

50

50

-

...12_, _Z1L .../._ J. _i_ 2/1 ..10._ _K.
Totals by
"Editoriales" 47 1, 004 18 254 21 383.6 79 765
Publishers

Titles Copies Titles Copies Titles Copies

- - - . 25 369

I 35 .. - 29 303

2 45 - .. 18 229.6
2 50 1 15 21 269

2 72 1 18 24 265

2 82 1 20 25 278

1 12 - .. 1 12

2 82 - - 37 1.112M11

12 378 3 53 180 2,837.6

A/Approximately 80% of the total textbook titles published in Peril, and about 90% of all volume,

1By thousands of copies.
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TABLE XI/1

SUMMARY OF PERUVIAN TEXTBOOK PRODUCTION (SECONDARY) - 1966 If

AutoresImas F T D. W_oncio Prad_o_ Totals
Levels Particulates

Titles Copies Titles Copies Titles Copies Titles Copies Titles Copies Titles Copies

1 8 62 2 40 2 4 6 121 7 101 25 328

2 4 23 2 40 2 2 9 177 6 80 Z3 322

3 6 29 25 2 2 8 126 5 54 23 236

4 5 29 2 19 - - 11 104 - 2 20 20 172

5 6 24 3 19 3 7 2 20 2 21.5 16 91.5

Special Purpose and Multiple Grade Items
2 2 8 55 5 72 15 129

A.PO INAMIMIIN Am101.111 PONIII
Totals by
"Editoriales" 29Publishers 167 11 143 11 17 44 603 27 348.5 122 1,278.5

"Approximately 80% of the total textbook titles published iri Pert and about 90% of all volume.

IVEy thousands of copies.

4 0
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of books that are catastrophically bad." He described the primary grade "enciclopedias" as
"sheer nonsense and a shame."

Text Publishing_in Pere

Publishing in Perd differs markedly from publishing in the United States and differs
greatly in textbook production. Textbook editing is not a profession in Perk there are no
professional textbook staffs.

Typically in the U. S. , a new textbook, or a new textbook series, evolves from a
decision by a publisher and his textbook editors that a market exists for a new kind of text.
The editor, usually himself a former teacher, develops a plan in collaboration with curricu-
lum experts. A writer is commissioned, and presently designers and illustrators are assigned.
Teachers' guides and workbooks to accompany the main product are prepared. When the book
or series is printed, it moves into competition with other well-thought-out textbooks.
Throughout, the publishers provide the capital.

In Perd, a new textbook or series typically originates with a writer, usually (but
not always) a writer who has considerable knowledge of the subject. The writer negotiates
with a publisher, or perhaps directly with a printer. He may even himself deal with the
bookstores. He may even contribute to costs, perhaps by foregoing his first year's royalties.
(In Perd authors' royalties are higher than in the United States and are usually 20 to 33 per -
cent; if he has "good connections,* the writer may earn a lot of money.)

Authors' contracts are for one edition only (usually signed in May for the school
year beginning the following March), and the author of a successful book may switch to
another publisher for a higher royalty. This arrangement limits any possibility of a large
investment on the part of a publisher. Throughout, no professional editors or textbook crafts-
men are available to guide and help the author. Since the publishers' financial resources are
apt to be slight, the venture is personal for the author.

The PublishingInfrastreicAm

The above problems are balanced by a number of positive trends in the textbook
industry in Perd. Until the mid- and late 501a, practically nothing was published commer-
cially in the way of texthook material, and now there are at least the "enciclopedias" for
each of the elementary school grades and usually one or more textbooks available for each of
the secondary school areas. There are several large publishing houses, including Lulli
(mostly elementary school "enciclopedias"--the idea was originated by the firm of Lulli in
the 50's), Studium, and Bruno. In addition, the Leoncio Prado Military School Press, nomi-
nally under the Ministry of Education and operating as an independent printing publishing
house, issues a sizeable number of textbooks, largely in the secondary school area.

With the obviously increasing market for textbooks, new ventures are being consid-
ered by commercial publishers, and one development is of great interest. This is the crea-
tion in 1966 of a new publishing company which is designed to become the first real textbook
publishing firm in Perd. The principal partners in the new company include Gustavo
Ponsmuzo, Pere's foremost history texthook author (secondary level), Ruben Romero Mendez
(the foremost secondary math author), Benazides Estrada (Peril's foremost geography author),
Carlos Salazar Romero and Boris Romero (distributors of school books), Andres Carbone
(representing Studium), and Jose Munoz (representing Inca distributors).

The new publishing house is capitalized at the 14 million soles level. It is now
called Editorial Univers°, and equipment is arriving in Peril (sufficient to print 30, 000 books
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a day), a location has been selected, and rights have been purchased of 20 popular text-
books already, including the most popular elementary school encyclopedia, Venciendo4
originally published by Lulli. One of the partners, Salazar Romero, was on a tour of the
United States in November when we were in Pent He was collecting ideas for new text-
books on that tour and studying textbook operations in the United States.

The prime motivation for the creation of this company seems to have stemmed from
a concern on the part of the more popular textbook authors that they keep the profits to them-
selves. Thus, the authors are major shareholders in the new company. However, with the
variety of competencies being assembled by the new company, it is likely that innovative
approaches to textbook publishing will be an outcome of this effort. The new firm, of
course, must operate in the context of publishing and of education in Peril; and the new firm
will have the usual problems inherent therein. For instance, the curriculum of the Ministry
is likely to change overnight, thus making textbooks suddenly obsolete; the Ministry does
not buy large quantities of books for distribution, thus books can be made available only to
students who can afford them; and, in general, the notion of what makes a good textbook is
rather limited.

Certainly, the new publishing house will be a heavy competitor to others now in the
business. Many of the publishing houses described in the section on book publishing and
which occasionally handle textbooks will likely find that authors will withdraw their contracts
in favor of the new organization, if the author can become a shareholder in the company as
well as a contractor with it.

This may affect the publishing house within the Leoncio Prado Military School (thus
nominally within the Ministry of Education). Located on the outskirts of Lima, this printing
press and publishing house was set up in 1966 with a capitalization of 80,000 soles and has
grown ever since. About 70 textbook titles have been published by the Press, mostly at the
secondary level; and 800,000 copies a year are produced on the average. The Press estimates
that at least half of the secondary books used in Peol are published here.

Again, authors approach the Press when they have a manuscript which they believe
should be published. This manuscript is reviewed by committees made up of teachers at the
Military School, and if the book conforms to the official Ministry of Education program, uses
appropriate methodology and states the facts correctly and uses correct grammatical style,
it is likely to be published. The Press often puts out two or three titles for one subject
matter, and thus is often competing with itself. There are competitive titles in philosophy,
math, English, and physics; and 4,000 to 5,000 is the smallest edition, usually for the fifth
level of secondary school. Twenty to 40 thousand copy editions are not unusual for the first
year of secondary school.

The Press is self-supporting and it operates on a kind of revolving budget, with no
subsidy from the Ministry of Education. The Military School within which it operates comes
under the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Defenses but it is a national secondary
school only and does not prepare students for service in the armed forces. There are military
academies which take students from any secondary school who wish to receive military train-
ing, although graduates from this school may have a slight edge if they apply for a military
academy.

The above efforts are illustrative of what appears to be a lively recent interest in
textbook work in Pent It would appear to the team that there are at least some books for
every grade level and every subject, although there are no individual books for subject areas
at the elementary school (the encyclopedias combine everything for one year). What probably
is needed in the future is not investment in printing presses; but rather a clearer Ministry
policy on free distribution of textbooks, standards set by the Ministry of Education to
encourage the availability of better texlbooks, and technical advisory help for both the
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Ministry and commercial publishers to help them set up editorial services to assist authors
in their efforts to create better teaching materials.

Vole of the Ministry_ of Education

Unlike the U. S. , Perd has a centralized system of primary and secondary educa-
tion, with its Ministry of Education having jurisdiction over all schools, both public and
private. This central control could be an advantage in textbook development. But Perd has
not exploited the advantage. The Ministry of Education maintains four "textbook commis-
sions, " one for primary grades, one for secondary common, one for secondary technical,
and one for normal school with subdivisions for each subject (see Appendix for lists of
current members of the elementary and secondary commissions). Approval by the commission
is required for some subjects, notably history, geography, and civics, where national
interest is considered to be involved (see Appendix for lists of currently approved secondary
books). In most subjects, approval may be sought but is not required. But approval is
based on content, never on technique. And the spirit Is one of "no objection-nihil &stet. "
The commissions are certifying agencies.

Thus, a great opportunity is missed. The great opportunity, it seems to us, is to
convert the textbook commissions into positive, creative agencies which will take responsi-
bility for translating curriculum planning into textbook planning and take responsibility for
setting textbook standards. To this end, it seems to us, AID should consider offering to
reconstitute that part of SECPANE which dealt with textbooks, but on a new basis. On thil,
new basis U. S. loans would make available to the Ministry, as consultants and advisers,
the editors and other craftsmen required for a complete textbook program. Several editorial
consultants and several curriculum consultants would be necessary for a period of five or
more years. But control and responsibility would rest clearly and wholly in the Ministry.

It is not our thought that the Ministry itself should print the resulting textbooks;
or that it should write, edit, illustrate, and design the books over a long period of years.
We feel that much of this work can be better done by private publishers (or by the self-sup-
porting Military School Press), after the initial models have been completed. We suggest
that private publishers be invited to provide counterparts to the Ministry's technical staff.
The later award of publishing contracts can rest in part on the qualifications of the personnel
of the private publishers. For the indefinite future, however, the Ministry should determine
the general program and lay down the specifications, provide technical help to authors and
publishers, and perhaps set maximum prices. In this way, the strength of the current text-
book industry can be built upon; and there will be a "multiplier" effect to any attempt to
provide technical assistance to the textbook industry.

If a "Textbook Directorate" were created in the Ministry, working with the four
textbook commissions, it should be possible to tie in with commercial publishers, perhaps
through the Chamber of Books, through IPAE, and for through the Association of Textbook
Publishers (a group of six of the larger textbook publishers, Mariategui y Oliver, President).
National Science Foundation funds of curriculum study committees would be formed, the
teaching materials thus developed being farmed out on bid. Many other kinds of develop-
mental activities could be funded.

Another result of positive and purposeful planning could be the reduction of the
uncertainty which now plagues publishers. Authors, printers, publishers, wholesalers and
bookstores alike told us that courses of study are changed by the Ministry of Education
frequently and often without prior notice making it impossible to make heavy investment in
a new series with the idea that they will produce income over a period of years. Often in one
month courses will change entirely, especially when a new government or a new Minister is
installed.
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We do not believe the Ministry should manufacture books. It has been argued that
the Ministry needs printing plants for texthooks, and we understand $500, 000 has been
suggested for this in the proposed AID loan. We feel the test-run printing can be contracted
out readily (even though the Military School Press is under the Ministry) and the $S00, 000
can be better used in other ways. The old SECPANE printing operation in the Ministry should
be allowed to continue as is, a kind of office services unit that does reports and the like on
its small office offset machines. Per6. has a good base for a lively textbook industry. The
local industry already produces 90 percent of all texts used in primary and secondary and at
least one new venture, with competent personnel and adequate capital, is in formation.

A truly national long-range textbook program for primary school books would call for
purchase by the Ministry and production by publishers of so many scores of thousands of
books that private publishers can be expected to bid, and to bid low, for the right to prepare
and manufacture the books and to sell them to the Ministry. Similarly, if they know they
must meet standards set by the Ministry, they will collaborate with the Textbook Directorate,
which is attempting to develop standards and to offer assistance to the publishers.

It seems clear to us--as it does to almost all of the educators of Peru whom we
met--that no adequate or equitable program of textbooks, especialh for the transition year
and the first five grades, cen be developed unless the books can be made available to all
pupils without charge. It is conceivable that a very small monthly rental fee might be
required. But the government, which has progressively moved toward free education, must
assume the responsibility. The added burden need not be onerous: it would total much less
than the cost of the increases in teachers' salaries in recent years.

e estimate that each pupil could be provided with five books in each grade (in
graded series, by subject) as a cost of less than 40,000 soles per class of 50 pupils. This
is less than 10 percent of the salary of the teacher ands it could have the result of don ling
the teacher's effectiveness. From a cost-benefit point of view, this investment could be

significant than an other educational inves ent alternative o n to Per6 toda Cost
can be held down if the books are distributed to schools for loan to pupils rather than given
directly to the pupils, and if the books are made durable enough to last for several years.
At present, distribution is entirely through bookstores.

I I

We urge that, in the formulation of the proposed AID loan to the Ministry of Educa-
tion, consideration be given not only to strengthening the Ministry's textbook commissions
but to sharing the initial cost of the manufacture and distribution of textbooks for the primary
grades. AID or other loan assistance could be furnished to the Ministry, on a declining
matching basis, over a five-year period. The possibility of securing "third party" contribu-
tions during the critical period; for example, contributions of paper from Scandinavia, should
be explored. We hope and believe (and we have been assured by responsible political lead-
ers) that once. such a program is launched, its benefits will become so self-evident that the
Congress and the people of Per6 will insist on its continuance.

RAllotnAleLna

At the level of the secondary schools the primary problems are the quality and the
price of books. Students would prefer to use textbooks rather than the tradMonal "copies"
notes--if they could afford the books. We found a growing interest in the development of
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school libraries to include multiple r :Ytig rtt needeel !rIzEtt (see section on Libraries), and
in experiments with rental librettos. Out * for individual purchase be brought down?
One way is through the producticp 411% a: Itit lamer than at present.

And one way to insure larger ;ire economs,...s1 editions is through the develop-
ment of "regional" texts which would be used in several Latin American countries. The head
of the Inter-University Council spoke of a joint planning among university presses in several
countries to produce texts of common interest. The same principle conceivably could apply
at the secondary school level (except in such "political" fields as history and geography) and
in vocational education.

One way to solve several problems simultaneously would be.through encouraging
U. S. publishing houses to enter into joint projects with Latin American publishers, perhaps
under joint ownership. Such combinations could have available the highly developed technical
skills of U. S. companies. The difficult credit problems Peruvian publishers labor under- -
interest rates are as high as 20 percent a year--might be eased. And the path to a system of
international distribution in the Spanish-speaking countries, based on sizeable print-orders,
might be opened.

The AID has for some years maintained a program of investment guarantees to U. S.
manufacturing companies willing to conduct operations abroad, preferably in joint enterprises.
These guarantees have been limited to losses due to nonconvertibility of currency, expropria-
tion, war and insurrection; and there is no record that such guarantees have yet been made in
the field of publishing. These contingencies are unrealistic when applied to Pent We
suggest consideration be given to a wider kind of investment guarantee in the field of publish-
ing, a system extensive enough to encourage U. S. publishers to put fresh resources into
Pert and other Latin American countries.
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BOOKS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

University student population in Peril has been increasing rapidly during the past
several years. There were 30,460 students enrolled in higher education in 1960 and
50, 027 enrolled in 1964, an increase of 64.2 percent in four years. Estimates by the
Inter-University Council indicate the 1966 enrollment was above 64,000. Discounting
university population, student enrollment at other levels rose only 43.8 percent from 1960
to 1964. There are about 50 students at other levels of education to one university student,
although this ratio is diminishing slightly (Table )QV).

There are about 32 universities in Perd. An exact accounting is dependent on the
classification of professional or specialized institutions such as the school of Social Work.
(There are only eight having enrollments of more than 3,000 students and over 16 enroll
less than I, 000.) There are seven hill-fledged private universities, the rest being public
universities where there is no tuition. The greater percentage of students attend public
universities, with the result that public universities have an extensive curriculum.

Universities in Perd are autonomous as a result of a 1960 university law applying
to private as well as to national institutions, and stipulating that each university have a
governing body (Consejo Universitario), made up of one-third professors, one-third admin-
istrators, one-third students, and two non-voting alumni. The Consejo determines general
policies and regulations for the university. Each faculty (school), however, retains a great
deal of autonomy. Co-gobierno (co-government), the name given to this student participa-
tion in university government, has become a very strong force within the university structure
throughout Latin America.

Peruvian universities aim generally toward specialization. As a result, secondary
graduates usually apply for admission to a specific professional program. The possibility
of increased basic studies programs (whereby all students pass through one or two years of
a common liberal arts program) is likely, and a provision of the new university law being
drafted by the Peruvian Senate states that all universities must have at least one year of
such a program. Entrance requirements state that the student must be at least 17 years of
age and must possess an official secondary school certificate; he must also successfully
complete an entrance exempt:Mon. Some universities require a one or two-year preparatory
course 1efore admittance will be granted in certain programs.

The appropriation for higher education is recommended by the Ministry of Education.
There is no tuition in university work in national universities; this has been established
by law. Because each university has limited hinds available, the bulk of the budget for
public institutions comes from the government. The fact that university salaries tend to be
low necessitates to a large extent part-time faculties. Private universities, however, do
charge tuition as well as receive govenhient subsidy.

The university year consists of nine months and is divided into two terms to facili-
tate examinations. The most common grading system runs from "1" through "20", with "11"
as the passing grade. Degrees and titles can be grantee; only by legally constituted uni-
versities. Private institutions must meet requirements specified by the Ministry of Educa-
tion.
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TAM XIV

GROWTH OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION ENROLLED Di SPECIFIC LEVEL OF EDUCATION, 1960 - 1964 2/

Year Total of all gra.les
Number Index

Total of University level
Number Index

Total of other levels
Number Index

1960 1, 728, 032 100.0 30, 46 0 100.0 1, 697,572 100.0

1961 1,858,290 107.4 34,556 113.4 1,920, 724 107.2

1962 1, 936, 030 112.0 38.876 127, 6 1, 897,154 111.7

1963 2,370, 749 137.2 45.428 149.1 2,325,320 137.0

4..
to

1964 2;491, 071 144, 2 50,027 164.2 2, 441, S44 143.8

RATIO OF UNIVERSITY POPULATION TO THE TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION

Year Scholastic University

1960 55.7 1

1961 $2.6 1

1962 48.8 1

1963 $1.1 1

1964 48.8 1

Configureci6n Descriptive de is Universided Pitmans, Aspectos Cuantitivos, 1960 - 1964, Boleyn Estedfstloo No. 2).
Of1c1ns Necional Inter-Universiestla de Planifionot6n, Urns, Per6, June 1966.
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Certain trends in enrollment are significant both from the point of view of
gent manpower planning and of establishing significant book needs by curriculum awe.
For instance, those enrolling in faculties of Education have increased in number more than
those enrolling in other areas of study. from 19 60 to 1964, enrollment in education grew
from 3, 189 to 10,388. In 1960; the education enrollment was 10.46 percent to the total
university student population, but by 19 64 this had grown to 20.76 percent (Table XV).

Enrollment in humanities (including administration, law, letters, Journalism,
theology, arts and sciences, and related fields) continues to have more enrollment than any
other field, but is growing at a lesser percentage. In 1960, there were 15, 599 students
enrolled in Humanities and in 1964, 22, 698. In 1960, students in this area made up 51.08
percent of the total university population, and in 1964, only 45.37 percent. However,
combined enrollments in Education and in humanities still total about two-thirds of all uni-
versity enrollment in Perd.

Enrollment in medicine is practically stationary. In 1960 there were 3, 631 enrolled
in medicine versus 3,842 in 1964. Thus, 11.92 percent of the total university student popu-
lation was enrolled in medicine in 1960 versus 7.67 percent in 1964. This low enrollment
perpetuates the scarcity of doctors in Pord. There is only one doctor per 18,000 inhabitants,
and in some rural areas only one per 30, 000 (versus the international recommendation of one
per 1,000 inhabitants). Even of those doctors trained, one in four leave Perd for posts else-
where.

Sciences, including biology, pharmacy, biochemistry, geology, mathematics,
veterinary medicine, fishery, and chemistry, have grown very slowly during the past several
years. In 1960 there were 3,309 students enrolled in sciences versus 4,266 in 1964. Ten-
pointeighty-six percent of the student population was enrolled in this field !a 19 60 versus
8.52 percent in 1964.

Engineering, including all of its specialities, has had a growth more rapid than the
total university student population in general. Fro,- 19 60 to 19 64 engineering enrollment
Jumped fri'n 4, 772 to 8,833, From 19 60 to 1964 engineering's percentage of the total student
population lumped from 15.66 percent to 17.69 percent, and since 19 61 has maintained more
or less tht: same ratio.

t

Many more students bpply to the UnIversity than are accepted. In 1964, 26,374
students applied and only 7,968 were accepted (Table XVI). In education and humanities,
slightly less students, percentage wise, were refused admission than in other fields.
Medicine refuses 84.2 percent of those applying, sciences 74.1, engineering 78 percent
versus around 62 percent in education and humanities.

F

This tremendous growth in university population has brOught with it a similar growth
in teaching personnel. In 1960, there were 2, 914 persons of the teaming staffs of the trilis,

6. -ersities versus 5,995 teaching personnel in 1964. The growth was especially marked in
education, humanities, and engineering. Medicine grew slightly and sciences hardly at
all (Table XVII).

There is some indication that the market for teachers may be coming saturated and
that there should be more new places provided in the future in medicine and in the sciences
than in education. Similarly, in terms of overall economic development, it is unlikely that
humanities should continue to provide as many additional places in the future, if this is at
the expense of other areas. Engineering, on the other hand, appears to be increasing at a
reasonable level, although there has been Utile study of the proportion of specialties and
comparative enrollment in each as compared to national development plans (Table XVIII).
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TABLE XV

INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN THE NATIONAL ANDIPRIVAIE UNIVERSITIES
BY AREAS OF INSTRUCITON, 1960 - 1964 ew

Dal Education Humanpapis ida sus hz Faience, Enaineerinq

Year Number Index Number Index Number Index Number Index Number Index Number Index
"MIMMIN.1.

1963

1961

1962

1963

1964

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

30.460 100.0 3.189 100.0 15.559 100.0 3. 631 100.0 3.309 100.0 4.772 100.0

34,556 113.4 4,.284. 134.3 16.584 1064,6 3.932 108.3 3, 642 110.1 6,114 128.1

38, 876 127.6 6, 403 200.8 17, 733 114.0 4, 036 111.1 38841 116.1 6, 863 143.8

45, 428 149.1 8, 514 267.0 21, 495 138.1 3, 935 108.4 3, 973 120.1 7, 511 157.4

50, 027 164.2 10,388 325.7 22, 698 145.9 3,842 105.8 4,266 128.9 8, 833 185.1

thil Education
=MM.

Humanities Medicine

100.00 10.46 51.08 11. 92

100.00 12.39 47.99 11.37

100.00 16.47 45.61 10.36
100.00 18.74 47.31 8.66
100.00 20.76 45.37 7.66

&Um Enaineerina

10.86 15.66

10.59 17.69

9.88 17.65

8.77 16.53

8.52 17.65

ilConflguraci6n Descriptive de la Universidad Peruana, Aspect°, Cuantitativos, 1960 - 1964, (Boletrn Estaff stk.* No. 2),
Off line Nacional Inter-Universitaria de Planificaci6n, Lime, Per& Arne 1966.
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TABLE XVI

UNIVERSITY APPLICANTS ACCEPTED AND NOT ACCEPTED,

BY DISCIPLINE, 1960 -1964 il

Applicants Accepted Not

Discipline Year Number % Number 9b Number %

Education

Humanities

Medicine

Sciences

Engineering

Total

11111111=10111111

19 60
1961
1962
19 63
19 64

1960
1961

794
1,103
3, 417
3, 629
4, 689

48 979
4, 721

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

488
704

1, 582
1, 357
1, 772

2, 382
3, 540

61.5
63.8
46.3
37.4
37.8

47.0
74.9

19 62 78462 100.0 4,15 6 55.7
1963 10, 062 100.0 5, 204 51.7
19 64 10, 320 100.0 3, 854 37.3

19 60 1, 956 100.0 178 9.2
19 61 2, 030 100.0 410 20.2
19 62 2,366 100.0 41" 18.6
1963 2, 788 100.0 4:... 17.4
19 64 48 049 100.0 641 15.8

1960 3,118 100.0 976 31.3
19 61 2, 495 100.0 885 35.5
19 62 2, 961 100.0 1., 108 37.4
1963 3, 056 100.0 1, 12 0 36.6
19 64 2, 315 100.0 599 2 5.8

1960 1, 458 100.0 455 31.2
1961 2, 927 100.0 660 22.5
19 62 2, 805 100.0 1,133 40.3
19 63 3, 275 100.0 906 27.7
:964 5, 001 100.0 1,102 22.0

19 60 12, 305 100.0 4, 479 36.4
1961 13, 27 6 100.0 6, 199 46.7
1902 19, 011 100.0 8, 418 44.3
1963 22, 810 100.0 9, 072 39.8
19 64 26, 374 100.0 78960 30.2

30G 38.5
399 36.2

1, 835 53.7
2, 272 62.6
2, 917 62.2

2, 597 52.2
1,181 25.1
3, 306 44.3
4, 858 48.3
6, 466 62.5

'1, 778 90.8
1, 620 79.8
1, 927 81.4
2,303 82.6
38 408 84.2

2,142 68.7
1, 610 64.5
1, 853 62.6
1, 936 63.4
1, 716 74.1

1, 003 68.8
2, 2g7 77.5
1, 672 59.6
2, 369 72.3
3, 899 78.0

78826 63.6
78077 53.3

10, 593 55.7
13, 738 60.2
18, 406 69.8

2/Conflguraci6n Descriptive de la Universidad Peruana, Aspectos Cuantilativuo, 1960-1964,
(Bolettn Estadfstico No. 2), Oficina Nacional Inter-Universitaria de Planificaci6n, Lima,
Peril, Tune 1966.
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INCREASE OF TEACHING STAFF AND STUDENTS IN THE

FIVE YEAR PERIOD, 1960 - 1964
§/

Discipline
Teachers Student t Teacher-Student

ratioYear Number Index Number Index

Education 1960 157 100.00 3,189 100.00 20.31
1961 171 108.91 4,284 134.30 25.05
1962 203 129.29 6, 403 200.80 31.54
1963 224 142.67 8,514 267.00 38.00
1964 455 289.80 10, 3 BB 325.70 22.83

Humanities 1960 742 100.00 15, 559 100.00 21.02
1961 769 103.50 16, 584 106.60 21.56
1962 883 119.00 17,733 144.00 20.08
1963 1, 019 137.33 21, 495 138.10 21.09
1964 1, 498 201.88 22, 698 145.90 15.15

Medicine 1960 833 100.00 3, 631 100.00 4.35
1961 920 110.44 3,932 108.30 4.27
1962 1, 308 157.02 4,036 111.10 3.08
1963 1, 355 162.66 3, 935 108.40 2.90
1964 1, 484 178.15 3, 842 105.80 2.58

Sciences 1960 736 100.00 3,309 100.00 4.50
1961 802 109.11 3, 642 110.10 4.54
1962 752 102.31 3,841 116.10 5.10
1963 791 107.61 3,973 120.10 5.02
1964 856 116.73 4,266 128.90 4.97

Engineering 1960 446 100.00 4, 772 100.00 10.69
1961 473 106.50 6,114 128.10 12.87
1962 578 129.50 6, 863 143.80 11.87
1963 1,210 271.30 7,511 157.40 6.20
1964 1, 702 381.61 8, 833 185.10 5.18

Total 1960 2, 914 100.00 30, 460 100.00 10.45
1961 3,135 107.58 34, 556 113.40 11.02
1962 3, 724 127.79 38,876 127.60 10.43
1963 4, 599 157.82 45, 428 149.10 9.87
1964 5, 995 205.73 50, 027 164.20 8.34

1Configuraci6n Descriptive de la Universidad Peruana, Aspectos Cuantitativos, 1960-1964,
Motet& Estadstico No. 2), Moine Nacional Inter-UnivIrsitaria de Planificaci6n, Lima,
Perd, tune 1966.
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TABLE xvm

PROJECTION OF REGISTRATION IN THE FIRST LEVEL OF THE FIVE BRANCHES OF THE EDUCATIONAL

UNIVERSITIES IN FIGURES AND PERCENTAGES TO 1980

. 96t X919 1.92E i980
Number % Number % Number 9G Number % Number

!Education 2, 400 25.00 3, 200 23.02 2,300 15.75 2,100 11.48 2, 100 8.64

Humanities 3, 600 37.50 5, 200 37; 41' 5, 300 36.30 5,400 29.51 5,400 22.22

Medicine 700 7.29 1,100 7.9 t 1, 500 10.28 2,400 13.10 3,600 14.82

Sciences SOO 5.21 1.700 12.23 2,500 17.12 4,900 26.78 8, 700 35,80

Engineering 2, 400 25.00 2, 700 19.43 3, 000 20.55 3, 500 19.13 4,500 18.52

Information taken from Desarrollo Econ6mico y Social, Recursos Humanos y Educaci6nN de I. N.P. y 0. C. D. E. (1965).

Source; Configuraci6n Descriptive de la Universidad Peruana, Aspectos Cuantitstivos, 1960 - 1964.
(Boleen Estadfstico No. 1) , OficAna Nacianal Inter-Univergitaria, June 1966.
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The 24 national and eight private institutions which we generally recognized as
universities are members of the Inter-University Council (Consejo Inter-Ihdversitario).
The Council grew out of a three-year commission appointed in 1963 to collect quantitative
data on universities and which formalized itself, by law, into the Council in June of 1966.
The Council is supported on a 50-50 basis by the government and by the universities, and
it now has a permanent secretariat headed by the immediate ex-Rector of the University of
San Marcos. The President of the Council is the Rector of the National Engineering 'Univer-
sity. Any new universities established in Perd must have the approval of the Council.

The Council plans to continue to prepare and issue reports on the status of Peruvian
universities, and hopes to assist in over-all university planning. The need for better teach-
ing materials and related book activity (libraries, bookstores, etc.) at the universities has
not escaped the attention of the Council; and the Survey Team recommends that a number of
needs described later in this section be considered by the Council. There is talk of a
possible Ford Foundation grant to provide achnical assistance to the Council; and if this is
forthcoming, we would hope that advisory help in the book and library area would be made

The jeechiggyAkdAll

The rapid expansion of higher education causes certain obvious Problems. With the
greatly increased need for teacizing faculty, and with the various institutions growing larger
and larger, there is urgent need to provide ways to improve and standardize the quality of
instruction among various institutions.

Most university officials and many faculties recognise that Critical factors in the
improvement of instruction are the provision of better quality and quantity textbooks, avail-
ability of books to students, and the establishment of well stocked, well managed libraries.
A number of efforts are being made in this direction by individual universities and by the
Inter-University Council.

There are still pressing general problems, however that make activity of this nature
slow. Each university operates autonomously, has its own curriculum, and will not accept
transfer students from any other university. This makes it unlikely that a textbook developed
and used at one university will be acceptable at another.

Second, there is great autonomy among the faculties at each university. Usually,
the same basic courses required of students in various faculties will be offered by each of
the several faculties (often as many as eight or 10), and there is no attempt to standardize
either the course content or the textbooks. Accordingly, the market for any one particular
basic text may be very small, even within one university, since several texts may be used
for the same course.

There is much interest in the possibility of basic studies programs whereby the first
one or two years of the university program will be a common one for students intending to
enter any faculty. However, only two private universities (Catholic University and Univer-
sity of Trujillo) and one public university (University of Lambayeque) currently have basic
studies programs. If such basic studies' programs are encouraged at other universities
(either voluntarily or under the new university law), and if the universities plan together
through the Inter-University Council, it may be that agreements can be reached concerning
curriculum and teaching materials to the extent necessary to increase the market at least for
basic textbooks in these large-enrollment courses. The team would recommend that any aid
to universities include provisions for assistance to this end.

Autonomy of individual faculties causes an additional problem in the library field.
Often, individual faculties have their own separate libraries; and if there is a central
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university library, this may have little control over the faculty libraries. Purchasing proce-
dures, budgeting, and cataloging are often in a state of chaos. The team would strongly
r-immend that substantial technical assistance in library work be offered by any university
winch is agreeable to help in this area (see section on Library Development in Per&

At the large, more *grossly. universities (as noted bolo*, there is increasing
attention to the book and teaching materials problem. However, the large majority of faculty,
as one informant put it tend to act as though Guttenberg never existed. The traditional
teaching method of university faculty assumes that all the students need to know will be
presented in the form of lectures by the professor. Examinations are generally based on the
series of lectures given by the professor.

Notes from these lectures have tended to serve the function of textbooks and their
limitations are obvious. Accordingly, it is likely that as more good textbooks are prepared
and made available, the teaching staff of colleges and universities must be trained in the
use of te:ctlx oks in relation to the teaching process.

Attention must be given to the problem of creating full-time professors if the quality
of education is to improve and if the preparation and use of good books in higher education
is to, become universal at any time in the forseeable future. At the same time, universities
must provide laboratories and other research facilities for full-thee professors so as to
create the climate for publication of scholarly books.

Peruvian universities will not become truly book-conscious until t' ere are good
Spanish-language textbooks available at all levels. Book import figures and data from uni-
versity faculty indicate that at least SO percent of university textbooks are imported, and a
large percentage of these are in English. The University of San Marcos Press is attempting
to increase the preparation of Spanish- language textbooks, both locally written and trans-
lated; and this effort should be strongly supported both by technical assistance agencies and
by the Inter-University Council. If the Inter-University Council can somehow encourage
cooperative planning efforts between the University of San Marcos Press and the other uni-
versities of Perd,. this may assure at least a somewhat increased market for San Marcos Press
books and make possible a much more lively effort in the future.

In assessing book activities in higher education, the survey team visited five of
the larger universities in P.A. the total enrollment of which makes up about half of the uni-
versity student population in Peril. Case studies of each of these institutions follow.

Casa Studies

University of San Marcos, Lima

San Marcos is by far the largest university in Peril and historically one of the most
prestigious in Latin America. The 1966.167 enrollment totals about 17,00% approximately one
quarter of the total university student population in Peril. It has 10 faculties which offer,
both academic and professional degrees: law, Medicine, Letters, Sciences, Economic and
Commercial Science/so Pharmacy and Biochemistry, Dentistry, Education, Chemistry, Veteri-
nary Medicine.

Sixty five percent of the 17,000 students attending this university de not work.
Though all of the non-working students do not study full time, there is a growing trend toward
full-time population, Similarly, there is a trend toward full-time teaching. In 1958, the
University of San Marcos had only eight fulltime professors out of a total of 1,500. In
1966-67, there am 400 full-time professors out of a total of 1,800.
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In the school year 1966-67, the University of San Marcos received about 8,000
applications for entrance and accepted 1,600. Applications generally average three to four
times more than the University can accept.

There appears to be a failure rate d about 20 percent of students among all the
faculties; they fail twice ar.1 repeat, but cannot fail e third time and repeat. About 60 per-
cent of all students entering finish their career.

The average student income at San Marcos is about 1,000 soles 035) a month.
Although students pay no tuition, they must buy their own books and provide their own living
quarters and food. Accordingly, the University assists many students in providing student
eating facilities where students can purchase a Bill meal for 50 soles (15 cents). Food
subsidy is a substantial item in the University budget. The University of San Marcos cur-
rently has a basic sciences program (offered in the Faculty of Letters and Sciences) and is
planning a basic studies program whereby all students take one year of a common program
before specializing. San Marcos is taking the leadership in promoting a new University Law
under consideration by Congress which will provide for at least one year of basic studies at
all universities. The current Rector of the University of San Marcos Is also President of the
Senate and it is likely that this provision will appear.

If this regulation is made into Law, there should be an increased market fa. univer-
sity textbooks -- domestic and foreign. At the present Arne about 80 percent of university
textbooks are imported and 20 percent are prepared in Perd.

With the greatly increased enrollment, foreign language requirements are becoming
less stringent. Twenty years ago, students at the university level needed two languages,
plus Spanish. Now only one foreign language is required and a very superficial knowledge
is accepted. Accordingly, texts in foreign languages are becoming less and less useful at
the university level.

There is currently a great effort at the University of San Marcos to increase library
holdings and to improve library service. Experience to date has been that students are reluc-
tant to use the library, perhaps largely because most of them are part-time, but at the same
time many do not have the money to buy books. Thus, if students are to be encouraged to use
the library, facilities must be efficient and attractive.

There are 13 libraries at the university of San Marcos, with about 350,000 volumes.
There are supposedly 150,000 volumes in the main library. The projected goal is 1, 000, 000
books during the next several years.

Each faculty has its own library and aid:, igh faculty libraries do not operate under
the control of the main library, they each use card catalogs. Several faculties have more
than one library. For instance, the faculty of Letters and Sciences has five libraries:
geography, philosophy, anthropology, history, and literature.

The University hopes to prepare a union catalog of all books in university libraries
and hopes to establish a new Association of University Libraries. University library problems
are reasonably unique, according to the hector and the new organization is designed to cater
to these needs.

It is apparent that the University of San Marcos is developing international coopera-
tion at the university level. The State University of New York is establishing an extension
center at the University of San Marcos; San Marcos maintains a regional program in pharmacy,
partly assisted by the Rockefeller Foundation,. and the University has certain collaborative
relationships with the UniVersities of Santiago, Buenos Aires and Montevideo.
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University -4 San Marcos Press

The University of San Marcos established a printing press in 1952, but only within
the past eight years has the press undertaken to publish textbooks and to become a univer-
sity press in the true sense of the word. In 1959, the printing press was expanded using
P. L. 480 monies: and the book publishing program was initiated in 1962.

There are some 100 books in the San Marcos University Press catalog and about
20 new titles a year are published. The University Press editor indicates that he has more
good manuscripts in hand than he can handle in the near future.

Textbooks and academic journals receive number one priority. Reference books
receive second priority, and supplementary books such as collections of readings are given
third priority. Fourth priority is given to research publications of professors. Transla-
tions are made from several languages, and books from several countries are published.

However, there are more materials being published by Peruvian authors. Typical
of reference books on Peni is a study of the vocabulary of Eastern Perk Vocabulario del
Oriente Peruano, 1966, 214 pages. A series entitled, New Science, (Ciencia Nueva)
consists of a series of small booklets translated from the French, including a 37-page-
booklet dated 1965 on the Origin of Experimental Biology, another with no date on the
IjistcAyof Hospital Buildings, and a t; ird on Immunity._ History and Method, no date.

The academic journals, issued by the Press, appear to be remarkably well done and
many would appear to merit large exchange. Typical of the journals available is Documenta,
journal of the Peruvian Society of History, No. 4, issued 1965, contains 797 pages, and is
profusely illustrated. A second is the Revista de Sociologra de la Universidad Nacional de
San Marcos. Vol. 1, No. 1, July to December, 1964, contains 106 pages and numerous
articles which would be of interest to sociologists elsewhere. The Archivos del Instituto
de Biologra Andino, as of August, 1966, had been published for one year and the four issues
of Volume 1 are available.

Each faculty at the University of San Marcos publishes one or more journals through
the University Press. Medicine has three journals. Each faculty has its own budget which
it uses to order copies of its magazine printed and which it uses occasionally to pay for
editions of textbooks and reference materials. The magazines and journals are usually
issued in 1, 000 -2, 000 -copy editions and are mostly distributed on an exchange basis.

The Director of the University Press has complete responsibility for editorial
matters. In addition to the Press Director, there is an Administrator of the Printing Plant.

San Marcos Press books are beginning to acquire a small market in other Latin
countries, largely through tne Inter-American Center for Academic books in Mexico, an
organization originally funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, set up to facilitate distribu-
tion of such material. Their General Psychology by Russo has sold in Mexico and Buenos
Aires.

Cooperative publishing efforts have been discussed with the University of Cali in
Colombia and with the University of Colombia in Bogotd. With the closing of the Univer-
sity of Buenos Aires, the faculty of that institution have offered the publications program to
the University of San Marcos Press. The Cuevo Calves Institute of Linguistics in Colombia
is also looking to Perd for help in book publishing.

Some eight or nine textbooks from the United States have been translated and issued
by the University of San Marcos Press with USIA support.
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In essence, the University of San Marcos Press is suffering the growing pains
that could have been predicted in a country which is devoid of persons with technical
skills normally associated with the infrastructure of publishing. For instance, there are
no or very few technical proofreaders and none who work for the University of San Marcos
Press full time. As in the cast of commercial publishing ventures, the University of San
Marcos Press could profit greatly from technical assistance and training to help them staff
up their editorial offices with the technical skills and competencies appropriate to a high-
quality publishing firm.

me

University of San Marcos Bookstore

The University of San Marcos operates a bookstore in the center of Lima which
maintains a good collection of textbooks and reference books useful in all the University
faculties. About 80 percent of the books handled by the bookstore are imported, and these
are sold at 30 soles to the dollar (representing a 10 percent markup to cover transportation
costs), and students are given a IS percent discount. The bookstore is planning to set up
distribution centers at other universities, and this effort merits appropriate support.

There is a variety of significant materials available in Spanish translation, as
well as a broad selection of English-language books, i.e. Skinner and the Cronbach basic
texts in psychology; Wilbur Brookover's Sociology of Education - Spanish translation, pub-
lished by the University of San Marcos Press in 1964, 80 soles (slightly more than $3.00;
Spanish translation of "Social Sciences in Elementary Education, " by John Jarolinek, Uni-
versity of Washington, published by the Editorial Paz in Mexico, 154 soles (approximately
56.00).

Even though there are large numbers of books available in Spanish translation, we
cannot hope but wonder if there are not large gaps in certain areas and/or considerable
duplication in other areas. The team would strongly recommend that AID and/or USIS fund
a study of text materials available in Spanish at the higher education level, a study designed
to assess the quality of materials available ii: the various curriculum areas and to assess the
gaps and duplications which exist.

National Engineering University

The National Engineering University (Univetsidad Nacional de Ingenieda) is one of
the most aciressive universities in the country. Until 1955, the institution was technological
and in that year it became a university.

The University consists of five divisons: Academic Affairs, Research, Economics,
Administration, and Welfare. This organization stemmed from a University reform in August
1966. Under the Division of Academic Affairs comes the office of Educational Services,
which includes the library, the academic registry which controls examinations and academic
records, the data processing unit, and the museum.

The eight faculties of the University are: Architecture and Fine Arts, Petroleum
Engineering. Mining Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Mechanical and Electrical Engineer-
ing, Mathematics and Physics, Sanitary Engineering, and Civil Engineering.

Approximately 4,500 students are enrolled at the University for 1966-67 compared
with an estimated 3,329 in 1960. There are 30 graduate students in structural engineering,
60 in city planning, and 25 in mathematics. Five years ago there were only 200 new places
in the University each year each year since then there have been almost 700 new places.
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Five years ago only 1,000 students applied for admission each year; in 1966-67 about 3, 500
applied. Engineering entrance examinations are thought to be among the most difficult of the
higher-level institutions in Pend.

With the current University reform having been approved in 1966, facilities are
beginning to be centralized. No one has known exactly how many students there are at the
University until this year, but there is now a centralized system with an IBM enrollment
study having been completed in April and August of 1966,

The budget of the University was 22 million soles in 1961 and was 140 million soles
in 1966. By 1980, the University will have a physical capacity for more than 10,000 students;
but the University will need twice their current budget in order to handle that number of stu-
dents.

The 1966 budget was reduced by 20 percent, as set by the Parliament, at the
beginning of the 1966-67 year. Therefore, the University could not begin operations in
April; as usual, since the budget would not have been sufficient to do a total year's work.
After opening late, the Parliament increased the budget substantially; by this time, however,
it was too late to offer as complete a program as should have been available.

One of the curriculum problems here, as at San Marcos, is that many of the same
introductory and basic courses are taught in all faculties. This means that there may be
six or seven students in one section and several hundred students in another section of the
same course simply because students do not take courses in other than their own faculty.
There is a move t..)ward having the Department of Arts and Sciences offer a kind of basic
studies sequ..unce for the entire university.

The University is currently using an Inter-American Development Bank (BID) loan
of $10 million for. the construction of new buildings and dormitories,, Next year, a new
Arts and Sciences building Witte constructed to handle 4,000 students, By 1980, one-
fifth of the students will be housed in dormitories on campus - -2, 000 students of a total
of 10,000 estimated enrollment by that time, There are only 260 resident students in
dormitories at the present time,

New projects at the University include plans for a technological Institute to
prepare middle level technicians. UNESCO has provided one-third of the money for the
building and has provided some foreign professors, This technical institute is part of the
University but not part of the budget. The UNESCO budget and the government will finance
the program during its initial development.

Other recent projects are a hydraulics laboratory built jointly with UNESCO support;
a mathematics regional center for graduate students developed with assistance from the
National Science Foundation; and the City Planning Institute, developed in cooperation with
Yale University.

The number of professors withadvanced training abroad is increasing (a third in
physics have Ph.D.'s) as is the number of full-time faculty, The University feels that much
more library facility and equipment'is needed to encourage research among the full-time
professors. As research equipment is available, this will make full-time teaching more
attractive, and in turn will effect the publications program in that full-time professor" will
be able to publish more regularly, There are about 650 professors at the University, and
about 140 of these are full or part-time.
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Library

The main University Library has 100,000 volumes, up from 10,000 volumes in
1945. Space has been selected for a new library building, to measure 24 meters by 64
meters and to have three to four floors with a capacity of 300,000 volumes. BID loan
money is being used for the building equipment and furniture, and $200,000 have been
allocated for books during the next two or three years.

The University is short of professional librarians to prepare the purchase lists for
books. There are only 14 librarians graduated each year from the National Library School
and at least 70 percent are needed in Lima alone. Accordingly, the Engineering Univer-
sity is considering the establishment of a new library school. One of their university
librarians is currently in the U. S. for master's training; and when this person returns,
a new library school may be established with Ford Foundation help.

There are only three professional librarians in the main library and they can only
classify about two-thirds of the books and periodicals which arrive each month. At least
3,000 reviews and exchange publications are currently backlogged because of lack of
staff.

The University is considering the use of Library of Congress cards, thus cutting
down on the time necessary to catalog the books. Also, the University would like to set
up some kind of centralized purchasing system, to be used by all the faculty libraries as
well as the main library; but this may or may not be possible in the near future.

There are eight faculty libraries, and each faculty receives a small library budget.
Alsq the Ford Foundation recently gave $80, 000 for new books; and each of the eight deans
has received $10,000 for books for their own libraries. Since there is no coordination with
the Central Library, there is no record as to what books are being purchased with this money.

So far, there has been only modest technical assistance to the University on their
library work. An advisor from the Agri,m1tural and Mechanical School of Texas has assisted
in the design of the new library, however, and this advisor visits Lima periodically on
short-term visits.

Press
Under the new re-organization of the University (effective in 1966) the Division of

Academic 4ffairs includes a University Extension Division, which in turn includes a Univer-
sity Press. The object of the University Press is to pull together all the publishing activ-
ities of the several faculties. The Director is a well-known Peruvian author and poet,
Emilio Westphalen. In the editorial offices are two persons to assist the Director, one
translator, and proof-reader clerk-helpers.

Each law lty issues its own bulletin besides the University bulletin. In addition,
there are various specialized publications, such as one issued by the Graduate Mathemat-
ics Institute, and the Uni versity Amam, review of sciences and letters.

One of the staff members of the University Press is primarily concerned with
establishing contacts with foreign specialists in order to solicit articles, photographs, etc.
for the Review of Sciences and Letters. The University Press hopes to use these contacts
more in the future to establish exchange services.
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The University also maintains a printing office and a small print shop under the
administrative divison. This facility does not come under the University Press. The print
shop operates as a job printer, although about 80 percent of its output is considered text-
book material. Much more press equipment is needed if this plant is to produce good
quality.

There is also a hookstore under the administration division which sells primarily
materials published at the University, and which hopes to sell publications to other Pent-
vian universities and to other countries. To date, only Bolivia and Chile have ordered
quantities of the University's publications. With the ne..v University organization, it is
hoped that the quality of publications will increase and a distribution system can be estab-
lished to get wider readership.

In addition to the bookstore, there is a "book bank" designed to buy and sell new
and used textbooks to and from students, largely foreign textbooks used in course work.
The book bank has a number of arrangements to facilitate the purchase and use of books by
students, including a textbook rental and a time'-payment scheme. This was begun with a
subsidy of $2, SOO from the Ford Foundation, plus $2, 500 from the University. The center
is run by student leaders.

About 30 percent of the books used in University courses are prepared by the
Univer&ty, and 70 percent are foreign books imported. Many books being published by
the University include translations of Italian and German books, especially in electrical
engineering.

The selection of foreign books often changes rapidly. Professors will change
textbooks from one year to the next, especially when more up-to-date books become avail-
able, and professors even in one faculty will often use different texts for the -same course.
This :takes rental of books by the book bank somewhat difficult. Some faculties will agree
on one book for each course, and occasionally agree on a two or three-year tenure for a
book, but this is an exception.

We strongly recommend new and continued assistance on the part of international
agencies to the various book-related efforts of the University, including the University
Press, the University printing plant,` the University bookstore, the University book bank,
and the University Library.

National Agricultural University (La Molina)

The National Agricultural University is, in its own way, as aqressive as the
National Engineering School. Enrollment has increased from 743 in 1960 to around 1800 in
1966-67.

There are 220 full-time faculty members iinm the total of 300, one of the largest
percentage of full-time faculty in Latin America. An average of 35 to 40 faculty are in
advanced training programs abroad each year, There Are 1,800 in the student body, of
which 100 are in residence and 22 are graduate students.. The formal master's program has
just begun with the expectation that this will increase substantially in the future.

The University has six faculties: Agronomy, Animal Sciences, Agricultural Engi-
neering, Social Sciences, Forestry, and Basic Sciences. Proposed faculties are: Fisheries,
Food Tech:go logy, Agricultare Education and Extension, Home Science, and Veterinary Medi-
cine. In addition, a government agricultural extension and research center is located on
campus and maintains joint relationships with the University.
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The University of North Carolina provides advisory assistance to the University,
and Funds have come from a variety of international sources for development activity over
the years. Programs currently receiving special help are: (1) Agricultural Economy and
Rural Sociology, with technical assistance from the Rockefeller and the Ford Foundations;
(2) Agricultural Engineering, with technical assistance under the U. N. Special Fund;
(3) Forestry, with technical assistance under the U. N. Special Fund; (4) Agricultural Edu-
cation and Extension, with technical assistance from the French Government; (5) Process
Engineering Laboratory, with assistance from the Dutch Government; (6) Plant Physiology
and Soils Research, :vith assistance from the Inter-American Institute of Agricultural
Sciences (11AS), which maintains its Andean Regional office on campus; (7) Graduate Program
in Agricultural Communications, also with assistance of I1AS.

New programs in the University are largely developed on a decentralized basis.
The department initiates an idea, which is reviewed by the Dean, and which then goes to a
faculty committee; from there it goes to the Rector and to the Consejo (University Council),
often with assistance along the way by the University Planning Department.

The intent of the University is to try to organize much as land grant colleges have
done in the United States, each faculty to include teaching, research, and extension func-
tions. A centralized academic coordination office is maintained to coordinate these activ-
ities. There is inter-faculty use of facilities, i.e., students in all faculties take the same
basic math course.

Administrators and faculty members of the University indicate that one of the most
significant major problems is the lack of good textbooks. There are some texts from Mexico,
Spain, and Argentina, but these are expensive. In general, Spanish texts are more expen-
sive than English equivalents. Accordingly, many professors continue with the "copies"
system.

The University maintains a small publishing office which produces technical bul-
letins and reports of research work. It has a three-man staff but no printing plant. It is
the hope of the University that this publishing office can be developed into a University
Press and that more and more good teaching materials can be developed in cooperation with
the faculty.

An example of one of the better series of publications already issued is a series
on agricultural machinery prepared by the University publishing office and printed in
Holland. This series costs an average of 100 soles '(about $4.00) per title and each
volume is from 200 to 300 pages in length.

The publications office is administratively under the Office of Administration and
;, Finance Accounting. It handles its own promotion as well as the editorial function, and

there Is obviously a need for increased well-trained personnel and some technical assist-
ance in developing the publishing office into a University Press.

i
The Irniversity receives a number of training fellowships from the Organization of

American States, AID, Rockefeller Foundation, Ford Foundation, and European governments.
;*,

.e. They need more well-trained faculty in basic science, chemistry, physics, math, etc.
IP The survey team would recommend that agencies funding training fellowships look also into

the possibility of tsaining texthook authors and editorial staff for the University Press.

The Un'versity maintains contracts with a consortium of mid-western universities,
.q.
,.. this arrangement financed by the Ford Foundation. Through this relationship, the Univer-

sity hopes to improve its library facilities and its basic science program.
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Library

The library of Agrarian University has benefited from two grants from the Rocke-
feller Foundation. Seventy-five thousand dollars were first allocated for a three-year
period, and 550, 000 for a second three-year period. These funds were used in part to
enter 250 magazine subscriptions. The library currently holds 79000 volumes in total.

A new building is planned for a larger library installation which will unite the
central library with the library of the government research station on campus..

Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Science, Andean Zone

Headquartered at the National Agricultural University is the Andean Zone of the
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (Principal headquarters in Turrialba, and
San josd, Costa Rica). For a number of years, the IIAS has had activities underway through-
out Latin America to encourage the preparation, production, and distribution of worthwhile
materials at all levels in the agricultural field.

For instance, during the '50's, the Institute ran the Scientific Interchange Service,
which included the publication and regional distribution of all kinds of technical and
research materials in the agricultural field. Similarly, the Institute has undertaken research
and training programs to prepare agricultural extension agents in effecdve communications
techniques.

Currently, the UAS Andean Office is assisting the Agrarian University in the
establishment of a Graduate Center for training and research in agricultural communications.
A number of the professors in this new program have been trained in the U. S. and have
received their Doctorates in communications research. To the team's knowledge, this is
the first effort in Latin America to provide graduate training in this area; and the program
should be supported to the fullest.

In addition, the UAB runs a projisui, cm: taxi zaacil tzaailiii suaterieis, onginaily
funded by the Kellogg Foundation. Kellogg monies were granted about nine years agoto
let up a textbook fund to help professors in schools of agriculture to produce textbooks
based on their own work.

This fund operates In one of two ways. Occasionally, the fund will subsidize a
professor who wishes to develop a book in his field. The fund can provide up to 54, 000
to be spent on pictures, photographs?* secretarial work, short trips to gather materials,
or even to finance a short leave of absence for a month or two.

The fund also assists by actually publishing the book once it is written. Subse-
quent distribution is on a non -profit basis through the Inter-American Institute of Agricul-
tural Sciences and its regional offices in Mexico City, Guatemala, Bogoti, Santiago and
Lima. About two books a year are published by the Andean Zone, and the project operates
on a revolving fund basis, occasionally replenished by the Institute when needed.

The intent of the project is to try to produce good books that can be used by the
Universities throughout Latin America. Editorial direction is now broken down on a regional
basis, with people assigned to the project in. each regional office.
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The VAS maintains specialist advisory committees that review project ideas and
manuscripts. Once the appropriate advisory committee approves of a manuscript or an idea,
the editor in charge at the regional office assists the author ir. converting it into a book.
Usually, the illustrations are provided by the author and certain corrections are suggested
by the editorial office.

The editorial office contracts with printing estahl ishments for the manufacture of
the books and with the author on matters of royalty, .=:: up to 4, 000 copies are published.
However, for a number of manuscripts, less are pu).lished; and the :4v:tirade edition is around
2, 000 copies.

If the IIAS actually publishes the book it pays a royalty to the author and provides
him cert ian free copies. Copies are then sold directly to the students at low cost through
IIAS regional project offices. There are also agreements with institutions that purchase
books at a discount for sale to students.

Bookstores and libraries receive a 40-percent discount if they purchase six copies
or more. The price is the same in all countries, and a variety of promotional efforts are
underway. Many receive books on consignment and pay three times a year.

The Survey Team was much impressed with the IIAS program to encourage the crea-
tion, production and distribution of good texts in the agricultural sciences. The scheme
merits study as a strategy that might be used in other academic areas. And the IIAS might
well expand the scheme, with additional financial support.

Catholic University, Lima

Catholic University in Lima is the largest private university in the country. It
receives little government or church support and is not an official university of the Church.
It is listed by the Inter-University Council as a "national university* as opposed to a
"private university," indicating its prestige as a national institution, but it does not
receive a federal operational budget allocation as do other national universities. Because
Catholic University is a private institution not receiving government subsidy, most stu-
dents pay tuition - about 10 percent of whom receive tuition-free scholarships.

There are about 4,800 students in the professional schools and another 1, 000 stu-
dents in extension courses. Two years of basic studies are offered (one of three such pro-
grams in the country), followed by specialized curricula in letters, social sciences, law,
and education. An engineering school offers a five-year program and .foes not participate
in the basic studies program. A number of technical school activities are affiliated with the
University, including a journalism school. (Only three other journalism schools exist in
the country --one at San Marcos, one at Trujillo, and one at Catholic University in Arequipa.)
A number of special activities are conducted by the schoof, including anthropological exca-
vations near Lima and a center for research on Spanish philology.

Faculty are largely part-time, although full-time faculty are added as the University
can afford them. In the School of Engineering, 12 of the 46 faculty members are full-time;
in the Faculty of Letters, 15 out of 110 are full-time.
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Among the present projects of the University is the innovation in curriculum and
method, which will involve placing students into groups of 25 for directed study and read-
ing. This effort is dependent on the availability of textbooks.

Library

A new campus is being designed to be built on the road from Lima to the airport,
and a library building is among the first to go up. The University has expressed a need
for assistance in this area.

Expansion plans for the library include increasing the holdings (from the present
100,000 volumes to 400, 000), participating in materials exchanges and use of microfilm.

Publications

Although this university does not publish textbooks, it has given financial back-
ing to the Studium Bookstore and maintains a University Press for its publication, --an
initial attempt in this area is a USIS subsidized project about to be issued-- and develop-
ment of an educational television channel in Lima in partnership with other universities.

The almost total use of part-time professors and the large numbers of part-time
students has led to a situation where neither students nor professors are particularly book-
oriented and there is a real need to foster a book-based program. The approach should be
two-dimensional: availability of textbooks must be ensured and the utilization of text-
books introduced in the teaching methods, perhaps through in-service faculty training.

University of Cuzco

The University of Cuzco has a long and distinguished history as one of Pat's
prestige universities anc. is located in the heart of the Andean country where "land invasions*
(a kind of violent agrarian reform movement) and similar activities have been centered.
There are eight faculties at the University of Cuzco. The largest faculties are Education,
Letters and Human Sciences, Economics, and Agronomy.

Approximately 4,500 students are registered in the University of Cuzco and of this
number an estimated 90 percent come from low-income families. There is no tuition and
fellowships are available to cover living costs. Only about 140 students, however, are
provided with total scholarships of about 800 soles a month; a larger number get a kind of
food benefit, whereby they pay only 250 soles a month for three meals a day. The current
student population reflects the unrest of the region around Cuzco - dissatisfaction with the
status Que.

The Rector of Cuzco University appears to be sincerely interested in academic
reform and high-quality instruction, and he is attempting. to influence innovations to that
end. For instance, the curriculum now consists of yearly courses, with an examination
each term. Students generally prepare for the examinations; and if they fail once, repeat
the entire year. The Rector would like to see discrete one-semester courses with exams for
each course. If a student fails the course, he would repeat only that.
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He is also concerned that the University have an atmosphere which is conducive
to academic study and work. He feels that this would be an influence toward attracting
students toward academic achievement and away from constant political distractions.
However, within the money allocated to the University, there is never enough money for
book acquisitions, for proper laboratories, and for proper furnishings and other resources
so that both the teachers and the students feel comfortable in their work. Similarly, the
Rector wishes to move the University toward more full-time professors, but this will require
more money for both salaries and for facilities to encourage those who would be interested
in full-time appointments.

Library

The library collection is extensive and is second only to the University of San
Marcos. One hundred thousand soles (slightly less than $4, 000) a year are budgeted for
buying new books within the central library. Most of the University's individual faculty
have a library, with holdings of from 1,000 to 2,000, and about 50,000 soles is budgeted
for each. There is no formal working arrangement between faculty libraries and the central
library. A professional staff manages the main library whereas students handle the faculty
or departmental libraries.

Certain faculties place a great deal of emphasis on text reading as a part of their
course work. According to records kept by the librarian, students in the physical sciences
use the library about five times as much as students in other areas. It one month there
were 73 books borrowed by students in the physical sciences, versus five or six books
borrowed by students in the social sciences.

There is no bookstore or cooperative where students can purchase supplies and
texts. However, the University is organizing a "book bank" where books will be loaned for
a small fee and can be bought at cost or on time payment. Student loans will be available.

Publications

University publications include faculty magazines, a university magazine and a
student magazine. These publications provide some valuable information, but are poorly
disseminated. The journals are distributed largely through exchange. There is a strong
need for expansion through establishment of a University Press.

In summary, the team was not unaware of the various political problems that beset
the University of Cuzco at the present time. However, we were impressed with the
quality of leadership and it appeared to us that support of the efforts of the University of
Cuzco to create a more book-oriented environment would be worthwhile. We recommend
further study of possible ways of assisting the University of Cuzco. Also, if book-related
activities become a part of the Inter-University Council's program, the University of Cuzco
should be encouraged to be an active member in the program.

Books in Teacher Education,

In Peal there are 83 government teacher-education schools, plus 35 private
teacher-education schools, making a total of 113. All of these schools are post-second-
ary and consist of four years of training, plus one year of internship.
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Most of the government normal schools are administratively under the Ministry of
Education and receive their budget through same. However, several of the Superior
Normal Schools have acquired a kind of autonomous stature, much the same as a univer-
sity; and these schools receive their budgets directly from the Legislature. The larger
normal schools prepare elementary, secondary, and technical school teachers and have
demonstration schools administered in oor.,unction with the teacher-training program.

Enrollment in government normal schools has risen dramatically from 4,008 in 1960
to 14, 718 in 1965. The number of government-supported normal schools has risen from 28
in 1960 to 71 in 1965, 23 of which are""superior normal schools;" in essence, they are
larger and better supported. The number of normal school teachers has risen from 464 in
1960 to 1,454 in 1965.

These figures do not include enrollment in education specialties at the universi-
ties, and these have seen similar increase during the past several years.

In-service teacher education programs are run by the Ministry, primarily for
teachers in the normal schools; and the normal schools, in turn, run vocation courses for
in-service training, In November of 1965 and 1966, Teachers' College advisors and
Ministry of Education officials convened a three-week workshop for normal school rectors
and specialists in social studies, math, science, literature, language, art, music, and
reltgion to discuss implications of the new five-year teacher-training program. This may
evolve into an annual workshop where problems of teaching materials and textbooks can
be discussed and recommendations and programs initiated.

There is a surplus of teachers for the number of openings. The rural areas, how-
ever, gemain unmanned as they are considered to be undesirable, Therefore, there is still
a shortage in some areas, in spite of the availability of trained teachers.

The Directorate of Teacher Education in the Ministry of Education indicates that
it has in the past allocated an annual book-budget of S5, 000 for each teacher tral-2ng
college. Recently, this has not been possible,

The Ministry maintains a permanent commission on curriculum, and recommends
textbooks that should be used for teacher education. The Ministry to date has not produced
any teacher-training materials. However, some of the normal schools do maintain offset
and mimeograph machines and produce certain kinds of materials themselves.

There are two national pedagogical institutes, one for men and one for women, to
prepare teachers for normal schools. Although we did not visit the school for women, the
structure of the larger institute for men may be illustrative of both programs.

The Institute Pedagogic° Nacional (for men) operates several programs. The profes-
sional training program is a four-year post-secondary course and enrolls 700 students,
about 400 of these preparing to be primary teachers and about 250 preparing to be secondary
teachers.

In addition, th3re are two laboratory schools affiliated with the Institute, a primary
school and a secondary school. These schools are established for the purpose of observa-
tion and student teaching experience. Howeer, there is increased interest in the possibil-
ity of using the schools for try-out of new types of teaching materials. Support and advisory
help are needed to launch such a program.
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A post-graduate program is also run by the school, one of these a four-semester
(two-year). program leading to the degree "Profesor de Especialidad en Ciencias de Educe-
d6n. " Two groups have finished this post-graduate course.

A second post-graduate course is designed to prepare technical supervisors, and
this runs for four semesters (two years) as well. There are 50 enrolled in this program.
The faculty is comprised of 120 total 30 of whom are fUll-time.

UNESCO, in cooperation with UNICEF, is working with both of these institutes and
with 10 of the larger normal schools in a scheme designed to prepare more effective teach-
ing and training materials. UNICEF has provided $200, 000 for equipment, audio-visual
materials, libraries, reference books for normal schools, and printing equipment; this
budget is then supplemented with another $250,000 for 1967-69_

As a part of this program, a multilith, varitypes, camera for plate-making, and other
printing equipment has been installed at the National Men's Pedagogical Instittas. The
multilith was installed in July of 1966, and two magazines have been issued during the first
six months. The print shop employs three persons plus one supervisor.

An editorial board is the decision-making body for this unit. Represented on this
board is the director of the National Pedagogical Institute for Women, the director of the
National Pedagogical Institute for Men, the Chief of the UNESCO Mission, the Chief of the
UNICEF Mission, and the Director of Teacher Education for the Ministry. This press is to
be used for the preparation of teacher-training materials to be distributed to teacher-training
institutions throughout the country.

As of the moment, there is no long-term plan as to what the unit should be produrl-
ing. The Survey Team recommends short-term workshops and other training courses in order
to train the teaching staff in the preparation of texts and other teaching materials. The
director of the National Pedagogical Institute for Men has indicated that he would like to
introduce training so that those leaving the Institute to teach in normal schools would have
the abilities to create teaching materials and texts, thus becoming authors to feed the pub-
lishing unit. A portion of this training could include the tryout of new kinds of teaching
materials in the 10 normal schools cooperating with the Pedagogical Institutes in the
UNESCO-UNICEF program.

At the same time, the Survey Team would recommend that the printing press at the
Pedagogical Unit receive better operational support. Of the moment, the budget seems to be
inadequate for the purchase of the siez.ible quantities of paper needed for even pilot editions
of materials.

Finally, a plan is under discussion to increese representaticn on the committee
which runs this press. It has been suggested that the Committee include repmsentatives of
the larger normal schools in the country, and this would appear to be an appropriate slap.

As for the other portions of the UNESCO- UNICEF program, other assistance agencies
should collaborate with UNESCO in order to assure that the UNESCO-UNICEF support is well
used. For instance, libraries in 10 normal schools and the two pedagogical institutes have
received $2,000 to spend on library books plus a number of audio-visual materials. How-
ever, it appears that few of the normal schools have trained libraries and an adequate
library system, nor do they have trained audio-visual experts and a system for storage and
distribution of audio-visual materials. Operating budgets of the Ministry must provide for
these kinds of services and special training programs must prepare people to operate them.
Our understanding is that a specialist in teaching materials will be Joining the Teachers'
College team in the near future, and we strongly recommend that this person spend a portion
of his time in examining these and related problems at the teacher-education institutions.
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La Cantuta Normal School

One of the larger of the normal schools in Perti and one which has received the most
U. S. technical assistance over the years is La Cantata, about an hour's drive from Lima.
Although not receiving major AID support at the present time, much equipment and technical
assistance has been provided by AID in the past.

La Cantata is one of the several normal schools which have acquired a kind of
semi-university status. La Cantuta is autonomous and receives its budget directly from the
Legislature. It is typical of a move to support one such large institution in each province.
There is some feeling that the school is currently out of favor in the Legislature and is not as
well funded as schools in certain other provinces; therefore salaries are directly affected.

La Cantuta trains both elementary and secondary school teachers and runs three
"application centers," (laboratory training schools). These centers include a primary school
with 247 students, a secondary school with 226 students, and an industrial school with 194
students.

Most students receive scholarships to attend the school, and, with the exception of
clothes, everything is provided. However, there are few teaching resources for the students.
When the team visited La Cantata, we noted that a number of the books from the Regional
Technical Aids Center in Mexico were being used by the professors, but usually only single
copies were available. National Science Foundation science materials in a translation pub-
lished by Reverte (Argentina) are available.

The library contained several thousand books, - many of whicn are outdated. A
catalog card picked at random lists a book published in 1942 under the auspices of the WPA,
A Guide to the Nation's' Capital, New York, Hastings House (528 pages).

There is an audio-visual service which operates under one professor with one helper,
and which has an annual budget of 9,000 soles (slightly over 62,000). This budget is sup-
posed to cover maintenance, the film library, photographic services, including duplication
of 35mm slides, the preparation of charts and graphs, the acquisition of new films, etc.
A small film library of several dozen outdated films is maintained by the center and much of
the equipment is not operable because it is in desrepair. Lack of funds forbids repair of the
old and purchase of new equipment and films.

The faculty indicated that they would like to undertake project activity in the prepa-
ration of new teaching materials for use at the center and for use elsewhere, but they have
no resources. Some years ago, UNESCO provided a technical advisor on the preparation of
simple science materials, and the faculty would be very receptive to a similar advisor in the
future.

The Survey Team found in the vist to La Cantata confirmation of a fact of many tech-
nical assistance programs which is most discouraging. La cantata is considered one of the
better institutions and has received substantial technical assistance and commodity support
in the past. However, such support has been discontinued with little or no follow-through
so that there remains but a vestige of programs which could have been ren1arkably succes-
ful.
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The Survey Team strongly recommends that future technical assistance programs of
the various bi-lateral and multi-lateral agencies devote a significant portion of their atten-
tion to assisting teacher-training colleges, such as La Cantute, in efforts to prepare new
kinds of teaching materials, to upgrade their libraries, and to escalate audio-visual efforts.
At the same time, the Ministry of Education and the Legislature must recognize the need to
budget for these services if the quality of teacher-education is to be maintained and improved.
Finally, such efforts must be a part of a long-term plan, and not subject to abandonment
after a flurry of initial fanfare.

A Book Development Plan for Higher Education

There are obviously a number of scattered and sporatic efforts to increase the
availability and use of books in higher education in Peru' (including teacher education). It
is equally as obvious, however, that the government, the universities, the various teacher-
training colleges, and the bi-lateral and multi-lateral agencies have never attempted to
assess the totality of the problem in order to come up with a plan for book development and
use which makes sense to all parties concerned. There are various schemes afoot for library
development and the acquisition of library collections, for the development of teacher-train-
ing materials, for the development of book rental schemes and book banks at the universi-
ties, for the development of university presses and university textbooks, for regional colla-
boration among the various universities, for regional collaboration among normal schools
within Peril, and even plans in the commercial book industry for improving its system of book
acquisition and distribution to universities and normal schools. There have been no attempts
to develop a consistent plan in this area, however; and no forum where all interested groups
can plan together.

Certainly, there is no lack of national awareness of the need for improved teaching
material and equipment. The National Plunning Institute and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) recently completed a study, reported on in Desarrollo,
Econ6mickormLaglgoecifin_v°dal. Hun which attempts to project manpower
needs for the future and to suggest the nature of investment in various kinds of education that
will be necessary to produce such manpower. It is suggested that one of the obvious needs
is for increased provision and more extended use of new kinds of teaching materials, text-
books, and special equipment. A more rational education budget must be provided for these
kinds of expenditures as well as more attention to capital expenditures.

Accordingly, the Survey Team recommends that a portion of national planning in the
future be dedicated to the study of books in higher and normal school education, perhaps
under the auspices of the Inter-University Council. Those involved in the various book-
related activities described earlier in this chapter should be invited to participate in this
planning.

With the short time that the survey team was in Peril it is impossible to project the
nature of the support that will be needed for book development and use at the higher educa-
tion level and to project the specific activities which merit support over the years. Certainly
all of the activities described above hold promise and the extent of financial support must be
determined after further planning and study.
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BOOKS IN INFORMAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

The manpower study recently completed by the National Planning Institute and
OECD (Organization for Economical Cooperation and Development) indicates that Peri's
1961 economically active population of 3.1 million will expand to about 5.8 millin by 1980
(Tables XIX and XX). Of this number, about 2.1 million will be the holdovers from the 1961
population, and it is reasonable to assume that a good deal of adult education, retraining,
and so on will be necessary to upgrade these 2.1 million so that they will continue to be
productive in the economy. In addition, infonnai educational programs will be necessary to
supplement the formal training of the 3.7 million new entrants to the labor force.

There is government-supported and privately supported adult education activity,
either currently underway or planned for the future, and the extent of such activiV is diffi-
cult to estimate on the basis of a three-week survey primarily directed toward book activity.
Nearly every Ministry and Department of the Government has an adult education or dissemin-
ation program, and there are a number of discreet activities which the survey team noticed
which bear particular mention.

Educational activity which does not fall into the formal school structure in Peru,
as in most countries, is difficult to assess in its entirety simply because such forms of edu-
cation do not fall into relatively simple and discreet institutional molds as do formal educa-
tional programs. There are ways, however, of achieving a degree of joint coordination and
planning among adult and continuing education efforts through inter-governmental councils,
adult-education professional associations, and so on. The team recommends exploration of
such activities. There is a great deal of fragmented activity in the various ministries that
could be much more productive and efficient if undertaken collaboratively with other minis-
tries and departments.

The nature of the way Peruvians do things, of course, may affect the possible
success of planning efforts in non-formal school education. There is a "Clio llou spirit in
Peri, communications are poor (there are relatively few newsletters and this sort of thing).
Peri is not generally a sales-minded society, and the idea of collaboration and coordination
rarely gets beyond the talking stage.

On the other hand, traditional Inca concepts which children learn very early proba-
bly affect the thinking of adults. This tradition suggests that a man must offer person to
person cooperation and help to his neighbor (Ayne), he must work for the common good of the
entire community (Minkke), and he must offer work for religious ends (Urcca). Educational
and self-help programs built on these three ancient Inca concepts can reach a degree of
success.

Tile National Planning Institute

The basic mechanism in Pent for inter-ministerial cooperation and for government-
industry planning is the National Planning Institute. The current national plan has been
developed over the past three years, and the philosophy of the National Planning Institute
has been to work with the private sector in ordet to promote joint governmental-industrial
activity.
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TABLE 70C

PROJECTED STRUCTURE OF THE ACTIVE POPULATION IN 1980, BY ECONOMIC SECTOR
(In thousands of persons)

Occupational
Categories

Prof.rof.
Other than Suh-Scientif. Managerial Clerical Sales

Tech. Scientif. Prof.
& & Tech.

Trained Semi &

Labor Untrained Domestics Military Total
Labor

rawirsmic Sectors

Agriculture 2.71 0.69 25.10 1, 391.81 6.01
Fishery 0.07 0.11 0.60 0.43 0.55
Mining 1.34 0.61 2.07 3.59 5.67
Ind. Manufacturing 6.16 G. GO 11.63 23.48 55.54

Construction 7.05 1.03 9.27 12.57 15.91
Energy 0.54 0.23 0.55 1.33 4.30
Transport 1.05 1.29 5.53 7.64 33.25

Commerce 2.42 7.91 3.36 22.79 96. 69

Banking, Insurance 0.32 2.30 0.14 3.03 22.77

Government 8.87 13.48 30.77 15.03 79.58
Education 142.46 24.11

Other Services 25.37 _17.70 57 87 14 65 93

Total 55.90 193.81 146.89 1, 496. 35 371.31

3.93
0.13
0.49

26.44
0.51
0.10
0.74

369.01
2.57
0.96

.631.
411.22

5.32
0.37

10.54

205.59
52.85
8.07

21.62

19.30

0.30
11.90

15.74

582.83
40.22
69.70

576.86
413.91

14.29

182.68

68.82

4.07
58.10
23.48

287. 68

293.10
4Ir

4Ir

0.02

4Ir

4Ir

34.75

2,311.50
42. 50

94.01

911.70
513. 10

29.41
253.80

590.30
35.50

253. 44

190.05
452.20

351.60 2,322. 64 293.10 34.77 5, 677. 59

1B1e_trn del_Instituto Nacional de Planificaci6n, No. 14, year 1, November 28, 1966, p. 3; and Desarrollo Econemico_v_Social,
Recursos Humanos y Educacion. Institute Nacional de Planificaci6n, June 1966, p. 3-63.
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Two advisory councils are attached to the Planning Institute, one for the private
sector and one for government. The private council is made up of 18 members and includes
representatives of agriculture, fisheries, industry, banks, labor, two universities, and
one private school; The Director of SENATI, the industry-supported vocational training
institut4 is chairman of this committee.

The government committee on economic and social development is comprised of
seven ministers, the Chief of the Planning Institute, with the President of the Republic as
the Chairman. Although only seven ministers are represented on the current committee,
all 12 ministries collaborate with the Planning Of floe.

The National Planning Institute runs an information offit:e which produces a variety
of materials, newsletters, bulletins, etc., designed to inform the public, business and
industrial establishments, and other government ministries of the need for planning as
well as keep them abreast of economic and social development.

A great deal of support has gone into the National Planning Institute during the
past three years and it has attracted people with a variety of technical skills, (economists
editors, etc.). However, this first planning effort is just a beginning and communications
between the ministries and industry must be continually strengthened, if the plan is to have
significant effect.

One of the obvious difficulties being encountered by the National Planning Institute
is the lack of valid data with which to work. The first National Economic Survey was under-
taken in 1963, and it will be some years before this type data collection can be relied upon
for accurate information.

As with most national planning efforts, this Institute is heavily weighted toward
economic concerns. However, since adult education and similar efforts are intimately
linked with economic development plans, it is suggested that the National Planning Institute
devote special effort toward an analysis of the needs lin this area, based on manpower-need
projections, coupled with a study of who is doing what in adult education at the present time.

At the same time, the National Planning Institute must consider the field of publish-
ing as a major industry and devote special attention. to this sector of the economy. For
instance, although the Institute's statistical unit can now provide gross estimates relating
to the productivity of the printing industry and some figures relating to book production,
much more details and reliable data are needed for any intelligent planning effort in the pub-
lishing field.

Finally, the National Planning Institute must link its efforts more directly to the
sectoral Planning Offices, such as the Educational Planning Unit in the Ministry of Educa-
tion. Although there is an excellent manpower study done by the National Planning Institute
and OCED, there appears to have been only modest participation on the part of the Ministry
of Education. The Educational Planning Office in the Ministry of Education appears to be
doing little to encourage the Ministry to take the manpower plan seriously.

e Acct. Andina and the N tional Council for Communi Develo e

The Acci6n Andina is a regional program under the general coordination of the Inter-
national Labor Organization, and with WHO, FAO, the U. N. Social Affairs Division, and
UNESCO all cooperating. The ILO field office for Latin America and the Accion Andina pro-
gram (known regionally as the Andean Indian Program) have been combined in Lima.
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The Acci6n Andina functions largely in Ecuador, Perd, and Bolivia, where there
is the highest proportion of Indian populations. In Perd, the effort is concentrated *n seven
zones where the indigenous population is highest. Perd has recognized the need to concen-
trate community development in these regions, and the Peruvian government has created a
National Council for Community Development (Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo Comunal).
The offices of the National Council are in the Ministry of Labor, and an ex-Minister of
Labor is the general chairman of this organization.

The Council is designed to provide a channel for common planning and coordination
between the various ministries concerned with community development. Some 12 interested
agencies and organizations (Table )0a) have appointed a representative to the: Council and
the U. N. advisors have assisted the Council in acquiring an Inter-American Development
Bank (BID) loan for $20 million for activities to be developed by the various agencies and
ministries. Each cooperating agency will manage its own program, but presumably each
piece of the program will be considered a part of the whole. As a first step, $450, 000 of
the loan have been allocated in November of 1966 for agricultural credit, to be administered
by the Banco de Fomento, Agropecuario, but considered of prime importance by all cooper-
ating agencies.

The Peruvian Government has allocated another $20 million to match the BID alloca-
tion, and it is anticipated that about $40 million will thus be invested over the next three
years. Each Ministry will attempt to apply the lessons learned over the past 10 years, both
in Perd and the Andean Region, and the various U. N. agencies will act in advisory capacity.
Seven zones in Perd, with approximately one million people, will receive prime attention.

So far, only a few agricultural extension materials have been provided under the
program; and there is some talk of establishing a centralized publications office. The survey
team had the impression, however, that such a centralized office would produce informational
materials rather than educetional materials.

We would strongly recommend that the educational components of this major national
community-development plan be considered and that some kind of centralized editorial office
be established to assist the participating agencies in the preparation of appropriate educa-
tional materials. There currently exists an Executive Secretariat for the entire project,
headed by a number of full-time staff: and it would certainly appear wasteful if there were
not some centralization of planning and production in the educational materials sector.

There appears to be no provision for community libraries, meeting rooms, or other
kinds of continuing adult education facilities that would be useful in the pilot zones by all
of the participating agencies in their attempts to work with the people. We would strongly
urge that a plan for such facilities be cooperatively developed by all the agencies.

AgricuLtural Extension Service

The agricultural extension service of Peril operates under the general umbrella of
the "Bervicio de Investigacidn y Promoci6r. Agraria" (SIPA). There are five units in SIPA:
research, extension, agricultural deve1opment, livestock development, and administra-
tion. Extension makes up about 40 percent of the work of SIPA, and agricultural and live-
stock development works closely with the extension service. The Extension Service was
established in 1946 and follows much the same pattern as the extension service in the
United States. It is semi-autonomous and works closely with the Ministry of Agriculture
but not directly under his administration.

in the late 1940's, 20-25 extension offices were established, aad there are currently
150 such offices, most of which are staffed by one agent. There are about 1,000 SIPA
personnel in the entire country, of which about 150 are extension agents.
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TABLE ma

ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES TO THE CONSEJO NACIONAL DE

DESARROLLO COMUNAL, NOVEMBER 1966

Ing. Alberto Zumaeta
Banco de Fomento, Agropecuario

Arq. Luis Vier
Direcci6n de Cooperaci6n Popular y Desarrollo Comunal

Dr. Benjamfn Pane l°
Direcci6n General de Comunidades

Sr. Vfctor Camacho
Institute Nacional de Cooperativas

Ing. Miguel Dumet
Institute Nacional de Planificacion

Dr. Manuel Suarez Miraval
Ministerto de Educaci6n Pablica, Coord. da Ndcleos Escolares

Dr. Octavio Mongrut
Fondo Nacional de Salud y B. S.

Ing. Lander Pacora
Oficina Nacional de Reforma Agraria

Dr. Pellegrfn Roman
Institute Indigenista reruano

Ing. Enrique Olivares
(SIPA) Servicio de Investigacion y Promoci6n Agraria

Dr. Alberto Arca Parro
Fondo Nacional de Desarrollo Economic°

Sr. Valentfn Villaroel
Federaci6n Nacional de Campesinos

Si. Frank Griffiths
Coordinador Nacional

..11MM.

A, or. ...yr..
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The extension service originally maintained an information office which prepared
necessary educational and informational materials for the entire SIPA activity. However,
an AID agricultural expert from the University of North Carolina suggested that this informa-
tion office be placed under the Ministry of Agriculture, and it it; currently preparing mostly
informational materials and very little in the way of extension materials.

Two kinds of materials are badly needed by the extension service. First, good
subject matter is needed for rural farmers written so that they can understand. This must
be reproduced in quantity for wide distribution. The second is material on scciology,
methodology, and so on, for the training of extension workers.

The extension service has embryonic plans for the preparation of materials for dis-
tribution to farmers during the year. This material will contain explicit information
pertaining to each season. However, the current budget of SIPA does not provide for
such activity and the center established in the Ministry of Agriculture helps them very
little in the preparation of this material.

SIPA has been suffering from the government austerity program, as have all minis-
tries. The 1966-67 budget is about $12 million, down about four million from previous years.
According to the director SIPA receives less than one percent of the national budget, although
50 percent of the population is in agriculture. There are 12 agricultural zones, and the,* is
need for no less than 1,000 extension offices, rather than the 150 currently in existence.

Agricultural extension agents work with farmers, women, young people, and the
community in general on new methods to increase yields, need to use better seed and fertil-
izer (most do not use fertilizer), the use of insecticides, and so on. In addition to agricul-
tural extension agents, there are some 15 "Unidades Ruraless in coastal zones; and each of
these units consists of an extension agent, an agricultural engineer, a home economist,
and a field assistant.

In summary, there appears to be considerable confusion and lack of direction in the
provision of extension materials. The survey team recommends that this situation be studied
with the result that a ell-supported program be developed to provide well prepared pttterials
for distribution. There may be a possibility of collaborative activity with the Inter American
Institute of Agricultural Sciences and the Agricultural University, where there are technical
skills and research interests in the agricultural communications area (see section on the
National Agricultural University under Books in Higher Education).

SENATI,

SENATI (Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje y Trabajo Industrial) is a technical train-
ing organization set up by industry and financed entirely by industrial conftibutions. Under
a recent law, all plants with more than 15 workers must contribute one percent of their
monthly payroll to SENATI; and currently 2,005 plants fall within this category.

SENATI is run by a board of directors on which are represented industry, labor, and
government. There are six industry members, representatives of the Ministries of Labor and
Development, and of the General Conference of Workers in Per6.

The total budget in 1966-67 for SENATI is 46 million soles. A 10 percent increase
is anticipated next year. However, the operating budget is reasonably small since a good
deal of capital investment in the training centers must be paid off during the next several
years. One hundred seventy-six million soles are currently invested in buildings and equip-
ment, and a 20-year loan is being sought to pay off this investment without cutting exces-
sively into running expenses.
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The SENATI-sponsored training programs are of two types: apprentice programs,
which include study at the center and supervised training at the plant; and in-service pro-
grams for older workers at the plants. It is estimated that only five percent of the workers
in Penl are skilled workers (versus about 45 percent in the United States). The net increase
in skilled workers projected to 1980 totals 260,000 (Tables XDC and XX). There is approxi-
mately an 83 percent excess of unskilled workers in Perd; and among the skilled, 86 percent
have defects In their training.

The in-service training programs are underway at 82 plants in Lima and Callao for
the purpose of training the managers in productivity and educational methods, this resulting
in self-contained programs in each plant. By law, 80 percent of the money collected from
industry for SENATI must be spent in the region where it is collected. Twenty percent goes
to a discretionary budget which can be used wherever SENATI feels it is needed. As more
and more funds are collected, more centers will be built throughout the country. In-service
training activities extend throughout the country, but SENATI centers per se exist only in
Lima, Chiclayo, and Arequipa.

The Lima Center opened in 1966 and received equipment donations from Germany,
Belgium, Denmark, Great Britain, Holland, Switzerland, and Austria. There are special
agreements with Germany and Switzerland for continues support of 'chis center, and technical
advice and assistance is provided through the International Labor Organization. Some 60
million soles' worth of equipment was obtained through bi-lateral agreements. No U. S.
support or technical assistance has been provided, and the long-term effect on industrial
purchases of machinery and equipment will probably be to effectively limit the imports of
U. S. commodities unless some form of U. S. collaboration is established soon.

In order to provide a fresh supply of trained and skilled workers, apprentices are
selected by participating industry and are sent to the center for training. This training
provides for three months of pre-apprenticeship academic work, nine months of mechanical,
electrical, or metallic structure work at the center, followed by six months in-service at the
plant, followed by two years of specialized training at the center. Apprentice courses have
a minimum of one and a half years training and a maximum of three years - with half the time
at the center and half at the plant.

Apprentices average from 14 to 18 years of age and they must go through a general
education as well as a technical education program. Certificates of study from the center
are recognized by the Ministry of Education, and the courses offered are the same as those
offered at government secondary schools. These courses take the apprentices through the
third year of secondary school, and the curriculum is being expanded to provide the equiva-
lent of a five-year secondary prdgram.

There were 400 students in 1966 participating in the apprenticeship program at the
Lima center. All sign a contract to serve in the plant which sponsored them for two years
after graduation. SENATI has 220 full-time instructors either at the center or in the plants.
Most of the shop instructors have been chosen from the various plants and have been sent
to Europe to study. One hundred and two such fellowships have been offered to date.

The director of SENATI has long been interested in better instructional materials for
vocational and technical training. For a number of years he was head of vocational educa-
tion for the Pan American Union in Washington, and he has published numerous articles and
studies on the preparation and use of instructional materials for industrial and vocational
education. He is very supportive of any efforts for preparation and distribution of materials.

SENATI has a lively program of developing and/or adapting its own training mate-
rials, including programmed instruction in the Spanish language. There are some 100
pamphlets available on how to run lathes, and other types of machines.
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The Director of Instruction and various professors work together in planning train-
ing materials, using the best models available. Several have had advanced training in the
U. S. regarding the preparation of these materials.

A men production shop exists at SENATI which is well equipped with small offset
presses, a photographic room for plate-making, an art and layout room, and is staffed with
artists and technicians with an administrator.

The work done to date in the preparation and adaptation of teaching and training
materials by SENATI is most impressive. The survey team strongly recommends that the
Ministry of Education attempt to establish collaborative relationships with SENATI so as to
gain access to these materials for use in vocational and technical training in government
schools. In vocational education centers, the survey team found a great lack of any kind of
training material.

We also recommend that technical assistance agencies provide whatever help is
needed to continue to institutionalize the instructional materials, planning, and production
aspects of SENATI's program; and that efforts be made to distribute materials which are
prepared on a regional basis. Undoubtedly, a good deal of this regional distribution will be
automatic inasmuch as there are comparable organizations to SENATI in other countries (for
example, SENAI in Brazil, INCE in Venezuela, SENA in Columbia, INA in Costa Rica, and
CORFU in Chile). Since the International Labor Organization offers technical assistance to
all of these institutions, there is a good history of sharing experience. This experience
often does not find its way into practice in the government-sponsored vocational schools
which are not under the industry-supported centers.

Finally, the survey tsam recommends that there be workshops and seminars devel-
oped to train specialists in the preparation of instructional materials. Specialists at SENATI
would be helpful in developing such workshops and seminars and they should be inyPed to
participate if such courses are developed. The experience of SENATI should be shared vi...11
other sectors of the educational system, both within and without the formal education program.

Civic Action Program

The Civic Action Program is operated under the Peruvian military with assistance
from the Agency for International Development. The objective is to provide vocational. train-
ing for recruits who have been drafted into the Army so that they may get jobs in industry
when they are released from service.

The first pilot center was started at Chorrillos, an Army compound near lima. Stu-
dents have built their own workshop, and recruits strongly support the program.

Since 1962, an additional four centers have been set up elsewhere in the country,
thus totalling one center for each of the five military regions. The last.was established at
Iquitos in 1965.

There are 21 different courses offered in these vocational education centers - four
offer nine each and there are 14 offered at Lima. An attempt to regionalize the courses is
underway so that the training will be useful.

There are four three-month cycles per year at each center, and the Army conscripts
generally take the three-month cycle at the end of their two year period of service.

There are over 9, 000 graduates to date (1962 to 1966), and the goal is 5, 000 grad-
uates out of the 12, 000 recruits discharged by the Peruvian Army each year. There are
currently 310 finishing each of the four cycles at the Lima center alone.
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In July 1966, the Lima center began to accept civilians on an experimental basis.
There are 26 civilians now in the program, which may pave the way for acceptance of
civilians in the other centers.

A follow-up study is now being undertaken on 4,300 graduates of the Lima group.
Those whose whereabouts are known seem to be well placed in jobs where they can use their
trebling.

There are 157 civilians employed in the program, including the administrative staff.
Most of the instructors come f r o m the various trades r a n d have had 10 o r s ore years of expe-
rience.

Each center operates under a director of instruction who coordinates its needs.
Each center also has a public relations director, who helps piece the graduates.

The Lima center has a translation section which remakes soundtracks of films so
that foreign technical films can be used in the program, does translations of teaching
materials, provides audio-visual equipment, films, etc., for loan to the other centers,
and which generally encourages the use of the various kinds of teaching materials. Two
full-time people operate this translation section.

Each center has its own library but no librarian. There are about 200 books and
magazines in each library, including such items as Popular Mechanics, Popular Science,
and so on. Many RTAC books are used and the instructors and students like them, but
often cannot get enough of them.

An earlier part of the Civic Action Program, now discontinued, was a literacy pro-
gram whereby conscripts were trained as literacy instructors in special training courses.
AID provided $12, 000 per year for several years, primarily for books. A set of 10 pam-
phlets and flash cards was provided each conscript who was trained as .a teacher, and
this conscript then pledged himself to train 10 people in literacy upon his discharge.

About 6, 371 men were trained in these special courses during 1964 to 1966. Some
38,500 reading texts and word flash cards were printed during this same period, and 2?, 687
such packets were issued during the campaign. There is little follow-up information as to
whether or not these men did teach 10 people how to read and write.

As with most other educational efforts in Perd, this program has considered the
need for educational and instructional materials as an afterthought and very little of the
total investment in the program is devoted to this end. At the same time, the program
operates as though there were no other programs in Perd devoted to the same objectives.

We recommend collaboration among Civic Action Program, SENATI, and the Ministry
of Education, if the Ministry increases its efforts to provide good teaching materials, libra-
ries, and similar services. Perhaps an Inter-Departmental and Inter-Agency task force on
vocational and technical teaching materials could be established to develop such a plan.

Technical and vocational education is an area where there is the least cultural pro-
blem and many materials can be adapted and reproduced for use in all programs. Without
substantial collaboration Perd will not get the maximum out of money invested.

Literacy Program of the Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education sponsored a sizeable literacy program from 1957 to 1964.
'Wheal the program was begun in 1957, the budget was four million sucres per year (about
$160,000) and support for the program grew to a budget of 16 million sucres in 1964 (nearly
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$640, 000). In 1965, however, the budget was cut to 10 million tsttert.:3; ail(' ill 1966, four
million sucres.

Until 1965, there were three types of literacy centers in operation: those operate(
with paid teachers, those run by voluntary teachers, and those run by civic groups. There
are now only a few voluntary and civic centers since the budget has been cut.

Basic literacy primers, follow-up booklets, and teacher's manuals were printed in
quantity in the years when budget permitted.

The 1966 budget of four million sucres is now being used to maintain a kind of
skeleton infrastructure, which includes 10 regional literacy directors who report to the
Directorate of Primary and Adult Education in tile Ministry of Education. These regional
directors, however, have been reporting very little activity and there are no current
figures on registration and literacy activities. According to the Ministry of Education,
there is a functioning literacy center in ChiclaYo and one in Iquitos.

Apparently the program reached a peak in 1963, the year which was designated as
Literacy Year. All teachers had to make two students literate during the year as one of their
firm obligations. There is no follow-up information available but we assume that, as with
similar campaigns in other countries, it was less than successful,

The current budget presently allocated for the Ministry of Education's Literacy
Program should either be eliminated or the program should be re-examined and properly
supported. If the latter is considered, the literacy program probably should be operated in
close collaboration with other efforts such as those of the National Council for Community
Development.

Educational Television. Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education's Educational Television Station, Channel 7, began ope-
ration in 1957 and was reorganized in 1962. Facilities include two studios, a film chain,
a small control room, office space, storage space, and so on, all located in the upper stor-
ies of the Ministry of Education Building in Lima. There are approximately 30 employees,
several of whom having received AID scholarships for training in the U. S. The Program
Director received his training at Columbia University and interned at Channel 13 in New
York. In addition to television production courses, the Program Director received training
in audio-visual production, and in curriculum and community development.

Channel 7 is one of five broadcast television stations currently operating in Lima.
Commercial stations operate on Channels 2, 4, 5, and 9. Channel 13 will begin operation
in the near future and will be run by the private universities in Lima. A similar station,
related to private universities, will soon be on the air in Arequipa.

The Ministry of Education's station has a 660R slant-track video tape recorder
which was installed in August 1966. This is compatible with similar tape recorders owned
by the other five stations. However, no programs have been recorded to date on Channel 7
because of the cost of the tape; and there is no budget allocated for this purpose.

The station is on the air a portion of the day and evening. Most of the instructional
work appears to be experimental in nature, and a small number of schools or centers parti-
cipate. Instructional efforts includes

1. Telescuelas (television schools) and telecentros (television centers), begun
two years ago for children who do not go to the regular elementary schools.
There are about 36 such centers around Lima.
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Each of the 36 centers has about 30 students, and is staffed by
"Tele-auxiliaree or volunteers who act as teachers and who must have had
some secondary training themselves.

Teaching volunteers meet with the television teachers every Saturday
morning and are given a program guide for the next week. Programs and the
printed materials to go with them are prepared by three teachers assigned to
the project by the Ministry of Education. These three teachers work on the
project from 8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M. every day, including Saturday. How-
ever, only a limited amount of largely mimeographed teaching material has
been prepared, most of the effort having been geared to producing the TV pro-
grams.

There appears to be little effort to extend this scheme beyond the 30
centers and the approximate 1, 000 students now served. There is some
thought of using video tape so that the teachers can go to the centers to
observe students' reaction% but this has not been done due to the high cost at
video tape.

2. In-school supplementary broadcast instruction for fourth-year primary science.
This is, again, an experimental program and is designed to provide science
instruction for primary schools in Lima at the fourth-grade level. Program
guides are provided to the teachers in the participating schools and the teacher
works with students for 15 minutes to prepare them for the television lesson.
The lesson is broadcast from 10:45 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. followed by 15 minutes
of classroom work, and there is no attempt to record the sessions or expand
the program.

In addition to these instructional efforts, there are general-interest programs for
adults broadcast from 7:30 P.M. to 8:15 P.M. Since 1963, there have been literacy pro-
grams broadcast four times a week, evaluation is impossible due to lack of organized efforts
in adult literacy.

When the literacy scheme was initiated in 1963, there was a plan to set up tele-
clubs for listening centers; but budget problems have since precluded this effort. A few tele-
clubs may be functioning, sponsored by civic groups; but there is no extensive program.

No specific plans are under consideration, for technical expansion of the operation
and the coverage area, the establishment of tele-centers, the provision of taped programs
in the provinces, or the extension on programming to cover educational needs. There is a
great need for long-term planning to identify ways in which the television facility in Lima and
throughout the country can be used in conjunction with education and community development
efforts.

A good base exists and with some additional planning in conjunction with new pro-
grams to provide textbook and other teaching materials, and in conjunction with improved
curriculum planning in the Ministry of Education, the television facility can be increasingly
effective.

We strongly recommend that the televisi on facility be linked to other educational
efforts undertaken by the various Ministries, including the Ministry of Education, and that
a broadly represented advisory board for the station be established. A variety of planning
studies would be useful in order to identify the various ways in which the facility can be
more productive and more directly related to the new educational strategies being undertaken.
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LIBRARIES AND HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

The recent recognition that books play an important part in the development of the
human resources of a country unfortunately does not include any systematic study of the
distribution of books and their availability regardless of the financial status of a poten-
tial reader. Libraries serve the specific function of making information available to any-
one capable of using it, without requiring a previous attainment other than Intellectual.
No systematic study has been made to correlate economic development with the develop-
ment of a library system, but some obvious comparisons are possible.

Regardless of the country, libraries are extensivel; used by a fairly well defined
group. This group is composed partly of students with imaginative minds and a great need
for further education, to be satisfied wherever possible, and the library is the first and
most obvious place. The rest are the opinion leaders of the community, who are at once
curious and inquisitive, and influential in their dealings with other people. The age of
public library clientele, if fitted onto a bell curve where the vertical axis is the number of
users and the horizontal axis is the age of the user, is skewed to the left. The bulk of
the users are between the ages of 15 to 35, the most productive group with the greatast
influence on the economic development of the country. It is reasonable to suppose that
where library services are available at every stage of an individual's education, from child-
hood through old age, an informed population will make effective decisions based on the
comparison of information sources readily available to them. Beyond this, the need to
supply books to all the libraries which are needed by the population creates an institutional
support for a public industry such that the hazards of development are minimized and the
benefits exploited.

Those countries with the highest stage of library development have reached the
highest stage of industrial development and economic stability. Among conditions neces-
sary to make the development swift and far-reaching are the existence of a library profes-
sion and a library school capable of giving effective technical training and providing for
standardization of library techniques, with a central library, whether university or national,
which has sufficient influence to establish and perpetuate development and serve as a
model of what can be done.

The investigation of libraries in Peril showed that these conditions exist, that the
country has begun a program of library development that will be as speedy as funds allow.
Among the expected results are the establishment and growth of a Peruvian publishing
industry based on the actual needs of the population. The provision of library services
will greatly improve the educational resources of the country and tend to make up for any
deficiencies.

Library Profession

The final week of the visit to Peril opportunely coincided with the annual Semana
de Bibliotecarios. Every evening, Monday through Friday, groups interested in various
phases of library development met as a round table and read statements of plans for the
year covering all phases of library development, from education of librarians to recommen-
dations for a library law. It was apparent that the library profession is well organized and
unified, not only in present methods of operation, but also for future development.
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Librarians in Peril have attended only the Penivian library school, the Escuela de
Bibliotecarios at the Biblioteca Nacional. There are about 200 professionally trained
librarians who have completed the course at the Escuela de Bibliotecarios, with another
20-25 being added each year. The professional organization includes others who have
gained their training through long and devoted service. Administrators tend to regard
graduation from the national school and membership in the professional organization as
necessary qualifications for the jobs available. The professional association represents
a very effective group, whose opinions can be of major importance in any program of aid
to libraries.

The Semana de Bibliotecarios clearly demonstrated the ability of the professional
organization. The president of the organization is the director of the Miraflores Public
Library, and the chairmen of the various round tables have each had long experience, as
well as professional training. The first night's lecture Included an address by the Minister
of Education, which stated a kind of official attitude toward libraries, which was most
acceptable to the professional organization and of remarkable insight. Among other things
the Minister said were two quotable remarks:

"just as a pile of stones is not a house, a collection of facts is not a
science, so a collection of books is not a library unless it is organized."

With this recognition of the need for future organization of materials in order to
provide library service, the Minister of Education recognized the aspirations of the library
profession in Peril, which corresponds with the experience of library professions throughout
the world. Perhaps even more quotable was his firm statement:

"There can be no democracy without books freely available to the public."

and his elaboration on the general theme that a library system is a primary requisite for the
cultural development of Peril and for the development of human resources to meet economic
needs.

The profession recognizes the need for better organization and for some kind of
certification to provide a standard of training and experience, so that the professional
qualifications of a librarian may be recognized by employers of all kinds. The profession
plans to propose an organic law for libraries which will give librarians the standing that
other professional groups enjoy under Peruvian law. One of the problems recognizedby the
profession is that the three years of education at the national library leaves a person pro-
fessionally qualified but without the broad general education and the academic status which
characterize librarians in the other countries. The profession, therefore, will provide for
registry at various levels of capacitation. A librarian with an academic degree and profes-
sional training will have the highest status. Those with only professional training will be
registered as qualified librarians, and those in training, or learning librarianship on the job,
will have some kind of temporary or provisional status. The recognition of the library pro-
fession as the equivalent of other professions requiring equal education is a necessity, and
one that seems unlikely to be rejected by the Congress. The Asociacidn plans for the next
year include a general survey of all the libraries in Peril, wherever they are located, and
plans, when funds are available, to publish professional material in the form of a journal,as
well as pamphlets, and books.

Library Education

At the time the National Library burned in May of 1943, there was no school of
librarianship in Pea. Part of the aid given to the Biblioteca Nacional by the Library of
Congress included the establishment of the Escuela de Bibliotecarios. In the 23 years
since its establishment, more than 200 students have been graduated, and at the present
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time the school is providing the one full three years' education for librarianship available
in Perd and courses in public librarianship on an in-service basis.

The school occupies four rooms on the top floor of the National Library. One room
is used for the Library School's library, two for classrooms, and the other for office and
administrative space. There are 70 full-time students and 25 professors none of whom is
full-time with eight assistants who give some 30 courses similar to those recommended for
education for librarianship in the recent report of the Pan American Union. The first two
years of education are pure theory and general information courses, and the third year is
made up of practical work in approved libraries in Lima and nearby cities with one day a
week for theory based on the students' experience.

From its beginning the Biblioteca Nacional has set the standards of the school,
provided the budget for its continuation, and determined the curriculum which includes
only those courses which would fit a student to work as a professional librarian in the
Biblioteca Nacional. Courses for specialization in one or another aspect of librarianship
are not available to the students, and the curriculum has not been adjusted to reflect many
changes and modifications in library procedures which result from the use of automated
equipment. Even so, the national library has been a "great laboratory" for the students
and gives the course work an immediacy which professional training elsewhere would lack.

Even the best graduates lack the academic degrees and prestige of fellow profes-
sionals in other countries. The need for greater freedom in the preparation of curricula and
the necessity of making the library school more autonomous affects the present status of
the school. While no one questions the quality of the students who have thus far completed
the courses, the proposal has been made in the past, and was recently revived, that the
University of San Marcos start a library school which would give the students five years of
training and a professional degree. A competing school could eradicate the good work
already done by the Escuela de Bibliotecnrios. The present school should set standards for
course work to follow the programs outlined by the international committee headed by Marfa
Teresa SArtz and reported by the Pan American Union. Virtually no change would be required
in the curriculum as it now stands to provide the student with the technical training that
they need to function adequately as librarians.

The Semana de Bibliotecarios in two sections faced the problem squarely with the
recommendation of recognition by the school of previous academic work, a compromise that
would enable the school to retain its character, its traditions and the standards of perfor-
mance. Librarianship should be recognized as one of the learned professions; librarians
should have a greater background of general education. A professional degree granted by
an academic institution, with provision for registry as a professional, can be worked out
with the universities so that the school can be preserved as a part of the national library
and degrees granted by cooperating universities.

The new organic law of edtc ation would require a library school at each of the uni-
versities in Perd; such a law would result in a situation of there being more library schools
in Perd than exist anywhere else in the world, even in the United States. Many librarians
have completed some university work, and several hold university degrees in addition to
their library school training and are known to be of greater capacity than others whose edu-
cation has been limited simply to the technical training in librarianship. The professional
association is determined not to lose the advantages which the school has provided and to
take further steps to make education in librarianship broader and more nearly similar to that
provided in other countries.

The school is far from being a place of inflexible traditions and rigid practices. It
has cooperated very importantly with the rondo San Martin in the professional training of
public librarians, and will cooperate with the Ministry of Education in providing courses for
public school teachers. The director of the school is anxious to see the school develop, to
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enlarge its course work, acquire full-time faculty members and provide greater space for
larger classes. The enrollment is now limited because of the very small space in which
the school has to operate. The national library can serve as a lab :ratory quite as well,
Perhaps even better, if the school itself ) s moved to another iota a. Indeed, the provi-
sion for practical experience in a variety of libraries carries the ..oratory concept further
than it has gone in the United States and assures that practicing librarians are able to
handle the problems arising from new libraries.

School Libraries

Elementary

No elementary school in Penu has a library. A few books may be locked up in a
cupboard for the use of teachers, but the concept of the elementary school library is entirely
lacking. The public library movement and the children's libraries have provided some serv-
ice, but elementary schools need libraries if only to teach students the use of books and
respect for libraries as social institutions. At present there is very little concern over the
lack of elementary school libraries because of the lack of textbooks of all kinds. Reading
is taught by group methods, so that students do not learn silent reading habits until consid-
erably later in their school careers.

Secondary

Some secondary schools have libraries but there is no universal acceptance of the
idea of a library in a secondary school. The consolidated schools developed during the
Period when General Mendoza was Minister of Education included space and funds for a
library, but the building and outfitting of a chapel and the construction of a swimming pool
have been found more desirable.

In place of a central school library, there are small classroom libraries in schools,
but the students learn almost entirely by taking notes and by copying drawings on the black-
board or by drawing from the actual objects. Some schools use audio-visual aids but not
in conjunction with collateral reading. A result of this method, especially in science, is
the development of knowledge as received opinion, rather than as the product of investiga-
tive activities. The technique of research which begins with a bibliographic survey and
concludes with an actual experiment is unknown. At the most important secondary school
in Cuzco, a consolidated school which includes both an academic and vocational program,
the library consists of a partially organized collection of some 3,000 volumes, most of
them gifts and in rather poor condition. The books are kept so that students go to a window
in a partition to ask for the books they want. A finding list in a mimeographed volume with
several supplements serves as a cataloge. The librarian, who has had some training and
is attempting to provide some kind of much-needed library service, stated that open stacks
were out of the question because what books the students didn't steal would be mutilated.

The leading secondary school in the countri, Guadalupe in Lima, sets the pace for
other secondary schools. The alumni include some of the most important names in Peruvian
history. Its librarian, a member of the. first class held .by the Escuela de Bibliotecarios,
organized the library with the Dewey Decimal Classification as a closed stack library with
a card catalog of the holdings for the student to use. Other collections in the school are
devoted to special subjects.

The school occupies a whole building, which was damaged by the earthquake to the
extent that the corridor in front of the library and the library itself were roped off until
repairs could be completed. The school authorities felt that there was considerable danger
of collapse if that part of the building was used by students. The librarian, therefore,
supervised work in an empty library. In the previous year 200 books were added to the
collection as gifts.
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Obviouoly, the library occupies less than a central place in the educational pro-
gram, but it does surpass the library programs of almost all other schools by being care-
fully organized, with a professional librarian in charge and a staff adequate to meet the
needs of the students and continue the acquisition and cataloging of materials.

Another leading school, the Leoncio Prado Military School, has a library of about
2,000 volumes, close to the size of the library of Guadalupe, but the librarian is untrained
and offers service only for two or three hours a day. Apparently, no provisions have been
made for the lending of books, even though the military school is a residential institution
with the students living on the campus. The library as an institution for the teaching of
research techniques and the provision of additional material to supplement textbooks is
not unknown among school administrators as tkeory, but there has been no experience of
such a program sufficient to serve as a model of what may be achieved. Various programs
are underway to correct this deficiency and the library association has developed a program
for the evaluation of secondary school libraries, with the provision of in-service training
at the Escuela de Bibliotecarios for librarians in secondary schools; the members also hope
to establish some kind of central system that will make books available to students in
secondary schools through standard library procedures.

Normal School

At the time of our visit to Per6, a conference of normal school administrators was
taking place at Huanpani. These teachers emphasized the need of libraries. One teacher
had enjoyed the assistance of a Peace Corps volunteer for two years, who organized the
library, but after the volunteer's departure, the program immediately began to deteriorate.
The director of the rchool thought that this was unfortunate, and felt that the Ministry of
Education, should try to put libraries in normal schools and make courses in school librar-
ianship an integral part of the normal school program. There are 113 normal schools in
Pen% 87 of these public, aid certainly such a program if succesfully implemented, would
have far-reaching effects.

As a model normal school, La Cantuta, which is practically the creation of SECEANE,
exhibits several very interesting. features. A separate building was constructed for the
library and is now in partial use. A trained librarian is in charge, but he has no assistants
other than students. The reading room was securely locked and contained not a single book.
Books were available in the stack section, to which the students were not admitted. Six
students by turns took on the job of obtaining books requested by students. The stacks
have a capacity of 45,000 volumes, and there actually some 8,000-10,000 in the school,
although the figure of 25, 000 volumes was given as the actual holdings of the library. The
catalog for the library is in the large foyer of the building and is very curiously arranged.
Author cards are filed under the broad headings of the Dewey Decimal Classification, so
that a student must know the subject of the book in order to discover whether the library
has it, and should he misinterpret the subject, it is very likely that he would never be able
to determine whether or not the library had a copy. The books are classified according to
the Spanish translation of the 15th edition of Dewey and the 14th edition. Card prepara-
tion for bibliographic description is standard and apparently authoritative, but nearly
3,000 volumes are uncataloged and include a great assortment of books given to the school
by USIS. The reference room of the library which contains encyclopedias has been closed
since the reference librarian resigned, some years previously.

The librarian was of the opinion that even teachers in the normal school could not
be trusted in an open-stack library, and that a difference of psychology prevailed, so that
most of the books would be lost if the students were given direct access to them. It is
obvious that library development played but 'a minor role in the SECPANE program. La
Cantuta is a model only of inferior library service. The librarian, while adequately trained,
is almost completely frustrated and has long since given up any kind of library program
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except the very slow cataloging of such books as are received as gifts. The library has
a budget of 10,000 soles a month, but only a small part of it is spent on books.

La Cantuta with its thousands of students has room for 180 readers in the library,
which is open a total of 11 hours a day Monday through Friday, five hours on Saturday,
and three hours on Sunday. The librarian's chief need is an adequate staff, and possibly
La Cantuta's chief need is for an adequate librarian, not only in training, but in imagina-
tion and willingness to develop an effective program.

University Libraries

The oldest university in the Western Hemisphere, San Marcos, has a library system
which is representative of the problems of university libraries throughout Latin America.
It was unfortw.ately impossible to visit the Biblioteca Central of the University because it
was closed as a result of damage suffered in the earthquake. Four other university libraries
were visited instead.

Typically, the collection in a university library is small to the point of being negli-
gible, and the material available for research only indicates that little or no research of
consequence is done because no material is available. Even the library of La Molina, the
agricultural university of the country, which has the closest approach to a research collec-
tion, lacks much basic material in cognate fields as well as in the principal area of study.
University libraries in Perd are dispersed so completely that there is no single record of all
the holdings of a library.

Generally the post of University Librarian, as in Europe, is a sinecure given to some
deserving professor who can no longer teach. What is required is academic prestige, not
knowledge of a library. William Vernon Jackson's studies of university libraries in Latin
America are borne out fully in Perd, but with the difference that there are a significant num-
ber of trained librarians in the system; and at least at Ingenierfa and Cuzco, the librarians
are accepted as professional equals.

A further, and very important difference is that the Universities have begun to
notice the great deficiencies in their collections and methods of operation and at least some
of them are trying to do something, about it. To be sure, the need is first seen as a library
building rather than as library organization that will make the use of the building effective.
But there is an awareness that there should be a anion catalog, a project that is somewhat
underway at San Marcos, is being achieved at Cuzco, and is already in existence at La
Molina and Ingenierfa. There is an awareness as well that students should have access
at least through a closed stack system, to the collection of the university; and at least in
one library, that of the Faculty of Medicine at San Marcos University, an open-stack library
is available to students.

The lack of books has been felt keenly by the students, and there is as much reason
to blame the student disruption and riots on the lack of adequate library facilities as on
anything else. It is certainly true that the student busy doing his readings for a course has
almost no time at all to devote to noisy demonstrations. Some students have organized
private libraries with a small nucleus of books being handed round among the group so that
utmost use is gained for all the money invested. Another method has been more formal,
but achieves virtually the same effect; this is the rental library or izanco os. Ingenie-
rfa has used this method of getting books to students with great effect, principally because
the students themselves are involved in the process. As it usually works, a large number
of books are bought and the student is given the opportunity to rent, to purchase on the
installment plan, or to purchase textbooks outright with the opportunity of reselling them to
the rental library.
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While much hope is held for this method of assisting students (the Ford Founda-
tion, AID, and the Kellogg Foundation are involved in this work, either in actual experi-
ments or in plans), it must be realized that a textbook library is not the same as a univer-
sity library, and that while a rental library fills a gap, it does not supply a continuing
need.

Textbooks represent a part of an educational experience and modern educational
theory tends to place less emphasis on textbooks as the student advances toward original
work in the field until, finally, no text could supply what a library is needed for. A pro-
gram of library development in all the major universities of Perd is needed to modernize
education but how and under what circumstances this is to be done represents the worst
single problem of the library profession.

Librarians lack the academic status of the professors. They are treated like clerical
help because they do not have the broad educational background that (supposedly) their
colleagues in the teaching profession have. The average university professor is a part-time
teacher at best, but librarianship is always a full -U: se job. As a result, the professor
regards the librarians as permanent service personnel who have no educational role to play
in ths university system. Librarians are not regarded as having enough experience to
manage the library itself; they have very little control over the collection, more but not
enough over the staff, and none at all over the budget.

The solution, however, does not lie in creating a separate and distinct profession
which would war constantly with the 'old-line librarians'. Needless to say, with 32 uni-
versities to equip with at ktast adequate library facilities, a massive training program is
needed which the university will have to supply by making the profession attractive and
rewarding to those who practice it. The concept of the University library as having a cen-
tral research function, which special libraries make readily available, is lacking in Perd.
The University library is a loose aggregation of more or less independent special libraries.
Cuzco, with its 30,000 volumes in two versions of the Dewey Classification in the central
library, for 4,500 students, with 'departmental' libraries ranging from a few dozen to sev-
eral hundred books, comes closest to being en organized centralized system. Certainly
the poverty of the students should encourage the development of major library resources, if
nothing else does, and the development, as well, of improved methods of teaching.

Traditionally, universities have used the worst methods longest. The problem of
lectures dictated at a speed slow enough for all students to follow with notes in longhand
is at the core of the slow development of University libraries. The question is not whether
a change in the availability of library resources would automatically change the teaching
methods, a rather sanguine expectation, but whether any change is possible if no materials
are available. It is worse than useless to assign papers to the students when they have no
resources to gain information from, no indexes to find the information, and no librarian help
to bail them out of their problems as they arise. (A good librarian exerts a crucial influ-
ence on the student by getting him started on his research, pointing out short-cuts, but
steadfastly refusing to do the work itself.)

La Molina kept its libraries open while the students struck and boycotted classes.
A certain number of the students used the libraries, but for the most part the collections
went unused, except by professional agricultural specialists who made use of the collec-
tion at the experimental station. Ingenierra planned to expand its library with vast addi-
tions, and there was considerable discussion of automated equipment which could be used
in the work. The collection at Ingeniarra is about 25,000 volumes and La Molina has a
total of 10,000 volumes, 4,000 of which are in the Experimental Station. La Molina with
help from the Ford Foundation maintains 243 periodical subscriptions and is completing a
library building with space for a collection of 100,000 volumes. San Marcos i.11 planning
a library building for 1,000,000 volumes and a general centralization of technical services
and bibliographic records. These are plans, not realities.
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The reality is often like the Univers:dad Pontificia (La Cat 6lica) which was founded
In 1917. It has some 50,000 volumes scattered among eight faculties. The Faculty of Law
has about 5,000 volumes, and a large collection of per'odicals was still being sorted out
after being dumped on the floors by the earthquake. N one of the volumes was bound. The
largest library is that of the Faculty of Letters and Philosophy which has some 30,000 vol-
umes, a great part of them gifts, housed in an ancient building which was somewhat dam-
aged by the earthquake. Because of the emphasis put on reading in these courses, seating
for 50 students is barely enough to take care of the most avid and persistent students.
Further reading space has been utilized in an adjoining room, but still only about 2 1/2
percent of the students can use the library at a given time.

La Molina is organized by the Library of Congress Classification as is the faculty
of Medicine of San Marcos. The other universities utilize either the old revision of Dewey
or the new translation being prepared by the Pan American Union. Beyond this, there is
the question of whether a library with closed stacks, and no university library has open
ones, should undertake the classification of books at all by a recognized subject method.
Fixed location would do as well as any other, for no library, except the Faculty of Medi-
cine Library, has open stacks and the reasons given are always the same, ti!vi apparently
accurate. If given a chance, the studevts of Peril will steal any book they can get away
with.

Yet the universities and their students represent the biggest potential market for
books, not only in quantity - -for textbooks-- but in variety and quality for libraries. The
fact is that any project which would seek to make model libraries of those now available
would have far-reaching effects, not only in improving the quality of education that is
possible, but in teaching the use of the printed word as a valid place to begin research and
to conclude some kinds of it.

Public Libraries

To discuss the public libraries in Peril is to recount the history and achievements of
the Fondo San Martl'n. It eas begun in 1947 under Law 10857, which provided that a spe-
cial tax on jewelry be levied for the express purpose of providing funds to foster the crea-
tion and growth of public libraries. A far-reaching program has successfully avoided all
the errors possible in a plan of library development.

The administration of the Fondo San Martl'n was put under the Ministry of Education
indirectly and within the Biblioteca Nacional, so that the Fondo San Martin was indepen-
dent of politics but not separated from the center of power. The supervision of thoroughly
trained librarians in the Biblioteca Nacional provided for a program that could be accom-
plished (rather than one which settled idealistic matters ft:130 and gave access to advice,
volunteer help, teachers, and encouragement which proved vital as the program continued.

The next provision was equally important. While the central organization could and
did give advice, even to the point of providing on-the-job training, the decision was made
very early that the municipality itself should provide the basic support. No tax levied by
the distant federal government could have the immediacy of library support within the com-
munity. This decision was the more important because communities tended to mistrust
decisions made in Lima for the welfare of the local populace. The library was not forced
upon an unwilling community, but it was provided to that community where the interest was
represented by time and money.

The method for providing adequately trained librarians is still in process. While a
local person is given a fellowship providing for his expenses for three months in Lima to
study at the Biblioteca Nacional, a professional librarian gives up a vacation to go to the
locality and organize the collection available. When the permanent librarian has completed
his course in Lima, he returns to work a short time with the professional and then is left
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in charge. Whatever is necessary to complete the organization is done, and the library
opens to the public (if it has not done so before), all within less than six months. The
cost is minimal, about 80 soles per square meter. The library for Chiclayo cost 200,000
soles (about $8, 000) and it is one of the larger libraries. So far 86 libraries have been
established using this method.

Books are needed which can be distributed from the national center to the coopera-
ting public libraries. Books in a copy-by-copy purchase are more costly than a bulk
purchase for all the libraries would be, but the Fondo San Mean does not have the money
to do more than distribute a few of the books needed free of charge. Very significantly,
the books provided through the RTAC program have been greatly appreciated and sent in
cataloged form to the libraries.

In fact, little of the AID program can have had such immense return on the small
amount spent as the funds which provided the fellowships for librarians. Administered by
Instituto Peruano de Fomento Educativo, this small amount of money has had the effect of
several millions of Carnegie funds given at the turn of the century in the United States.
A great danger is that the high cost of library buildings and library training in the United
States will adversely affect the program of AID in its :elation with the Fondo. While very
much can be done with very little, it does not follow that a lot more will accomplish propor-
tionately more.

Reaional Technical Aids Center

Of primary importance in the development of public libraries in Per6 has been the
work of the Regional Technical Aids Center in Mexico. This organization produced technical
books through the medium of making a translation available to a publisher and guaranteeing
a certain sale, from 500 to 1,500 copies. Discussion with two publishers, Limusa-Wiley
and UTEHA brought out the fact that publishers have been very happy with the arrangement.
One publisher commented that sometimes t. selection of books was rather remote from what
is needed in Latin America and that more titles and better selection could characterize the
program, but he said that this was a minor complaint. All in all he thought that the program
was of vital importance to Mexican publishing. For some time the Regional Technical Aids.
Center published a great number of pamphlets but books, in particular textbooks, rather
than pamphlets are to receive emphasis, because regular publishers in Mexico now put out
material on agriculture likely to have a very large sale.

To summarize the effects of the Regional Technical Aids Center's program, the pro-
gram has had a stimulating effect, that is; many more copies of books are produced than
were formerly the case and many more titles are published each year in Mexico. The amount
of export sale has increased from 1,300,000 pesos in 1960 to nearly 8,000,000 pesos in the
last year. It is expected that this figure will be further increased in the years to come.
Beyond the stimulation of many more copies, that is, editions enlarged from 2,000 to 3,000
and finally to 5.000 copies, there has been the general increase in the number of titles
produced. UTEHA is producing an encyclopedia of science completely on its own, a pro-
ject they would not have dreamed of if the program of the Regional Technical Aids Center
had not proved itself so successful. The rights to publication for this great scientific ency-
clopedia cost $10, 000 and will be published in 16 volumes. It will sell for $26.00 for each
volume. In addition. many more technical works have been published outside the RTAC
program.
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THE BOOK INDUSTRY

The consensus of Peruvian publishers and bookser 1 is that Perd ranks about
fourth in Spanish-speaking Latin America in terms of quality 1 quantity of printing and pub-
lishing, --with Mexico and Argentina at the top of the list and Chile third.

Many who have been in the book business for a number of years feel that Peni was
the book-publishing leader in Latin America around the turn of the century. A succession of
governments which did not encourage book publishing and which rarely bought books for
schools and libraries tended to slow down further development. However, during the past
decade, taxes on book publishing, importation of papers for book production, importation of
book production machinery, and so on, have been eliminated; and many in the book business
feel that Perd is moving fast toward a revitalized publishing sector of the economy.

For a country of 12 million people, there appears to be a good deal of printing and
publishing activity, as well as a sizeable importation and distribution of foreign books.

Figures indicate that in 1963 (the first year in which Perd undertook an economic
survey) there were some 677 million soles' worth of paper and paper products produced in
the country. Although a good deal of this paper production may have been used for other than
printing, at least 10,759 tons were of papers suitable for newspaper or book printing. Other
figures indicate that some 147 million soles' worth of paper suitable for newspaper and
book production were imported in 1964 (some 37 million kilos of paper) (Tables XXII, 'MU
and XXIV).

TABLE XXII

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS, PERU il
(Value in Soles)

1958 284, 703

1959 344, 667

1960 448, 416

1961 524, 485

1962 070, 330

1963 677, 395

i42 Estadrstica Industrial, Direccion de Industries,
Ministerio de Fomento, reported in Primer Censo Nacional
Economic°, 1963, Direcci6n Nacional de Estadrstica y
Censos.
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TABLE ;ocru

PAPERS OTHER THAN INDUS1101

PAPERS PRODUCED IN PERUil

(Million Tons)

1958 8,803

1959 10,711

1960 10,051

1961 10,731

1962 12,070

1963 10,759

TABLE rev

NEWSPRINT AND PAPER FOR PERIODICALS IMPORTED IN 1964,

PERU (NOT INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL PAPERS)

Quantity in Kilos Value in Soles

Total 37,073,925 147,296,743

Imported from:

Chile 11,082,355 49,567,233
U. S. 3,916,916 16,489,076

Norway 1,367o 909 4,451,079
Canada 4,442,925 184868,515

ilEstadfstica del Comercio Exterior, Ministerio
de Hacienda, 1964. Soles convertible to dollars at 26.80
to one.

Printing production figures for 1963 indicate that 740 million soles worth of mate-
rial was produced, of which about one-third was newspaper production, less than one-
twelfth book production, and less for miscellaneous ('able XXV). The printing industry
employs about 6,000 workers in Perri. Information on printing establishments can be found
in Appendix and information on textbook production appears in Chapters 1 and 2.
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TABLE =V

PRINTING PRODUCTION, PERU

(Value in thousands of Soles)

Year
Newspapers

and Periodicals Books
Total, Including

Publications and Printing

1958 2, *
A9- , 7,584 263,751

1959 5,934 8,368 325,483

1960 5,369 4, 767 487,307

1961 4, 308 6,120 524, 729

1962 4,704 4,653 557,050

1963 48, 697 28, 460 739, 587

it,/Estadfstica Industrial, Direccion de Industrias, Ministerio de
Foments, reported in Primer Censo Nacional Econ6mico, 1963, Direccidn
Nacional de Estadistica y Censos.

In 1964 Perd imported about 286,000 kilograms of paper-back books worth over
19 million soles, 391, 000 kilograms of hardbound books worth 27 million soles, and 4,290
kilograms of deluxe-bound books worth 159,000 soles. It exported in the same year 16,585
kilograms of paper-bound books worth 163,196 soles (Table MCV1).

TABLE XXVI

PERUVIAN IMPORT AND EXPORT OP BOOKS, 1964

Quantity
in Kilos

Imports

Quantity
In Egos

Exports

Value
in Soles

Value
in Soles

Paperbacks,
Pamphlets 286,966 19,122,033 16, 585 163,196

Cloth,
Cardboard,
Leather-bound
B ooks 391, 334 27,123,362 none none

Deluxe
Binding 4, 290 1591 272 none none

Ministerio de Hacienda y Comercio, Superintendencia General de Aduanas,
Departamento de Estadistica,
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The importation of printing machinery has been rising dramatically year by year,
(Table )(MI), so the immediate problems in the Peruvian book industry do not lie in the area
of printing capacity, nor is there any scarcity of outlets for books and printed materials.

In the Lima phone book alone, there are 164 bookstores listed; and one of the
large book wholesalers in Perd estimates that there are about 300 bookstores in the country,
plus about 1,200 outlets for periodicals and other generally non-book materials.

Publishing as distinguished from printing and the editorial proces4 as we know it,
are almost non-existent. Although there are a number of printers and booksellers, and many
authors who contract with printers and are willing to act as publishers, there are few pub-
lishers who are capable of conceiving book programs and publishing programs. In addition
there are technical problems in marketing and distribution, which raise the price of books for
the consumer and thus reduce the numbers of copies which can be sold.

Printing and Publishing

A basic problem in Perd is the relatively high cost of printing, even though duties
have been abolished on the importation of printing papers and machinery if the machinery is
to be used for book production. For better quality printing, Spain, Argentina, and perhaps
even Chile are cheaper than Perd, even with transportation charges added.

Factors contributing to the high cost of printing in Perd are: (1) High fringe bene-
fits for employees. There is collective bargaining resulting in new contracts every year on
December 21 for the entire printing industry. These contracts are negotiated with the Natio-
nal Syndicate of Printing Workers, and increases generally match the rising cost of living
and have averaged 16 to 17 percent per year during the past several years. (2) Social bene-
fits and vacations. Of 260 working days in a year, nine national holidays and nine vacation
days are given and one publisher feels that 75 percent of the workers' base salary is in
social benefits. (3) Money is tight in Perin, and interest rates are quite high by U. S. stan-
dards. Several publishers in Peel (including Lulli. Mega Baca, and the Libreda Internacio-
nal) are clients of the Banco Popular.. The prime rate at the current time is 12 plus one; and

TABLE XXVII

IMPORTATION OF PRINTINGMACHINERY, PERU 41

(Value in Thousands of Soles)

1958 12,128

1959 11,306

1960 17,429

1961 35,.775

1962 38,812

1963 38,177

1964 44,930

1965 4,197

a/Estadlstica Nacional, Mooch% de Industries, Ministerio
de Foment°, reported in primer Censo Nacional Ecsamicgo 1963, Direccion
Nacional de Estedistica y Censos.
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large, well-established publishers are in the prime rate group. Credit is offered to these
publishers for a maximum of 18 months, and publishers are considered as any other busi-
ness. No special needs of publishing enterprises have been considered.

Bank managers with whom the team visited indicate that two problems combine to
create a tight money situation; the International Monetary Fund requires high reserves of
member banks, and this, plus the danger of inflation, causes credit problems. Although
inflation appears to be partially checked, there is an inflationary tendency at about the
seven percent level.

In addition to the private commercial banks,. there are four government banks: an
Agricultural Bank, an Industrial Bank, a Mortgage Bank, and a Mining Bank. It would appear
that the government industrial bank could assist in financing a new publishing industry.
Printing shops are considered industries, although it is not clear whether or not the govern-
ment has assisted in the development of printing establishments through the Indust-Lai sank.

The team's printing production consultant was impressed with the printing capacity
available in Peril, lie was not always impressed with the quality of printing nor with the
management of the printing establishments. Of 23 non-government printing plants visited,
10 were in Lima, eight in Cuzco, and five in Huancayo. A summary table of equipment in
.each of these plants and a general assessment of the ability to produce materials of an edu-
cational nature appears in the Appendix.

Manpower on the entrepreneural level in printing establishments is sufficient.
Middle management people are needed, who are better trained. The craft labor force is now
adequate. More people can be found and trained on the job as demand increases. As plant
efficiency increases, printing costs may come down.

Similarly, printing equipment on hand is adequate for the present needs. More effi-
cient use of available equipment could immediately increase output. Equipment presently on
order should satisfy increased demand, and additional equipment can be in operation by the
time future expansion is needed. Typesetting and printing machinery are no problem, but it
is recommended that sufficient binding equipment be studied carefully in advance of actual
demand.

Financial resources of the established entrepreneurs are as adequate for this indus-
try as they are for the other Peruvian industries. A good number of well-established suppliers
are functioning and expanding at present; others are developing.

SuppUes are sufficient but expensive because most supplies must be imported.
Peruvian production and ink production are increasing; and paper production should be a
buyer's market by 1968.

The embryonic paper Industry seems to be further expanding and Banco Popular is
financing one of the larger paper-making efforts. A problem is that there are few access
roads to the better supplies of pulp, and. most paper is made of cane and cane residue. How-
ever, a wood pulp industry should be functioning in about six years according to present
estimates.

Ink is presently available in adequate supply, but expensive because it is largely
imported. The paint manufacturing industry is established, and thus its natural companion
-- ink manufacture -- is on its way; two are already in operation. Adhesives, thread, wire,
and cloth, although imported and expensive, present no problems.

Most printing equipment in Per is of German, English, and Italian manufacture.
American printing equipment manufacturers have not made any effort to enter the market.
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The printing industry is at the take-off point in Perd; and those interested in help-
ing to develop this aspect of the book industry should examine the problems of this awaken-
ing industry, with special concern for middle manager e nt and marketing (see below). The
Instituto Para Administracidn de Empresas (IPAE) and other groups might provide a seminar
program to advise printers and publishers on credit, management, equipment, and manpower
development, inasmuch as they are related to printing and publishing. The new National
School for Graphic Arts in Lima should be assisted so that it can assume leadership in book
production, layout, and design.

A unique situation exists regarding printing establishments --at least six were
identified as having a connection of one sort or another with the GOvernment. These include
a small printing plant in the Ministry of Education Building, left when the AID predecessor
was operating a "Servicio; a plant in the National School for Graphic Arts (the school is
just beginning and needs additional equipment); a plant in the Ngtional Pedagogical Insiltete
(very small but receiving new equipment for the production of teacher training materials); a
plant in the Ministry of Finance (a very fine plant serving all 12 Ministries of the Govern-
ment at the present time, and which could be expanded to serve the bock aeeds of the Minis-
try of Education); a newspaper plant of the Government newspaper, El Peruano. (a fine plant
producing 15,000 newspapers of 24 pages each day); and the printing plant in the Colegio
Militar (a fine, well-run book production plant). A study of these plants' printing capaci-
ties should be carried out to determine whether or not they are being used to their fullest.
It is likely that they could all be consolidated under one management with immediate results
such as more efficient operations, and with sufficientitinused book production for an initial
campaign involving free distribution of textbooks to the present elementary and high-school
population. It should be possible to create a national printing office which would integrate
and coordinate all Government printing efforts.

In addition, the newspaper plant of El Peruano (the government newspaper) has
unused capacity which could be devoted to production of books or educational newspapers,
such as MvWeekly Reader and the Random House newspapers. To make such a program
possible the Ministry of Education would have to design an appropriate program, and the
Government would have to make the plant available for this kind of activity.

The Appendix B lists the major newspapers and periodicals published in Perd.
Although we have no accurate circulation figures for most newspapers and magazines, the
impression among publishers is that the public is becoming more reading conscious. This
is partly due to the increase in mass communication, television, etc. Those printers and
publishers who have made an effort to produce new kinds of books have often been reason-
ably successful, though few publishers have maintained a consistent effort to create and
develop a particular book market.

In a meeting with the Book Chamber (the Cfimara del Libro), made up largely of book-
sellers, a great need was expressed for simple books for people who are just beginning to
read. The Chamber was interested in the possibility of small, easy-to-read booklets for
poorly educated adults. A well developed mass marketing system exists in Perd for the
distribution of such materials. The Book Chamber discussed the possibility of having ESAN
develop workshops and training sessions where authors, publishers, and booksellers could
learn more about the planning, production, and marketing of these materials.

Only one effort was attempted to create a popular market for books. This was a
venture called Populibros Peruanos which was initiated several years ago by Manuel Scorsa,
a publisher, and was a scheme to sell sets of five books each month, at 50 soles (less tla n
$2 for the set). The initial sets were produced and sold in editions of 25,000 each month,
but the edition was later reduced to 15, 000; .and finally was discontinued. There is a great
deal of speculation as to why the scheme failed --not enough variety in the books; older
books in the public domain; books were not of the highest quality; hrge eta dons were a
drag on the market.
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A comic series called Histories Giificas is being published by Rodrigo E. Franco,
a publisher and distributor. This is similar to our classic comics in the United States.
Thirty thousand copies a month are sold on the history of Perth the story is continuous and
each copy sells for five soles each. Mr. Franco estimates that each copy of this comic
series costs about 3.08 soles to produce; and with a 40 percent commission offered on the
five soles sale price, the series is losing money. However, the publisher is attempting to
build the series and is willing to take the loss.

The 'awe number of newspapers and periodicals published and limited efforts to
sell books in quantity would lead us to be lieve that there is a mass market for a variety of
books in Perd, if editorial entrepreneurs and authors could be encouraged to work together,
and if funds were available to encourage investment in this area. Peruvian government
assistance agencies should provide technical assistance and the capital to encourage this
kind of work.

There is some indication that inadequate marketing practices, including a rather
chaotic price structure, may limit the possibility of popular publishing in Perd. However,
there is a well established and lively marketing interstzucture in Perd for printed materials;
and what is probably needed is an infusion of capital and technical assistance so that what
we know as publishing houses in the United States can be created.

Although we were unsuccessful in identifying publishing houses having consistently
successful popular book programs, there are a number of such efforts producing and publish-
ing high-quality, hard-bound reference and non-fiction books (usually in relatively small
editions by U. S. standards, but in relatively large editions by Peruvian standards). Of
particular significance are the publishing efforts of Juan Mejfa-Baca, who conceives of
long-term projects and investments before he realizes any returns. Originally, he produced
university textbooks, but he has now withdrawn from this area since the University of San
Marcos Press has become so strong.

Current efforts of Mejfa-Baca are in general publishing, especially history. The
care with which Mejfa-Baca plans his publishing efforts is illustrated in a current series
called Perd Vivo. Each volume is an autobiography of a famous Peruvian figure; following a
format established by the publisher. In addition, each author gives a diagnosis of Perd's
problems, a prescription, and a prognosis for the future. In each book are photographs of
the author, a sample of his handwritten text, and excerpts from the book recorded on a
45 rpm record inserted in the cover.

There are eight books in the series, and more are planned, with the possibility of
including famous personalities throughout Latin America.

The manuscripts are sent to Chile for printing and binding, with a hard cover and
holder for the record, and 1,000 numbered copies of the book are published. A set of the
eight books sells for 1600 soles (about $40), and each volume sells for 200 soles (about SO.
The series was published in October of 1966, and by November 500 copies had sold. Because
of the small edition, the price is high, and there is no immediate prospect for publishing
large numbers unless the government purchases such items for schools and school libraries.

Another example of a Mega-Baca project is a three-volume history of Perd (Historia
Antigua del Perd,) by Luis Valarcel. This history took 10 years to prepare, and the author
received constant help and encouragement from the publisher. The set is well illustrated,
beautifully printed and bound, and compares favorably to any major publishing effort of its
kind.

Tr finance printing costs of the Historia, Mega-Baca undertook a pre-publication
advertising campaign and pre-sold 2,700 sets of the 5, 000-copy edition at 1,000 sucres
each (S100,000 total). The set was then printed in Argentina. (Argentinian printers are
willing to offer credit to responsible publishers who are involved in pre-publications sales.
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Within two years of publication, only 500 were left of this edition. Since costs
of reprinting the set would be prohibitive unless continued sales were assured, and it is
unlikely that a new edition will be forthcoming.

A high-quality book such as this should sell on the export market, but the book-
export business is not well de veloped in Pero. Accordingly, the Government and technical
assistance agencies might well provide some attention to this area of activity.

In order to insure sales of heavily invested projects, Mega-Baca is pioneering in
cooperative publishing efforts with publishers in other countries. He is currently working
with a German firm to put out a German edition as well as a Peruvian one of a book on the
Vicukoivilization, which will include a comprehensive exposition of the archaeology of this
2, 200Var-old civilization.

The publication of a 70-to-80-volume series of the 128 cronistas of Per(' has b.:en
underway with American, French, and German publishers for the past 15 years.

Mejra-Baca illustrates that there is publishing competence in Pero. What is
needed is a variety of assistance and support for the book-publishing industry so that great-
er investment in publishing enterprises will be feasible. So that authors, publishers, and
booksellers can be errouraged to undertake risk ventures, and so that both the domestic and
export market can be tapped. Perti has a good location, a stable currency, and the potential
for producing good books cheaply. Per(' should become more and more a center for regional
distribution of books, as well as a producer for its own consumption.

The government must help book publishers to become more aggressive in publishing
enterprises and in book export. For instance, book publishers have special requirements for
credit and loans. Large investments must be made in a publishing enterprise before the book
is ever marketed; and once marketed, income from the sale of the book is often spread over
a long period of time. This is especially so if books are to be exported to other countries.
Accordingly, special kinds of credit must be provided to the publishing industry.

Similarly, agencies designed to assist industrial development must think of publish-
ing as a growth industry worthy of support. For instance, a number of book-related industries
are affiliated with CONACO, the Consejo Nacional de Comerciantes. Affiliated with CONACO
is the Sociedad de Industries (the Society of Industries) which generally does not consi ler
book publishing as an industry worthy of inclusion in its various activities. This situation
should be remedied.

A number of text and general book publishers, have expressed interest in the Danish
and German cooperatives. It has been suggested that ESAN and IPAE mlglt sponsor workshops
or seminars concerning cooperatives as they affect the publishing industry. The Camara del
Libra, made up largely of bookstore owners, distributors, and encyclopedia and reference
book representatives, might be sle,ported in efforts to undertake cooperative ventures.

There is talk of an Andean-Caribbean block --a kind of common market for Latin
America. The Association of Free Trade for Latin America met in mid-November in Montevideo
and included Bolivia, Pent Ecuador, Colombia, and Panama, plus several Caribbean and
Central American countries. Special concerns of the book publishing industry should certainly
be on future agendas of this group.

Book Marketing and Distribution

There are several book and magazine wholesalers in Peril, among them Libreria Arica,
Librerfa Studium, and Distribuidora Inca. Each of these firms has a variety of special inter-
ests, including retail establishments of their own.
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Distribuidora Inca is a sizeable corporation which handles a large foreign and
domestic periodical distribution in the country, using a modified "forced sale* system
similar to that of magazine wholesalers in the United States. Subsidiary companies
include a firm which handles credit sales, 20 book:+ores, a reading club, a company
which" sells overstocks and remainders, a company which handles street vendors, an
investment firm, and an advertising company. It employs about 300, maintains about
30 million soles of inventory (including books in its 20 bookstores), services some 2,000
outlets in Perd (including 300 bookstores).

These outlets are categorized as follows: (1) Those who buy magazines;
(2) Those who buy general books and magazines; and (3) Those who buy textbooks.

Distribuidora Inca is a fine geared to mass sale of popular items, with magazines
being its prime stock in trade. However, it also handles elementary school readers ency-
clopedias, and dictionaries (estimates are that over 50 percent of elementary school texts
are sold through Inca outlets).

On books giving a standard discount of 25 percent, five percent is deducted by
the wholesaler who then gives 20 percent discount to the bookseller. The bookseller sells
at the list price or higher (except in the case of periodicals which are standard price).

Obviously, then, the mechanism exists for the mass distribution and sale of
popular reading material. Very few book appropriate to this mass market are available,
and the system is used for distribution of periodicals and children's readers.

Librerfa Studium and Libretta Arica, on the other hand, handle textbooks, univer-
sity books and other items which are best sold through standard bookstores. As mentioned
earlier,' there are bookstore outlets in every part of the country, though there are problems
in maintaining a good selection.

Interest charges are a deterrent to increased investment in large book inventories
(especially foreign). Interest rates average two percent a month and 20 percent a year
(booksellers and wholesalers are generally not offered the prime rate of 12 plus one).
When the wholesaler must pay cash, he must advance money when ordering. The order may
not be shipped for 30 days, the books may take another 45 days to reach Pent and it may
be another 90 days, even on a popular book, for money to return to the wholesaler. This
means a delay of five or six months, thus adding at least 12 percent interest charges to
the sale price of the book if the money is borrowed.

Established bookstores and distributors such as Studium and Inca have had consid-
erable difficulty working out agreeable relationships with U. S. publishers and wholesalers.
If books were sent on consignment, sales could be multiplied by virtue of the fact that the
books are available to the buyer. An example of this is just such an arrangement between
Studium and Dixson English Series, published by Regents. Two years ago, total sales of
the Dixson Series in Perd amounted to $2, 000. Since then, Dixson has sent books on
consignment, and Stadium has increased sales to $40, OQO. These books now account for
50 percent of the English-language textbOoks used in Perd.

Other United States publishers have had similar experiences. Longman's Green
now sends on consignment with payments due twice a year on books sold. Gregg Division
of McGraw-Hill sends on consignment, and John Wylie Is beginning to adopt this policy.
large importers such as Studium tend to work more and more with individual publishers
end less and less with book export representatives such as Feffer and Simons because of
the more attractive arrangements that can be worked out on series that have good sales
potential. Many foreign, publishers, however, will give no credit whatsoever. This means
that the wholesalers must make sizeable investments many months before he can expect a
return.
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Peruvian book importers have had other problems with U. S. publishers. One of
these has to do with dealings with libraries in Peni. Normally, a book distributor for book-
stores will give a 10 percent discount to libraries. U. S. publishers, on the other hand
will often send directly to a library at 20 to 30 percent discounts. This cuts into Peruvian
sales to libraries to the point where local booksellers often do not make the effort.

A number of U. S. publishers recognize that they need aggressive sales represen-tatives in Pen:. Several have agreed not to sell directly to libraries, but to let booksellers
and wholesalers handle library sales in Peru. We suggest a standardized policy be estab-
lished by the U. S. publishing industry.

A major factor which confuses the book-buying public in Peni is the fact that there
are no set prices on books when they are published. (With rare exceptions, as in the case
of expensive, finely bound reference books and "prestige" editions sold on a subscription
basis, often exclusively through the bookstore owned by the publisher.) Pricing of books
must be standardized to facilitate promotion and advertising, although "fair trade" pricing
would be unwise--if a bookseller wishes to discount, this should be allowed.

Books, when imoorted in quantity and by sea, average about six percent of their
wholesale value in transportation costs. Internal distribution costs outside Lima average
around seven percent of wholesale value since air distribution is necessary because of the
unreliability of ground transportation. (Foreign periodicals are often imported by air at a
cost of 40 percent of wholesale cost). A study of the problems of internal postal transporta-
tion of books, is indicated looking for ways in which the Government can facilitate and
assure safe book transportation.

Newspapers offer a 15 percent discount on book advertising, and airline companies
provide a SO percent freight discount on we export of books. As mentioned, earlier, possible
government incentives in the form of export subsidies should be a subject for future study and
implementation.

Great interest was expressed among Peruvian entrepreneurs in the book industry
concerning possible joint ventures with U. S. publishers. The survey team feels that such
ventures would be of inestimable value. U. S. editors and editorial staffs would come to
work with Peruvian publishers and U. S. Companies would invest with Peruvians In new kinds
of publishing activity.

The U. S. government, now offers certain investment guarantees for those investing
in joint ventures. Convertability of profits and loss through war risk and civil insurrection
can now be covered at one-fourth of onb percent per annum for each kind of coverage.
Insurance against expropriation will probably be offered in the future, and it is highly recom-
mended that the fourth kind of coverage against all other contingencies be offered.
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TABLE XKVIII

PRINTING ESTABLISHMENTS WHICH HAVE A CONNECTION WITH THE GOVERNMENTil

Name and Address Equipment Management

Ministry of Education 1 Linotype, not in use poor
Printing Plant
Ministry of Education

1 Heidelberg cylinder
letterpress, not in use

demoralized staff

Building 4 multiliths, 2 not in use
A. Mariategui O., Dir. 1 folder, 1 cutter

1 stitcher, 1 Robertson
camera not in use

offset preparation equipment

(r) Escuela Nacional de Artes poor old school just
-4 (Micas, Abraham

Villanueva Ortega, Dir.
beginning courses in
typesetting, linotype
and letterpress printing.

Gov't., employers and
union (5, 000 members)
sponsoring 60 students.

Printing Plant in Institute
Pedag6gico, Salesianos
High School, Avenida Brasil
Lima, Perti

.1II1.

_af

No tuition. Day/night class.

I multilith, 1 camera
1 varitypes

UNICEF planned expansion
of $250,000

Customers, Capacity, Production

to be trained,
committee for prep. of

materials for normal schools
Dr. M. Martha Pajuelo
Dr. Francisco Amado, I. P. N.
Dra. M. Bustamante, I.P. N.
Dr. Jose Zaragasa, UNESCO

also UNICEF representative

Evaluation by the Printing Production Consultant on the Survey Team

general small printing
few if any books
poor work
"This plant is shocking. "

serve needs of normal
schools

continued on next page)
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TABLE MCVIII (Cont. )

Name and Address Equipment Management Customers, Capacity, Production

Ministry of Hacienda
Printing Plant, Basement

of Ministry of Hacienda
Lima, Perd

El Peruano (newspaper)
Lima, Perd
Ernesto A. Benavente

Serrano, Director General

Leoncio Prado, Printing Plant
of Colegio Militar

General Juan Mendoza

hand type, I new Ludlow
3 Elektron Linotypes

(modern)
3 intertypes, 12 medium and

small letterpresses
4 new medium cylinder presses,
3 ruling machines,
2 sheet folders,
3 trimmers, 2 stitchers,
1 Smyth sewing machine

(new automatic)

hand type, I Nicoll
(Italian Ludlow), 8 Unotypes
stereo department
I new highspeed rotary
sheetfed letterpress -

2 lod small sheetfed cylinder
letterpresses

hand type, 6 Unotypes
electrotypes, stereaypes,
cameras, 4/color separation

for photoengraving, large
sheetfed cylinder

letter-press and offset presses
1/2 color web offset Press
2 folding machines, stitcher
I automatic book trimmer
patent binder (on order)

very good

very good

very good, efficient

serving all 12 ministries "this is
a fine plant; can produce many
books.

official newspaper of the country
with circulation of 15,000--24
page daily. Plant could produce
many books.

Plant occupied 2-4 hours per day.

large list of textbooks
capable of more work

(Continued on next page)



TABLE xxvin (Cont. )

Name and Address Equipment Management Customers, Capacity, Production

IBERIA, Industrial Offset,
S.A. , Manuel Tellerfa

full camera, art, preparation
Offset: 4/color-1

capable, progressive
contacts and operations in

1. needs of Donofrio Ice Cream
and Candy Company -- advertising

1842, Lima Roland 88 x 126 cm Madrid. Mufoz de Inca and commercial and calendars
Sr. Rata Denegri L., 2/color-1 Roland 88 x 126 cm does distribution for their for parent company and for
Director, Confiterfa 1/color-2 Crabtree own publications . general trade.

'Donofrio, ownership 65 x 88 cm. 1/color 3 medium 2. Books for Elementary and High
Roland. Letterpress: 3 medium
Heidelberg. 3/flatsheet

folders and 1 automatic
gatherer, stitching, punching,
padding (calendar) 1 Roto-

School for general trade and
own (Iberia) publishing.

3. Contacts in Spain for editorial,
art and preparation.

binder and 1/3 knife trimmer,
2 guillotine trimmers, bronzing

and plastic cover forming
equipment. At present no
Smyth sewing

Andean Airmail and Peruvian 2 linotypes, 1 Ludlow good quality Times--6, 000 copies
Times, P. O. Box 531 Photo-engraving Starting to translate and Airmail - -5, 000 copies
(Carabaya 928) Letterpress and offset publish with Herbert Moll both in English, some books and

Lima, Pera presses (Heidelbergs) of ABC commercial work now being
Mr. C. N. Griffis, Publisher
Donald I. Griffis, Manager

Folding, etc. for 2 small
newspapers, planned expan-
sion to book publishing in

done.

1967. Former German partner
studying equipment needs.

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE xxvm (Cont.)

Name and Address..1 Equipment Management Customers, Capacity, Production

El Escritorio S.A. ,
Pomabamba 774, Lima
Oscar A. Torres V.

(retired Father was Min.
of War - 1945 and Education
1946)

Hdctor Rozas Luna, prop.
jir6n Canete 323
Lima, Perd

Cromox Ink Co.,
Avenida Colonial 1450
Lima, Perd
Braulio Quevedo and
Sr. Fiasco--Engineer

Expreso. Ica 646, Lima
Manuel Ulloa

Offset: 2/color-1/94 x 65 cm
1/72 x 54 cm

1/color-2/84 x 57 cm
2/45 x 35 cm

Letterpress:
1/color-1/80 x 54 cm

2/52 x 36 cm
4 small Job presses

hand composition
1 linotype (on order
4 medium Heidelberg

platten presses-letterpress
1 medium Heidelberg

cylinder press 56 x 77 cm
1 medium Heidelberg

cylinder Press 25"x 38"cm
(on order)

hand binding--perfect
binder (on order)

ink mixing and packaging
agents for Sinclair and

Valentine Ink Manufacturing Co.
611 W. 129 St., N.Y.C.

full newspaper plant
including 4 color,

2 editions daily. 130,000
circulation, 250; 000 on Sunday
Children's magazine, Thursc ay.
educational in 4 colors.

seem competent, financial
difficulty rumored no
opportunity to verify

progressive
related to Rozas in Cuzco

progressive and alert

Sears, Roebuck, International
Petroleum, all large banks,
some school annuals, 0. g.
Revista de Villa Marla, some

local magazines. Specialists in
publishirig, color work, catalogs,
ruled books, notebooks, folding
boxes. Now using only 50%
capacity.

general commercial-now entering
book field

own newspapers, full capacity
in use

(Continued on next page)
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Name and Address

Industrial Grifica, S.A.
Chavin 45, Lima
Francisco Campodonica
Director

0

Grafica "modelo ",
Arequipa 517,
Huancayo, Perri
Miguel A, Peralta Raez

imprenta Amauta
Plateros 383
Sr. Daniel Vargas Dfaz,
Proprietor

LallifiadafikaRgiadariMsr ' " .4iatdkadb:ankoecwa.,

Equipment

'ABLE XXVIII (Cont.)

presently expanding
4 linotype, 1 Elektron

with tape (on order)
up to date offset for color and

black and white
Offset: 2-s/color 58 x 7f. cm
1 Web (on order)
1 Perfecting Offset 25 x :t8
1 color, 1 Duplex Rotary
Letterpress, 1 color
5 small job presses
2 large letterpress shoe tfeds
1 Smyth sewing machine
2 folders, 2 trimmers
1 Rosbach stitcher
1 Collater (5 stations)

band type, 2 Heidelberg
letterpresses (9 x 12, 12 x 18)
1 Kluge platten letterpress
I Photoengraving and offset

camera (Klimsh), 1. Davidson
40 x 44 cm (on order- offset)

I cutter, 1 stitche':, 1 drill press
(no binder), 3 ruling machines,

Now setting up ar. offset deparbnent

hand type, 1 Ludiow
4 platten letterpress
2 Heidelbergs, 1 stitcher
1 ruling machine, 1 miter

Management

progressive, well educated
well financed

good, progressive, expansion
underway, capable of book
production in 6 months

good

Customers, Capacity, Production

local magazines, book publishers
commercial customers

general small town printing

good commercial, could do books

(Continued on next page)
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Name and Address

Garcilazo, Imprentas
Avenida Ayacucho, Cuzco

U. N. Inst. Nacional de
Formaci6n de Instructores

Avenida Arequipa 520
Huancayo
Ulises

El Sol Newspaper
Cuzco, Peril

MII
TABLE 300/111 (Cont.)

Equipment Management Customers, Capacity, Production

hand type, 1 linotype
5 platten letterpresses
1 Nevi (Italian) sheetfed

cylinder press 14 x 18,
1 stitcher, cutter
multilith, ruler

good small print shop
1 Rex Rotary, mimeograph
1 ditto machine,
1 A.B . Dick Offset and

Preparation equipment.
UN school for training craft

teachers in mechanics,
welding, carpentry, wood
carving, electricity,
automotive, diesel, ceramics,
weaving, jewelry making, etc.

2 linotypes, hand type
1 sheetfed letterpress

(8 pages tabloid)
photoengraving shop (poor but

functional) stereo shop (poor
but functional)

camera and dark room (poor but
functional)

DIDILAAVSIVIalan4 aMellai:1144.., 44,1
9.4 .

good ownership-Lottery of
Asociaci6n Beneficiencia

general commercial printing
lottery tickets, some books
(University, etc.)

A well run school with a fine could train printers and
director make books

poor but hard working, complete daily newspaper (communist)
though impoverished plant plant used only 2-4 hours
circulation 3,000/day per day productively

(Continued on next page)



TABLE XXVIII (Cont. )

Name and Address Equipment Management

MIIIMI.I.OD

Customers, Capacity, Production

El Comercio, Cuzco
Sr. Lomellini

Imprenta Castillo, Cuzco.

- I. P. S.A. , P. Nuevo 208
ca Cuzco, Peril

Imprenta Mercantil
Plazoleta Silvac 156
Cuzco, Pert

La Voz del Huancayo
Huancayo, Pert

Hand type 2 linotypes
photoengraving and stereo
3 sheetfed cylinder presses

letterpress (8 pages)
1 Rotary (on order)
1/2 color Heidelberg (on order)

1 C & P platten press
(10 x 15 band type)

1 small cutter,
very small plant

hand type, 6 platten letterpresses
1 cutter
1 Heidelberg, 1 ruling machine
1 stitcher

hand type, 1 Davidson
3 small platten letterpresses

1 sheetfed newspaper
cylinder press, letterpress
(8 x 2 per sheet),

3 Chandler & Price Platten press
1 linotype
1 guillotine trimmer
hand type, silk screen equipment

(posters)

good

poor

fair

daily newspaper, 5,000 circula-
tion, could print books, plant
use only 6-8 hours per day

could print lesson plans,
teaching aids, etc., no books

general commercial work,
could do small books

general commercial printing
could do books

small daily newspaper
plant utilized 4-5 hours/day

(Continued on next page)



TABLE 50CVIII (Cont.)

tYY
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Equipment Management Customers, Capacity, Production

imprenta Santa Rosa
Jir 6n Puno 202
Huancayo, Perd

Imprenta Rozas, Recuay 325
Lima, Null
Sra. Consuelo Ponce de Rozas

(widow of owner)

San Marcos University Press
Restauraci6n 317 Stem
Lima, Perd
Alberto Taut* del Pino
Director

Pinturas Titans S.A.
Brena Pomabamba 702
Lima, Perd
Sr. Augusto Mulanovick

hand type, offset
1 Davidson 44 x 45 cm
I color letterpress
I Heidelberg - 12 x 18
I color, 1 Gordon
6 x 9 - I color platten press
1 Niebob 12 x 18
1 color platten press
I pen ruling machine
1 stitcher, I cutter, no camera

hand type, 1 linotype
4 medium platten presses
letterpress, 1 medium cylinder

press, 1 guillotine cutter
I wire stitcher

hand type, 3 linotype
4 medium size letterpresses

flatbed cylinder presses
2 C & P platten presses
1 sheet folder, I guillotine cutter
1 wire stitcher,
I Smyth sewing machine, hand,
backing, case making and casing in

Ink manufacturers
NO TIME TO VISIT

fair

poor

old fashioned

recommended by:
Sr. Able Labarthe
Society of Industries
Los Laureles 365
San Isidro, Lima, Perd

general small town commercial
work. Capable of simple book,

one done as a beginning reader
"Quiero leers. Out of stock

general small commercial
capacity not realized due to death

of owner

San Marcos University-books and
pamphlets, capacity not fully
realized

1



APPENDIX A

LIST OF CONTACTS VISITED

Carlos Clabo Abro Rivera, Director
National College of Our Lady of Guadalupe
Lima

Santiago Agurto Ca Id°, Director
National Engineering University
Lima

Antonio Alvay Alva, Chief
Center of Documentation and Pedagogic

Information
Ministry of Education
Un%d

Francisco Amado, Director
Mans' Pedagogical Institute
Avenida Mexico
Lima

Eugene Baird, Director
Peace Corps
Edificio Kennedy, Sth Floor
Repdblica de Chile 29S
Lima

Estella Barandiaran K.
Director of Programs
Channel 7
Ministry of Education
Lima

Fred Barcroft
Cultural Affairs Officer
USIS
American Embassy
Lima

Gustavo Battik
Director of Secondary Education
Ministry of Education
Lima

Jorge Basadre
Avenida Orrantia 798
Lima
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Juan Basso
Director of Promotion
Institute of Industrial Promotion
Plaza Castel feta
Lima

Antonieta Bay 6n, Director
Callao Municipal Library
Esquina Callas Teatro y tol6n
Lima

Rodolfo Beek, President
Peruvian Management Association UPAE)
Camino Real Ill, Office 205
Lima

Marion Belaunde, Director
Public Information
National Planning Institute
Lima

Pedro Beltrin, Director
La Prensa
Jir6n de la Uni6n 74S
Lima

Ernesto Benavente Serrano
El Peruano
Jir6n Quilca 556
Lima

Armando Benftez 0.
Sales Manager
Department of Text s and Childrens

Books
Distribuidora Inca, S. A.
Lima

William Bentzer, Director
Agency for International Development
Avenida Espalla 386
Lima
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Adalberto Bed6n, Manager
Peruvian Management Association (IPAE)
Camino Real 111
Lima

Dante Brambilas
National Planning Institute
Lima

Jorge Bravo
Dean of Social Studies
National Agricultural University
La Molina

Harness Buccio
National Corporation of Merchants (CONACO)
Avenida Abancay 210
Lima

Ilda CSceres
Library, British Cultural Institute
Camarig 787
Lima

Dina Caldart
Center of Documentation and

Pedagogic Information
Ministry of Education
Lima

Francisco Campod6nico, Manager
Industrial Grdfica
Chavfn 45
Lima

Adolfo Canitrot
United Nations Advisor
Industry Section
National Planning Institute
Lima

Andr6s Carbon% Manager
Librerfa Studium
Head, Crddito Editorial Ayza, S.A.
Head, Distribuidora de Librob del

Pacffico, S. A.
Apartado 2139
Lima

Amalia Cavero, Director
Library
National Agricultural University
La Molina
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Carlos Crao Femandini
(Minister as of November, 1967)
Ministry of Education, Ilth floor

Rolitndo Chac6n Olivo
Asaistant Director
Educational Planning Board
Ministry of Education, 10th floor
Lima

Humberto Damonte Lorrain
Editora Moncloa
Lima

Juan Daniel de Aguilar V. , Head
Primary Education Curriculum Committee
Textbook Authorization Committee
Ministry of Education
Lima

Aida de Mat, Director
National Library
Avenida Abancay
Lima

Ruth de Barnet, Assistant Director
Library
National Agricultural University
La Molina

Javier de Izcue
Banco Popular
Huallaga 3e0
Lima

Radl Denegri, Manager
Iberia
Manuel Tellerfa 1842'
Lima

Edward Dew
Peace Corps
Moncayo

Emilio Donofrio, President
Asociaci6n Grifica Uni6n Imprentas
Carabaya 945
Lima

Rosa Dorca de la Quintant, Director
Channel 7
Ministry of Education
Lima
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Robert Dotson, Director
Bi-National Cultural Center
Cuzco

Carlos d'Ugard, Regional Director
Andean Acti on of the United Nations

and Specialized Organizations

Jerry Elder
Summer Linguistic Institute
Ministry of Education
Lima

M. Espinosa
Administrator of the Printing Plant
University Press
National University of San Marcos
Lima

Carlos Favala R., President
Directorio Sanmarti y Cfa., S. A.
Lima

George Fields, Head
Teachers' College Advisory Group
Ministry of Education

-Lima

Donald Finberg
Assistant Director d Planning
Agency for International Development
Avenida Zapata 386
Loma

Peter Fraenkel, Representative
Ford Foundation
Ediacio Pacifico Washington, 3rd Floor
Plaza Washington 125
Lima

Rodrigo Franco, Manager
Libre& Internacional
Union 879
Lima

Rena Gachot
United Nations
Ediftoio Pacffico Washington, 2nd Floor
Plaza Washington, 125
Lima

Carlos Garai, Acting Head
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural

Sciences, Andean Zone
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Percy Gibson
Secretary General
National Library
Avenida Abancay
Lima

Sydney R. Grant
Associate Director
Teachers` College Advisory Group
Ministry of Education
Lima

George Greco
Assistant Director d Operations
Agency for International Development
Avenida Espaiia 386
Lima

Donald Griffiths, Manager
Andean Air-Mail Peruvian Times
Carabaya 928
Lima

Frank Griffiths, Chairman
(Ex Minister of Labor)

National Council for Community
Development

Lima

Robert Hemingway, Director
United Nations
Kilametro 4.4, Antig0a carretera a

Ancan
Lima

Alfredo Hohagen
Ocotia 160, 6th Floor
Lima

Fred Huff
Civic Action Advisor
Ag ency for International Development
Avenida Espana 386
Lima

Reinaldo Huldisch Wagner, Director
Editorial Ayacucho, S. A.
Lima

Pedro jarque de Leiva, Assistant
Manager

Peruvian University Society, S. A.,
Lima
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Amileor Jil Parreja
Executive Secretary
National Council for Community Development
Ministry of Labor
Lima

Peter Kan, Director
Training Institute
International Development Foundation
Coronel Inc lfin 766
Lima

Wenceslao La Casa
Secretary General
Federaci6n Gr Mica
Chola 774
Lima

Alfredo W. Ladereche, Manager
Central Peruana de Publicaciones, S.
Lima

Abel Lavarte, Manager
Industrial Society
Los Laureles 365
San Isidro

Fernando Le6n de Vivero
Avenida Santa Marla 120
Miraflores

George Lindahl
Industrial Development Advisor
Agency for International Development
Avenida Espana 386
Lima

Robert L6pez
Civic Action Advisor
Agency for International Development
Avenida Espana 386
Lima

'Ada Lopez Herz, Director
Center of Tele-Education
Channel 7
Ministry of Education
Lirna

Enrique Lulli. Publisher
Lima
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Nelly Madcee de Muriel, Director
Library School
National Library
Avenida Abancay
Lima

Luisa Manrique de Cuadros, Director
Medical Library
San Marcos University
Grau 755
Lima

A. Mariategui y Oliver, President
Asociaci6n de Editores de Textos

Escolares Peruanos
Lima

Rev. Felipe McGregor, Rector
Catholic University

A. Camand 549
Lima
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Juan Mejfa Baca, Director
Libreda Mejfa Baca
Azangaro 722
Lima

Justin Melgar
Peace Corps
Ediflcio Kennedy, 5th floor
Repdblica de Chile 295
Lima

Juan Mendoza Rodriguez
Ex-Minister of Education
2 de mayo 602
Lima

Robert Meyers
Deputy Book Officer
USIS
American Embassy
Lima

Francisco Mir6 Quesada
Ex-Minister of Education
Avenida Monterrico 200
Chacarilla del Estanque
Lima

Alejandro Mir6 Quesada
El Comercio
Lima



Herbert Moll, Manager
ABC Bookstores
Avenida Corpac 282
San Isidro

Jose Munoz R., Director
Distribuidora Inca, S. A,
Apartado 3115
Lima

"Pat" Murphy
Teachers' College Advisory Group
Ministry of Education
Lima

Felix Navarro Grau
Mir6 Quesada 376, 6th floor
Lima

Enrique Novak, Director
Banco de Credit°
Huallaga 320
Lima

Nicol Ss Ojeda Rem, Manager
Librerfa "La Universidad* Editorial
Lima

Olivia Ojera de Per 6n
rondo San Martin
Avenida Abancay
Lima

Enrique Olivares
Agricultural Investigation and Promotion

Service
Ministry of Labor, 10th floor
Lima

jos6 Orihuela
Division of Programming and Evaluation
National Council for Community Development
Lima

Dora Martha Pajuelo, Director
Teacher Education
Ministry of Education
Lima

Jose Palomino
Planning Institute
Avenida Uruguay 163, 1st floor
Lima
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Eli Paredes C. , Dir for
Escuela Politecnica
Cuzco, Pert

Benjamin Patifio
Community Director
Ministry of Labor, 4th floor
Lima

Rolland G. Pau lston
Teachers* College Advisory Group
Ministry of Education
Lima

Eliseo Perez Dfaz
Teachers' College Advidory Group
Ministry of Education
Lima

Carlos Pestaria
Planning Institute
Avenida Uruguay 163, 1st floor
Lima

George Phillips
Industrial Development Advisor
Agency for International Development
Avenida Espatla 386
Lima

Gustavo Pons Muzzo
Textbook Author, Publisher
Lima

Jackie Portal
Local Book Office
USIS
American Embassy
Lima

Jose Portugal C.
Acting Director
Primary Education
Ministry of Education
Lima

Cap Powers
Grace House
Edificio del Banco Comercial, 8th floor
Lampa 920
Lima

Pedro Pulgar Vidal
Banco Industriel, 7th floor
Plaza CastaReta, Lima



Braulio Quevedo
Cromox Peruana, S. A,
Avenida Colonial 14.73
Lima

Gerardo Ramos
Director of the Academic Divisions
National Engineering University
Lima

Maurice Reis
Peace Corps Volunteer
Lima

Miguel A. Roberts T., Director
Ediar Editors, S. A.
Carabaya 616
Lima

Enrique F. Rocha A.
Jefe de Inetructoree y Labor Docents
Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje y

Trabajo Industrial (SENATI)
Lima

Pedro Rojas Ponce
Division of Recreation and Culture
Tourism Corporation of Peril

Fernando Romero
Director
Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje y

Trabajo Industrial (SENATI)
Kil6metro 7, Antigtla Carretera a Anc6n
Lima

Guillermo Roses L., Rector
National Science College
Cuzco'

Samuel Rudoy, Manager
Libretta "El Ataneo" Editorial
Lima

Luis Alberto Sanchez, Rector
San Marcos University
Edificio Kennedy, 6th floor
Avenida Arenales 295
Lima

Mauricio San Martfn
Executive Secretary, Inter-University Council
Pablo Bermddez 274, 10th floor
Lima
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Jose Zaragosa
UNESCO Technical Assistance Mission
Ministry of Education, let floor
Lima

Sterling Sessions, Dean
School of Business Administration (ESAN)
Avenida Santo Toribio 210
San Isidro

Mathew Shipman, Sales Manager
Libretto Internacional de Pent S.A.
Carmen Checa de Silva
rondo San Martrn, Avenida Abancay
Lima

Luciano Silva
Industrial Sector
Ministry of Development
Lima

Conrad Sponholtz, Director
Peruvian-North American Cultural

Institute (Bi-National Center)
Aron Cuzco 446
Lima

Luis Guillermo Talavera T.
Professor and Author of Texts
Lima

Alberto Tauro del Pino
Director, University Press
San Marcos National University
Lima

Oscar Tones, Manager
El Escritorio, S. A.
Pomabamba 774, Chacra Colorada
Lima

E. Dean Turley, Executive Officer
Agency of International Develop.aent
Avenida Espana 386
Lima

Manuel Ulloa, Director
Expreso
Aran Ica 646
Lima

Robert Vance
Summer Institute of Linguistics
Ministry of Education
Lima
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M. Veland General Manager
Foreign Department
Banco Popular
Lima

Carlos Vidal6n Gandolini, Rector
National Agricultural University
La Molina

Carmen Villanueva, Director
Library, National Catholic University
Camana 459
Lima

Carlos Vinatea Cantuarias
Assistant Manager
Empresa Grfifica Sanmartf, S. A.
Lima

Pablo Willstatter, Director
Institute of Educational Development
Avenida Arena les 371
Lima
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APPENDIX

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES. AND BROADCAST SOURCES. PIRU_

Newspapers_and Periodical! (Lima)

Daily Newspapers (Spanish)

El Comercio Morning
El Comercio Grind) (tabloid) Afternoon
La Prensa Morning
La TribunrA Morning
Expreso (tabloid) Morning
Extra (tabloid) Afternoon
La Cr6nica Primera (tabloid) Morning
La Cr6nica Tercere (tabloid) Evening
Ultima Hora (tabloid) Noon
Correo Morning

Daily Newspapers (Chinese)

Man Siting Po
La Voz de la Colonia China
Diarto Comercial Chino (monthly)

Daily Newspaper (Japanese)

Pad Shimpo

Periodicals

20 de Agosto (Callao)
Nosotros
Buen Humor
El Mercurio
Nueva Acci6n Peruana
La Voz del Chofer
Cooperativista
Federa clan
Incendio

Provincial Dally Newspapers

81-monthly
Weekly
Weekly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Arequipa - Noticias Morning
El Pueblo Morning
Correo Morning

Cuzco - El Comercio Morning
El Sol Morning

Canete - La Voz del Pueblo Morning

Cerro de
Pasco - La Antorcha Morning
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Chancay - La Voz de Chancay Occasional

Chiclayo - El Tiempo Morning
La Industria Morning
El Pars Morning
La Raz& Monthly
El Horizonte (Monseftl) Occasionally

Chimbote - Ei Santo
El Faro

Chincha - La Voz de Chincha

Huacho - El Imparcial
La Verdad

Huancayo - La Voz de Huancayo
Correo

Evening
Morning

Morning
Morning

HuSnuco - Actualidad Morning

Ica - La Voz de Ica
La Opinion

Iquitos - El Oriente
El Eco

Evening
Morning

Morning
Evening

jauja - El Porvenir Morning

La Oroya - La Opinion Popular Morning

Nazca - Noticias Morning

Pacasmayo - La Union Evening

Pisco - La Reforma
Independencia

Pluto - La Industria
El Tiempo
Correo

Morning
Morning

Morning
Morning
Morning

Puno - Los Andes Evening
Noticias de Puno (edited In Arequipa)

Tacna - La Voz de Tacna :,Morning
SlIr Morning

Tarma - La Voz de Tarma Morning

Trujillo - La Nacion
La Industria
El Liberal
El Norte

Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
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Magazines and Reviews (With approximate circulation)

Social
Caretas 24 times yearly
El Mundo 12 times yearly
Gente 12 times yearly
Huerequeque (Chiclayo)
Mundo Diplomfitico y Social
Orieuttil 12 times yearly

Cultural
Culture Peruana 6 times yearly

Agricultural
Almanaque Agropecuario Annual
La Montana de Oxapampa Monthly
El Agropecuario S times yearly
Mensajero Agrfcola Monthly
Perd Agron6mica Quarterly
Seleccion Agropecuaria 2 times yearly
La Vida Agrfcola Monthly
Chacra 6 times yearly

Engineering and Construction
Boletfn de la Sociedad de Ingenieros

del Perd Qua -:arly
Ingenierfa Civil Bi-monthly
Construcci6n e Industrie Monthly
El Arguitecto Peruano 7 times yearly
Ingenierfa Peruana Bi-monthly

Industriales
El Directorio Fabril Bi -month ly
Industrie Peruena Bi-monthly
Fed. Textil Bi -month ly
Perd Textil Bi-monthly

Banco y Comercio
AsociaciOn Cfimara de Comercio Monthly
Boletfn Cgmera de Comercio de Lima Monthly
Federacion de Empleados Bancarios Monthly
Boletfn Peruano de Importaciones Daily
Comercial del Perd
Comercio Monthly
El Bancarlo Bi-monthly
Gufa Vernal del Perd Bi-monthly
Inversiones Bi-monthly
Panora ::A Portuario Bi-monthly
Presente Bi-monthly
Ritmo Monthly
Sfntesis Seminal Weekly
Ventas Monthly
Ejecutivo de Ventas Monthly

(Rev. de A. D. J.)

Religious
Avanzada S times yearly
Misiones Dominicas Bi-mont;111
Perd 'oven S limes a month
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K Fishing. Cattle
!
b Pesca Monthly
f Vethrinaria y Zoot6cnica Quarterly
! Vlda Ganadera
I Mundo Pesquero Si-monthly
[ Perd Pesquero

Police
Revista de la Guardia Civil 131-monthly
Revista de la Policfa Tecnica Monthly
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Tourism, Automobiles
Federaci6n de Ch6feres del Pell Monthly
El Autom6vil Monthly
Su Manual de Manejo
Transportes Peruanos Monthly
Turismo Latinoamericano Si-monthly

(in Spanish and English)
Viajes Fortnightly
La Voz del Ch6fer Si-monthly
El Cooperativista Si-monthly

Medicine
Cirugfa Si-monthly
Academia Peruana de Medicina Si-monthly
Cirugfa Oral Quarterly
Cr6nica Modica Monthly
Hospital del Milo Quarterly
La Reforma Modica Si-monthly
Revista MOdica Peruana 6 times yearly
Sanidad de Policia Bi-monealy
Tribuna Modica Monthly

Institutional
Club Andinieta Cordillera Blanca Annual
Club de Leones Quarterly
Directory of English
Residents
Revista Italian Weekly
Pell Centro
Rotary Club
Revista Municipal del Rimac
Revista "Brefla" Webs City Hall)
Revista Peruana de Andinismo

Aeronautics
Aviaci6n
Forjando Alas (Las Palmas)

Hi-yearly

Quarterly
Annual

Naval
Revista de la Marina Si-monthly
Revista Orlo (Naval Academy) Annual

Economics
Actualtiad Econdmica Monthly
El Contador Pdblico Quarterly
Guilin Monthly
Mundo Economic° 5 times a month
Perfil Economic° Monthly
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Military
Actualidad Minter

Mining
Sociedad Nacional de Mineda y Petr6leo
Universidad National de Ingenieda
Minerfa
Anuario de Minerfa
Bo leen de la Sociedad Nacional de Mineda

Technical
Asociaci6n Electro-tecnica Peruana
Radio Nacional
Ia Voz del Telegrafo

Women
Gladys
Hagar Moderno
tntima

Teaching
Educaci6n y Cultura
Noticias Escolares
Selecciones Escolares
Vida Universitaria

Racing
C6mo Ganarse k Polk
Estudie su Polk
Hip6dromo

Informational
Lea
Minerva
Peruvian Times
Peruanishe Post (German;
Tele-Revista
113-Gufa

Expreso
yea
Cine Programa

Political
Vanguardia

Television

Lima
Television Channel 13
Television Channel 9
Television Channel 4
Television Channel 2
Television Channel 7
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Monthly

Monthly
Bi- monthly
Annual
Bi-monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

5 times a month
5 times a month

Weekly
Weekly
Quarterly

Weekly
Weekly
Monthly
Weekly
Weekly

Weakly

Panamericana
El Sol
Amrica
Te led6s
Government Station, non

commercial
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Provincial

Plum
Chic layo

Trujillo

Chimbote
Cuzco
Tacna
Huancayo
Arequipa

Number of television receivers (estimates)

Lima
Provinces

Radio Stations (Stations have names,

Lima
Arnitica
Malaya
Agriculture
Cien (FM)
Continente

Central
Callao
Culture S.A. (La Punta)
Expreso
El Sol
Excelsior
Inca
La Cr 6nica
Libertad
La Voz de Oriente

Channel 9
Channel 4
Channel 7
Channel 6
Channel 9
Channel 4
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 6
Channel 2

not call letters)

150,000
31, 000

Lima
Lux
Miraflores
Mundial
Nacicnal (Goverr.nent station,

non-commercial)
Onda Popular
Once Sesenta (1160)
Panamericana
Pacffico
Sudamericana de Lima
Reloj
Selecta
Santa Rosa
Victoria
Uni6n

Sound trucks operate at "La Herradura" Beach (Jorge Pel6ez Riola) and
"Ventanilla" beach (Producciones Marinas S. A.); also at the markets of
"Limoncillo" and "Baratillo" (Publicidad Guerrero). There are also operations in
the districts of San Martin de Porras (Publicidad Jos -Vic) and San Antonio.

Number of Radio Receivers (estimated):

Out of 360, 000 homes 92 percent have radio receivers, which means
332,000 receivers in Lima.

Only 140,000 homes were counted in the provinces, out of which eight
percent had at Utast one radio receiver.
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In 1960, Sidney Ross requested Radio San Crist6bal to make an estimate that
reached 650,000 radio receivers in all the nation.

A conservative 10 percent annual increase would represent 950,000 radio
receivers for the nation.

Provincial Radio Stations

TUMHES La Voz de la Frontera
Tumbes
Nacional (non- commercial)

Source! Marketina Guide to Peril U. S. AID (Lima), December 1965,
pp. 159-162.
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APPENDIX C

A LIST OF PUBLISHERS, DISTRIBUTORS, BOOKSTORES AND PRINTERS

Central Peruana de Publicaciones. S. At

Avenida Bolivia 154
Castile Postal: 4978
Tel. 79495
Cables: "Centralperu"
Gerentes Alfredo Laberese

Ediar Editores. S. A.

Carabaya 616, Oficina 15
Tel. 74902
Gerente: Miguel Angel Roberts

Editorial Amazonas, S. At

Avenida 28 de Julio 539
Casilla Postal 3192
Tel. 42376
Gerente: Marco Polo junco

Editorial Ausonia Talleres

Francisco Lazo 1722, Lince
Tel. 25037
Gerente: Alejandro Urban:

Editorial F. T.

Rive Agaero 391
Casilla Postal 2266
Tel. 80080

J4brerfa y Distribuidora Nacionat

Puilo 404
Tel. 70672
Propietario: Mauro Perez B.

11.9

Editorial S
(Printers and bookstore)

Avenida Sol 380
Casilla Postal: 1

Tel. 2C30
Cables: "Edirozes"
Gerentes: Gustavo Rozas L.

Hector Rozas L.
Cuzcq Pere

Editorial Losado Peruana

S. C. R.
Camane 782, Casilla Postal 472
Tel. 79217
Cables: "Edilosada"
Gerente: Jorge I. Blllorou

Field EdicioneiLlUst

Bolivar 374 A, San Miguel
Casilla Postal 126
Gerentes Federico Field Storace
Tel. 48321

brerfa Interne del Pent_ S A

Uni6n 879
Casilla Postal 1417
Tel. 77897 - 79310
Cables: "Libinter"
Gerente: Rodrigo Franco

brerle S. A.

Camane 939
Casilla Postal 2139
Tel. 35993
Cables: "Studium"
Gerente: Andres Carbone



$elecci6n Contable. S. A.

Pachitea 137
Casilla Postal 2487
Tel. 84690
Gerente: Esther Knell

Agenda Imkortadora y Distribuidora "Ideal"

Zepita 369
Casilla Postal 330
Tel. 91743
Gerente: Guillermo Solis G.
Callao

Almacenes Santa Cecilia

Arequipa 737
Tel. 3596 - 2357
Gerente: Jorge Canasco F.
Piura, Pe1

Distribuidora Bendej

Puno 431 - 435
Tel. 71145
Gerente: Moises Bendez1

Distribuidora Bendezd

Puno 327
Propietario: Fabio Bendezd

Iberia. S. A. (Printers and publishers)

Manuel Tellerfa 1042
Tel. 41609
Gerente: Reel Denegri

Distribuidora Inca. S. A.

Emilio Althaus 470, Lince
Casilla Postal 3115
Tel. 29302
Cables: "Dinsaw
Gerente: Jose Muiloz R,
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Librerfa e Imprenta Ferreira Naos,

San Martin 149 - 153
Tel. 2181
Gerente: Alcides Ferreira
Pisco (Ica), Pere

Libre -t note Liza Francis

Coign 221
Casilla Postal: 282
Tel. 91688 - 91355
Cables: "Liza"
Gerente: Hugo Liza Francis

I_ ibrer

Jir6n Azingaro 722
Tel. 740 67
Gerente: Juan Mejfa Baca

I4brerfa e Imprenta Salesians

Avenida Brasil 218
Tel. 39225
Gerente: Padre Alejandro

jibrerfa Sanyartfn

Mire Quesada 266
Tel. 70883
Gerente: Max Alfaro

Editorial Ufa

Avenida Arica 601
Tel. 44134
Gerente: Brother Hector Velarde

(La Salle Sc) ool)

Editorial teoncio Prado (Colegio
Malted

La Perla, Callao
Tel. 91539
Gerente: Abelardo Le6n de la Puente



Im rentAAsuauts

Chota 969
Tel. 45086
Gerente: Sifrido Martategui

Imcrenta El Condor

Pomabamba 770
Tel. 31576
Gerente: Hdctor Montoya

Imarenta Minerva

G. Prada 536
Tel. 56274
Gerente: Rafael Castro

Industrial Grdfica

Chavfn 45
Tel. 47721
Gerente: Sr. Campod6nico
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APPENDIX D

MEMBERSHIP OF THE BOOK ASSOCIATION OF PERU

-,.

Central Peruana de Publicaciones

Sr. Alfredo Walter Ladereche
(Gerente General)

Mario G. Capella - Gerente de Ventas)
Avenida Bolivia No. 15!
Tel. 79495 - Apartado 4978

Editorial Gonzalez Porto

Dr. Santiago Carrera del Castillo
(Gerente General)

Beton No. 1083
Tel. 77056
Sr. Eladio Vivar - Gerente de Ventas
Union No. 731
Tel. 78483 - Apartado 1858

Editorial Ayacucho

Sr. Reynaldo Huldisch Wagner
Camana No. 280 Of. 702
Tel. 79667
Apartado 131

Librerfa Studium

Sr. Andras Carbone Obradovich
Camand No. 941
Lima
Tel. 35993

Ediciones S lectas

Sr. Ciro Lora
Camana No. 744
Lima

Ruiz Sr Brito

Sr. Jose Brito
N. de Piarola 955
Lima
Tel. 78440
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Plaisir de France

Sra. Carmen Ortrz de Zevallos
N. de Piarola No. 958
Tel. 80535

The University Society. Inc.
...

Dr. Pedro jarque de Leiva
N. de Pierola No. 798
Tel. 33471

Libierfa A. B.3ookstore. S. A.

Sr. Herbert Moll
OcoEia No. 149
Corpac 282 - S. Isidro

Librerfa "El Inca"

Sr. Stuart Harrinson
Pachitea No. 270
Tel. 81754

Central Librerfa del Peru. S. A,

Sr. Pedro Caceres
Callao No. 458, 2ndo. Piso,
Oficina 201
Tel. 71703
Apartado 2110

Ediar Editores, S. A.

Sr. Miguel A. Roberts
Carabaya No. 616, 2ndo. Ptso
Oficina 15
Tel. 74902
Lima



Editorial Ateneo

Sr.- Samuel Rudoy
Union No: 284, 3er. Piso
Tel. 74681
Lima

Editorial Losada

Sr. Jorge Billorou
Contumaze No. 1050
Tel. 79217
Apartado 472

Field Ediciones

Sr. Federico Field Storace
Bolivar No. 373
San Miguel
Tel. 48321

Librerfa Atlentida

Sr. Augusto Wilson
Cuzco 129
Tel. 78 645

Libeerfa Internacional

Sr. Mathew Shipman
Union No. 879
Tel. 77897 - 79390
(T. 79926 - Sr. R. Franco)

Sanmartf & Co

Sr. Carlos Vinatea
A. M. Quesada No. 428
Tel. 70883 - 70080

Wt M. Jackson. Inc,

Sr. Marco Polo Juliano
Uni 6n No. 732
Tel. 78947 - Ap. 2587
(Tel. 76971)
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...

Editorial Baiel

Sr. Reynaldo Jauregui
Avenida Repdblica del Portugal 226
Tel. 34142 - 46547

LibrerilSotsin nte

Sr. Juan de Dios Meryl
Camane No. 972 - "A"
Lima

liert.
Quilca No. 269
Avenida Wilson 955
Oficina 501 - 503
Tel. 3 6854

LioreeN Distribuidora "San Jose"

Sr. Alfredo Mayorga
Camand No. 955
Tel. 34149
Lima

Li 'yea La Universidad

Sr. Nicoles Ojeda Fierro
N. de Pierola No. 639
Tel. 82461
Lima

Distribuidora "Inca".fi. A.

Sr. Jose Munoz - Gerente General
Sr. Jose Godard - Apoderedo
Emilio Althaus No. 470
Lince
Tel. 29303 - 29302
Apartado 3115

Distribuidora Capelletti

Sr; Enrique Capelletti
Moquegua No. 305
Tel. 78645 - 73343
Lima
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rerktfaloncia Universal

Sr. Cesar Guerra
N. de Piet-01a No. 1140
Lima

Editora "Derecho Privado", S, A.

Sr. Oscar Roberts
Rufino Torrico No. 671
3er. piso, Oficina 4
Tel. 78259

Sr. nem Rosenfeld
Moquegua No. 336
4to. piso, Oficina 401
Tel. 80120

"Carrasco LibroslaSLA.

Sr. Ismael Carrasco Cape Herd
Pasaje Correo No. 26
Tel. 76969
Apartado 2960

Arc encia de Fondo de Cultura EcOnOmica

Sra. Magda Portal
Lampa No. 865
Tel. 84643
Apartado 4512

Jmportadora Y_Distribuidora "Rivera"

Sr. J. Luis Rivera
Adahuaylas No. 1156
Tel. 74372
Lima

Librerta "El Ayllu"

Sr. Luis Barrantes Castro
Carabaya No. 794
Lima
Tel. 77689
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Librerra "Arica". S. A.

Sr. Bort s Romero Accinelli
Paseo de la Repdblica
San Isidro - 3285
Tel. 35859 - 24228
Apartado 3537

Editor1312,1:oratia"

Sr. Esteban Luna Pena Jr.
Puno 652 - "B"
Tel. 79978
Apartado 5275

Librerra CatOlica "Sanor

Sr. Cesar Montenegro Melendez
Cailloma No. 347
Lima
Tel. 77157
Apartado 4937

"El Burrito" Libros v Ediciones

Sr. Jorge Almenara Z.
Galerfas Mercaderes No. 116
Tel. 84436 - Apartado 3956
Lima

" a" Editora S

Sr. Edgar Braunstein
Union No. 284, 5to piso, Of. 58
Tel. 77462 - Apartado 4530

Sr. Radl Ferrevra C,

Moquegua No. 284, Of. 512
Apartado 4149
Lima

Mario Fabri v Cit., S. Al

Sr. Mario Fabri
Brefla No. 284
Tel. 32506
Apartado 1722



"Cultural Pentana" S. A. Distribuidor de Libros del lasalco

Sra. josefina de Ayza
Apurimac No. 311
Tel. 74779
Lima

So ledad Librera ana. S. A.

Sr. Leopoldo Cavern Castro
Callao No. 107, Oficina 202
Tel. 77502
Apartado 5402

Fraicloa EL,_,._4litoresS

Sr. Humberto Damonte
Tel. 75526
Apurimac No. 337 - 1 - "A"
Lima

Librerfa "Lo Melori'

Sr. Saturino Sancho
Bolognesi No. 475
Magdalena
Tel. 83400

Grolier del Pent S. A.

Antonio Silveira-Rodriguez George
Chincha No. 226, Oficina 604
Lima

Distribuidora "America." S. A.

Sr. Salvador Quintero Saavedra
Carabaya No. 420
Tel. 73666

Librerfa "La Familia"

Sr. Enrique Bernardez
Puno No. 157
Tel. 70227

papelerfa "La Merced"

Sr. Eduardo Patroni
Uni6n No. 560
Tel. 77463
Lima
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Sr. Andres Carbone Montes
Camane No. 953
Lima

Editorial lberoamericana

Sr. Adan Univazo Zela
N. de Pierola No. 643
Oficinas 301-302
Apartado 5939

La Americana del Pent S. A,

St. Juan A. Olcese
Uni6n No. 446, Oficina 902
Tel. 81681

Editorial Renacimiento Peruana. S.A.

Dr. Santiago Carrera del Castillo
Bel& No. 1091-95
Tel. 80522 - Apartado 855
Cable: Edirepsa, Lima, Perri

Lima, 27 de Julio de 1966.
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iLa Atlas

Sr. Carlos Perez Bendez6
Azangaro No. 892
Lima

Editorial Amazonas

Sr. Luis Zurek
Avenida 28 de Julio No. 539
Tel. 42376
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APPENDIX E

MEMBERS OF THE PERMANENT COMMISSION TO REVIEW PRIMARY

SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS, NOVEMBER, 1966

Pressi%ient: Norma lista Juan Daniel del Aquila Vel6zquez,
Jefe, Departamento de Textos Escolares

Members: Norma lista Enrique Bomez Espinosa
Normalista Francisco Garcia Campana

Jefe, Divisi6n de Pedagogia
Norma lista Leopoldo Best Ramos

Jefe, Divisi6n de Planeamiento
Normalista Sixto Ordofiez Lo ly, Supervisor
Norma lista Jose Luis Part 6n Manrique, Supervisor
Norma lista Rebeca Willstater Grey, Maestra de Escuela
Norma lista Lino VelSzquez Alcintara

Jefe, Division Alfabetizaci6n
Norma lista Manuel Vargas Torres, Supervisor

Source: Columbia Teachers' College Files and Ministry of Education



APPENDIX F

SECONDARY TEXTBOOK APPROVAL COMMISSIONS, ESTABLISHED BY

MINISTERIAL RESOLUTION NO. 2732, June 16, 1965,

(Pursuant to Supreme Resolution No. 035 of January 15, 1965,
establishing such permanent commissions.)

P_sYciidcay and Pia &may

Gonzalo Arizola Tirado
Guillermina Gutierrez de Gorritti
Luis Gilberto Mendivil Anuiserto
'Ads Landeo Meta
Isaac Alvarez Castro

Language art4 JIteratu_re_

Manuel J. Valenzuela Valdez
Emilio Champion de la Cadena
Luis Ego Aguirre Benvenuto
Luis S. Valderrama Diaz
Mercedes Pastor de Bueno

Historia del Perd Peruvian History

R6mulo Aigre Valderrama
Adrian Albarracin Goycochea
Juan Rivera del Capio
Nemesio Reyna Farje Pefia
Luzmila Mae

Historia Universal World History

Manuel Aranibar Barrantes
Leonor Brena Pacheco
Adrian Cabrejos de MacLean
Eugenio Arian Fiscalini
Augusta Pimentel Catty

Geography of the World and Perd

Carlos Mirtinda Maradiegue
Rosario Ruiz de Mancisidor
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Civics. Politics. Economics

Gonzalo Arizola Tirado
Graciela Vera Fortacarrero de Linares
Ge11111r1 Torres Lara
Aida Ponce de Le6n G. de Ruiz de

Castilla
Julio Gutikrez Rodriguez

Mathematics

Nod Bazan Peralta
Carlos Clavo Rivera
Miguel Rojas Valdivieso
Francisco Amado Barrionuevo
Esther Fernandez Davila

Physics and Chemia

Carlos Bravo Pinto
Aurea Tejada Barba
Victor Rondinel Ruiz
Jacinto Mujica Arana
Flor de Maria Tejada Ramfrez de

Courejolles

Biological Sciences

Esteban Proano Sanchez
Maria Gomez Calder6n
Santiago Edwards Ugaz
Luz Guevara Ramos
Beatriz L6pez Albujar Trint



Art Education

Hilda Reategui de Lawinski
Violeta Merkt Gonzalez
Gladys Fuster de Pazos
Eugenio Tarazona Salgado
Elsa Ramfrez de Ramfrez

Bagicik

R. P. Ricardo Durand Flores
Sofia Pinzas Pic&
Rita Castro Ramos
R. P. Abraham Valenzuela Porniano
Matilde Uribe Escobar

Home and Family :.ife Education

Olga Infante Peaa
Marla Ventoicella Camara
Aurora MU Alcedo
Victoria Rondinel Rufz
Lilian Marroqufn

Foreign Languages,

Walter F. Leiblinger Pohorils
Miguel A. Barrantes Alzamora
Julio A. Patino Vento
Juan Hallenweguer Navarrette
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APPENDIX G

BOOKS APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION OF PRIMARY SCHOOL TEXTS

1965 - 1966

Titles

1. Mi Jardfn Musical,
Infantil

2. Calendarlo Cfvico Infantil
3. Calendarlo Cfvico Esco lar

(poesfas)
4. Aurora en la Selva

(lectura 3er. aft)
5. Cuentos Infantiles
6. Orientacion Cfvica Para el

Escolar, 3er ano
7. Fanal--Enciclopedia Escolar

3er afio
8. Fanal-- Enciclopedia ESCOib"

4to. aria
9. Fanal--Enciclopedia Escolar

5to. ano
10. Nuestro Mundo Tropical

Lectura
II. La Ciencia en Nuestra Vida
12. El Mundo de la Ciencia
13. Tierra y Cielo
14. Aire y Sol
15. El Pequeno Artista
16. Mi Libro Azul
17. Mi Libro Amarillo
18. Mi. Libro Rojo
19. Estudios Sociales
20. Aprendiendo los Ndmeros
21, Campanita lectura-transicion
22. Hermanitos Lectura - ler ano
23. Pirulfn Lectura ler ano
24. Arranque Lectura 2do. silo
25. Primeros Pasos Lectura 3er alio
26. Adelante Lecture 4to. allo
27. Cuesta Arriba Lectura 5to. ano
28. Mils Arriba Lectura 4to. allo
29, En la Cumbre-Lectura 5to aflo
30. Calculo pars Transicion
31. Silabario Mis Primeros latras
32. Silabario Hispano American°
33. El Alma de los Nifios
34. Fantasias Infantiles
35. La Gruta Maravillosa (cuentos)
36. El Hilo Magic° (cuentos)

Author or Publisher

Discos Fonolux S. A.

Maximilian Paredes Pinas
Juan Daniel del Aquila Velazquez

Juan Daniel del Aquila Velazquez

Juan Daniel del Aquila Velazquez
Juan Daniel del Aquila Velazquez

Distribuidora Inca, ed.
Iberia, S. A.
Distribuidora Inca, ed.
Iberia, S. A.
Distribuidora Inca, ed.
Iberia; S. A.
"Ntemna" - Cali

"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Call
"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Cali
"Norma" - Cali
Carlota Bustamante y otros
Kapeluz (Distribuidora)
E d. Bruno
Ed. Bruno
Ed. Brutio
Ed. Bruno
Ed. Bruno
Ed. Brutio
Ed. Brutio
Ed. Bruno
Maximilian Paredes Pillas
Luis Quispe Valenzuela
Adrian Dufflocq (distribuidor)
Ed. Harovines
Ed. Harovines
Ed. Harovines
Ed. Harovines
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OriginCountry of O

Per
Perd

Peril

Pei
Perd

Per6

Peril

Perd

Colombia

Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Colombia
Peril
Per('
Peril
Per6
Per('
Perd
Peril
Perd
Peril
Peril
Peril
Peril
Per6
Perd
Peril
Perd
Perd

1
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